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ABSTRACT 

The 2016 US presidential general election was unusual for a variety of reasons. 

Politically, the candidates were new and different in that Clinton was the first woman to 

be elected Presidential nominee by a major political party, and Trump was brash and the 

Republican Party’s dark horse who had never held a political office. Also, Trump used 

Twitter to amplify political speech that was abnormal for a presidential candidate. 

Journalistically, the coverage of the candidates was strange because, in general, non-alt-

right media organizations amplified Trump’s atypical rhetoric by providing Trump with 

an unprecedented amount of free media coverage. Also, in general, media organizations 

did not acknowledge or tiptoed around the bizarre nature of Trump’s rhetoric. This 

extraordinary display of political and journalistic abnormalities revealed an angry 

electorate divided into political, economic, and sociocultural factions. The confluence of 

abnormal political speech, by Trump on Twitter, as well as the media’s obsessive 

unfiltered coverage of Trump, led to the question this dissertation asks: How did 

candidate representation and media coverage of candidate representation comport with 

and push against political and journalistic norms in the 2016 presidential election? This 

dissertation employs qualitative methodology and performs a critical discourse analysis 

through a feminist lens to examine how each candidate communicated their identity, 

performed power, and expressed gender on Twitter. Also, the dissertation analyzed how 

national newspapers and Sunday morning political talk shows recontextualized the 

candidates’ tweets, and whether journalistic norms of like objectivity, were demonstrated. 

The goals of this dissertation are to explain how Trump and Clinton represented 

themselves as candidates and how Trump used Twitter as his foot soldier to violate 
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political norms. Also, this research demonstrates that the media enabled, normalized, and 

legitimized Trump’s rhetoric by engaging in tacit co-conspiratorial agenda-setting with 

Trump, by binding and blinding themselves to Trump’s rhetoric, revealing that the press 

relinquished their role as a watchdog of government corruption and overreach. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The 2016 US presidential general election was unusual for a variety of reasons. 

Politically, the candidates were new and different in that Clinton was the first woman to 

be elected Presidential nominee by a major political party, and Trump was brash and the 

Republican Party’s dark horse who had never held a political office. Also, Trump used 

Twitter to amplify political speech that was abnormal for a presidential candidate. 

Journalistically, the coverage of the candidates was strange because, in general, non-alt-

right media organizations amplified Trump’s atypical rhetoric by providing Trump with 

an unprecedented amount of free media coverage, while using polling data to show 

Clinton ahead, reassuring the public that Clinton would probably win. Also, in general, 

media organizations did not acknowledge or tiptoed around the bizarre nature of Trump’s 

rhetoric. This extraordinary display of political and journalistic abnormalities revealed an 

angry electorate divided into political, economic, and sociocultural factions. 

The confluence of abnormal political speech, by Trump on Twitter, as well as the 

media’s obsessive unfiltered coverage of Trump, led to the question that this dissertation 

asks: How did candidate representation and media coverage of candidate representation 

comport with and push against political and journalistic norms in the 2016 presidential 

election? This dissertation examines how each candidate communicated their identity, 

performed power, and expressed gender on Twitter. Also, the dissertation analyzes how 

national newspapers and Sunday morning political talk shows recontextualized the 

candidates’ tweets and whether the norms of political journalistic exemplifiers, such as 

objectivity, were demonstrated. The goals of this dissertation are to explain how Trump 
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and Clinton represented themselves as candidates on Twitter, and how Trump used 

Twitter to supercharge the dissemination of abnormal political language, which in turn 

baited the media into covering Trump. Another goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate 

how media organizations enabled, normalized, and legitimized Trump’s rhetoric, 

abdicating their role as watchdogs of government corruption and overreach. To set the 

stage, Chapters 2 and 3 review pertinent literature, and Chapter 4 details the 

methodology. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 contain the results. Finally, Chapter 8 offers 

conclusions, implications, and recommendations.  

Chapter 2 begins the examination by laying out the framework for understanding 

the practice of journalism and its importance to US democracy. The significance here is 

the discussion of background information about journalism and journalistic norms, 

political journalism, the job of a political journalist, and how media conglomerates wield 

power. Reviewing journalistic norms in Chapter 2 paves the way to understanding the 

norms and deviations discussed in the Results chapters. Media coverage of a presidential 

election is generally a time-saving device that citizens use to gather information about 

candidates. However, the 2016 presidential general election was very different in that 

non-alt-right media organizations seemed baffled and perplexed while at the same time 

fascinated with Trump as a spectacle and an aberration.  

Another important element of this chapter is the discussion of political identity. 

Political identity is a complex mix of the structures and dynamics of effective candidate 

representation such as political celebrity, speech, style, performance, and authenticity. 

Also, the chapter addresses the interplay between politicians and political journalists 

because candidates and journalists have symbiotic relationships. Political identity is 
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complicated and fraught with peril for the politician and the voter because the perception 

of a politicians’ performance is in the eyes of the voter. Also, the type and amount of 

media coverage candidates receive is generally contingent on the perception of the 

importance of the candidate’s image or issue during specific periods in the election cycle.  

Chapter 3 is composed of various topics under the umbrella term political 

communication and divided into three sections. The first section is a critical analysis of 

political communication, considering how information spreads and influences politics 

and policymakers. Also, the first section looks at critical interventions in the broader field 

of political communication. During the 2016 presidential general election, both 

candidates used political communication in interesting ways, including their choice(s) of 

campaign managers, platforms, and use of digital technologies, revealing norms and 

deviations as well as expressions of power and gender.  

The second section of Chapter 3 is an examination of social media as a new 

medium of political communication and a game-changer. This chapter tackles social 

media issues such as authenticity, the performance of self, self-commodification, the 

networked self, networked publics, media convergence, and political performance on 

social media. The 2016 presidential candidates’ presence on social media provided a 

microcosm of their campaign strategies, including norms and deviations and expressions 

of gender and power, as well as a telling reminder of the rapid advancements in digital 

technology, and how US citizens embrace the affordances of those technologies. 

The third section investigates the political performance of gender because the 

2016 presidential election was the perfect storm of gender, culture, and power. Trump 

performed as his authentic self, which included a 1950s alpha male and paternalistic 
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father who promised to take care of US citizens through nationalist and isolationist 

policies. In contrast, Clinton tried to take advantage of the strong desire to see the first 

woman elected president in the US. Clinton’s strength is her intellect. Gender was a 

political strategy used by both candidates.   

Chapter 4 takes a comprehensive look at the organizing methodological principle, 

which is critical feminist qualitative research because the analysis focuses on the 

construction of knowledge and identity through the political and journalistic discourses of 

power and gender. A critical approach examines the weight of power, as experienced in 

everyday life, and particularly in cases of inequality and injustice. The research is 

qualitative, meaning themes emerge through the examination of language, and the 

qualitative approach will help in the understanding of why powerful and elite journalists 

in media organizations lost their power to set the agenda and control the conversation in 

their coverage of the 2016 presidential election. Equally important, the research examines 

how Clinton and Trump used Twitter to craft their identities and how those identities 

expressed power and gender.   After the methodology chapter, there are three Results 

chapters.  

Chapter 5 is the first Results chapter and examines the candidates’ tweets. The 

chapter performs a critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens to examine the 

tweets of Trump and Clinton from the Republican and Democratic National Conventions 

to Election Day. The tweets of the candidates, excluding their campaign staff tweets and 

candidate retweets, are examined for categories that represent political identity, gender 

traits, power discourses, and radical political tactics, to examine how the candidates 

performed power, expressed gender, and followed or violated political norms.  
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Chapter 6 moves beyond the candidates’ tweets to the recontextualization of the 

tweets by national newspapers from the Republican National Convention and Democratic 

Nation Convention to the week after Election Day. The national newspapers selected 

include The New York Times, Washington Post, Politico, and Wall Street Journal to 

examine a broad spectrum of national discourse. Examining national news coverage of 

the candidates' Twitter posts helps in the understanding of the candidates’ political 

identities, their relationships to the press, and how the press chose to represent the 

candidates. Also, this chapter analyzes media gender bias and how media organizations 

gave power to and took power from presidential candidates. Finally, the chapter explores 

journalistic norms and deviations.  

Chapter 7 considers the recontextualization of the candidates’ tweets on Sunday 

morning political talk shows because the shows are broadcast nationwide and focus on 

the current political issues of that week. The Sunday morning political talk shows chosen 

were Face the Nation, Meet the Press, State of the Union, and Fox News Sunday, and the 

coverage included from the Republican National Convention and Democratic Nation 

Convention to the week after Election Day. This chapter focuses on Sunday morning 

political talk show coverage of Trump’s and Clinton’s Twitter posts to understand how 

experts like political journalists and campaign surrogates made sense of the candidates’ 

tweets, and how the audience was to understand the tweets, the candidates, and the 

candidates’ political strategies.  

Chapter 8, the conclusion chapter, reviews the dissertation results, offers 

contributions to literature and theory, and puts forth five key concepts revealed in the 

results. Second, the chapter evaluates specific examples of gender, power, and 
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journalistic norms and deviations uncovered in the results, as well as the contributions of 

this dissertation’s world view as a critical feminist analysis. Third, in broad strokes, this 

chapter discusses implications regarding current coverage of candidates, and the present 

state of politics and democracy. And finally, this chapter offers recommendations about 

journalism, political candidates, and public deliberation and communication. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PRACTICE OF POLITICAL JOURNALISM AND POLITICAL IDENTITY 

The 2016 presidential campaign served as a microcosm of the shifting sands of 

journalism. For example, candidate Trump claimed that he was using Twitter to bypass 

media organizations like The New York Times to connect directly to his base so that his 

language would not filter through the lens of media elites. Candidate Trump frequently 

lied and used provocative and inflammatory language on Twitter as well as at campaign 

rallies, including threatening non-alt-right media organizations. Also, both Trump and 

Clinton suffered multiple scandals during the general election. The candidates’ scandals 

combined with the unusual language and behavior of Trump tested the mettle of political 

journalists who were working in uncharted territory, meaning that the type and amount of 

abnormal political communication left little or no time for context and reflection.  

Although it is common for presidents and presidential candidates to have difficult 

relationships with the media, Trump’s claim that non-alt-right media organizations were 

the enemy of the people is a danger to democracy because pitting citizens against the 

press is an authoritarian populist refrain. Authoritarian populism uses differences in the 

level of education, race, ethnicity, geographic location, etc., to pit citizens against each 

other so that they fight amongst themselves rather than question the corrupt practices of 

the people in power. Therefore, freedom of the press is essential to a functioning 

democracy because the press serves as the watchdog of governmental overreach and 

corruption. Freedom of the press from government control was so important to the 

Framers that it is in the First Amendment of the US Constitution. Over time freedom of 

the press has proven itself fundamental to democracies because it permits the press to 
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question the decisions and behaviors of government officials such as President Nixon 

directing some of his staff to plant listening devices in the Watergate Hotel to eavesdrop 

on the 1972 Democratic National Convention.  

During the 2016 presidential election, some news organizations normalized and 

legitimized Trump’s speech on Twitter by repeated the language verbatim rather than 

calling it out as abnormal for a presidential candidate. For that reason, this dissertation 

examines how media coverage of Trump’s and Clinton’s political speech on Twitter 

comported with and pushed against political and journalistic norms. This chapter reviews 

literature, which includes background information about journalism and journalistic 

norms, media power, political journalism, candidate identity, and the interplay between 

candidate identity and political journalists. This literature aids in the understanding of 

candidate representation and media recontextualization of candidate representation in the 

2016 presidential general election.  

The Evolving Nature of Journalism and Media Organizations Post-Watergate 

Examining the recent history of journalism and media organizations is important 

because media conglomeration and the Internet have dramatically changed the business 

model. Some scholars divide the study of journalism post-Watergate into the first wave, 

which focuses on the changing role of journalism and the news as a result of media 

conglomeration and the second wave, which examines the impact of digital technology 

on journalism and the news.  

Journalism, News, and Media Conglomeration 

The first wave of scholarly research occurred in the 1970s with the advent of two 

US political scandals: Pentagon Papers and Watergate. State Department military analyst 
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Daniel Ellsberg leaked the Pentagon Papers to The New York Times and The Washington 

Post, revealing that government spokespersons were lying about US military success in 

the Vietnam War. The White House ordered the publications not to run information from 

the Pentagon Papers citing national security risks. However, the Supreme Court ruled in 

favor of the newspapers on the grounds of the First Amendment in New York Times Co. 

v. The United States.  

A year later, the Watergate scandal, which involved the break-in at the 

Democratic National Convention, led to the impeachment of President Nixon. William 

Mark Felt, Sr., deputy director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), leaked 

information to The Washington Post journalists Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward. 

Schudson (1992) argues that Watergate altered political and journalistic norms: 

“changing expectations of political behavior, changing guidelines about the bounds of 

acceptable public discourse, and changing demands about our political institutions and 

the incumbents who make them run are a legacy of Watergate” (p. 164). Watergate 

ushered in a public feeling of distrust of politicians while simultaneously wanting them to 

be of high moral character (Schudson, 1992). The Watergate scandal and the Pentagon 

Papers were landmarks for US journalists because they demonstrated the need and the 

power of the press to check the powers of the executive branch.  

The executive branch scandals of the 1970s afforded journalists and media 

organizations prominence, which led to scholarly and journalistic investigations of both. 

Although the First Amendment protects freedom of the press, it does not require 

journalists and media organizations to be impartial. Therefore, scholarly post-Watergate 

inquiries involved issues that continue to dog journalists and media organizations today, 
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such as media organizations’ desire to maintain the status quo, the influence of elites on 

journalists and media organizations, and the power of news as discourse. 

The 1970’s government scandals prompted scholars and journalists to investigate 

and question the media’s role in deciding what qualifies as news; and media 

organizations’ ability to reinforce the political, economic, sociocultural status quo by 

bolstering the idea that the current conditions should be maintained because they are the 

norm (Tuchman, 1978; Gans, 2004; Halbertstam, 1979; Hartley, 1982). Gans suggested 

that journalists pursue social justice issues, that, by their nature, try to subvert systemic 

norms, while Tuchman proposed studying how media organizations frame news stories to 

make them more palatable for readers. For instance, Tuchman found that the media 

framed coverage of the Women’s Movement in the 1960s-70s as a white and middle-

class women’s movement ignoring the women of color who participated in the action. At 

that time, most journalists and editors were white, which may have influenced their frame 

of reference and choice of coverage. During the 2016 election, neither presidential 

candidate was a media favorite, meaning neither candidate was charismatic or felt 

comfortable fielding questions from the press, which is why this dissertation examines 

how the media represented the candidates and how the media tried to maintain the status 

quo. For example, Hillary Clinton received a disproportionate amount of negative media,1  

while Donald Trump openly feuded with the media, resulting in Trump “winning the 

 

1 Stiehm, J. (2016, May 23). Clinton Is No Media Darling. U.S. News & World Report. Retrieved from 

https://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2016-05-23/hillary-clinton-is-subject-to-disproportionately-

negative-media-coverage 

 

https://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2016-05-23/hillary-clinton-is-subject-to-disproportionately-negative-media-coverage
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2016-05-23/hillary-clinton-is-subject-to-disproportionately-negative-media-coverage
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news cycle.”2  Another area of concern for scholars and journalists (Halbertstam, 1979; 

Gans, 2004; Hartley, 1982) is how media elites influence media organizations. For 

example, Halbertstam suggested that the Los Angeles Times was a dictatorship under the 

Chandlers who owned the paper. According to Halbertstam, “It’s not so much printing 

information as withholding it; it would sanitize the large, significant political and 

economic developments within the city, boost the ones the Chandlers wanted to be 

boosted while printing minor stories about crime” (p. 162). By controlling information, 

the Chandlers were power brokers. The Los Angeles Times operated as an apparatus of 

family enrichment (Halbertstam, 1979). Using another example, Halbertstam describes 

Time Magazine under Henry Luce as an autocracy. Henry Luce, who served as editor-in-

chief for Time, said, “from the first page to the last … whatever comes out has to reflect 

my view, and that’s the way it is” (p. 91). Elites like Henry Luce and the Chandlers 

shaped the news, which shaped the public’s understanding of it. 

Like Time Magazine after Luce, the Los Angeles Times struggled to unwind the 

corporate culture of the authoritarian owner (Halbertstam, 1979). The research reveals 

that workers in media organizations can develop a pseudo-Stockholm syndrome, 

behaving like hostages of the media elites in the organization. When newsworkers get 

used to a lack of power and autonomy, this lack becomes part of their identity, and it is 

difficult to regain their autonomy because of the fear of reprisal, which becomes part of 

the corporate culture. To put Halbertstam’s work in perspective, Ryfe (2012) suggests 

 

2 Farhi, P. (2015, September 1). The media’s love-hate relationship with Donald Trump. The Washington 

Post. Retrieved from https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/the-medias-love-hate-relationship-

with-donald-trump/2015/09/01/16d8ee38-50cb-11e5-933e-

7d06c647a395_story.html?utm_term=.c2eb3225a7ce 
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that from 1950 to 1970, journalists experienced the most autonomy “to do journalism for 

journalism’s sake, unmolested by owners, sources, or, indeed, audiences” (p. 17). Even 

though journalists experienced autonomy from the 1950s to 1970s, journalists are always 

beholden to the news organizations that employ them (Ryfe). 

The journalistic struggle for identity is broader than their role in news 

organizations. For example, political journalists are intertwined with politicians and the 

White House Press Corps and must navigate the power and prestige of the presidency. 

Consequently, media relationships and media bias are important avenues of research 

because many citizens depend on the media coverage of political candidates to vote, and 

voting is essential to a thriving democracy. Political journalism will be discussed at 

length in Political Journalism as a Genre of Journalism. 

Changes in political power, economic developments, and a mediated event 

formed media conglomerates, resulting in a power shift from journalist to organization 

and print to broadcast (Halbertstam, 1979). The first change was the increasing power of 

the presidency combined with the arrival of television, as demonstrated by the first series 

of live televised debates between presidential candidates Kennedy and Nixon in which 

Kennedy appeared charismatic while Nixon seemed haggard. The second change was the 

consolidation of news organizations into corporate conglomerates that added layers of 

control and ridged procedures to newsgathering and coverage to ensure corporate 

compliance on the part of journalists. 

The event was Edward R. Murrow’s televised repudiation of Senator Joseph 

McCarthy’s accusations of subversion and treason without probable cause. In effect, 

Edward R. Murrow’s criticism led to the downfall of Senator McCarthy because Murrow 
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exposed McCarthy’s corrupt tactics to the public. After that event, “the network itself 

would control the journalists, the shows, the hours, and, to a considerable degree, the 

subjects” (Halbertstam, 1979, p. 209). Halbertstam found that media organizations 

tightened control over journalists, limiting their authority and independence, ensuring that 

journalists would never again have the power and autonomy exhibited by Murrow. 

Halberstam was a historian and a journalist for twenty years who studied and experienced 

power relations within The New York Times, and that vantage point may have influenced 

his perception of media organizations.  

In contrast, Gans (2004) and Tuchman (1978) studied the inner workings of 

media organizations using an academic lens and found that journalists in the 

organizations they studied had power and autonomy. Tuchman found the relationships 

between newsworkers and editors to be more cooperative than oppositional. Tuchman 

observed that the journalistic profession served the needs of the organization and vice 

versa. For example, to protect the news organization from libel, journalists develop a 

“web of facticity” or many facts that validate themselves individually as well as 

collectively to maintain journalistic credibility as well as organizational integrity 

(Tuchman, 1978). A fact is “pertinent information gathered by professionally validated 

methods specifying the relationship between what is known and how it is known” 

(Tuchman, 1878, p. 82). Journalists need to develop relationships with sources in large 

institutions, particularly key officials, because key officials have access to more precise 

information (Tuchman, 1978). As journalists corroborate information, the more like it is 

to be true.  
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The “web of facticity” serves both the journalist as well as the organization by 

boosting credibility. The “web of facticity” is particularly important to the coverage of 

the 2016 presidential election because facts and truth came into question by candidates as 

well as journalists. For example, if candidate Trump did not like the media coverage he 

received, he called it “fake news.”3 PolitiFact named fake news the 2016 “Lie of the 

Year” and defined fake news as “made-up stuff, masterfully manipulated to look like 

credible journalistic reports that are easily spread online to large audiences willing to 

believe the fictions and spread the word.”4 Making false statements, verbally or in print, 

during a presidential campaign, delegitimizes politicians, the office of the presidency, and 

news organizations because democracy depends on the watchful eye of the media to root 

out falsehoods and corruption. Also, when democratic government officials repeatedly lie 

to the electorate, democracy erodes because the state relies on propaganda to 

communicate with citizens and mask government corruption.   

Because fake news looks real, journalists and media organizations need to vet 

information and consider the credibility of the source. Journalists seek sources who are 

key figures in large institutions, such as powerful political and economic elites, because, 

generally, they are in positions of power or are close to people in positions of power 

(Gans, 2004). Also, journalists need to be aware of manipulation like politicians drawing 

media attention toward themselves to gain free media or distract the media away from 

 

3 Coll, S. (2017, December 3). Donald Trump’s “Fake News” Tactics. The New Yorker. 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/12/11/donald-trumps-fake-news-tactics 

4 Holan, A. (2016, December 13). 2016 Lie of the Year: Fake news. PolitiFact. 

http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/article/2016/dec/13/2016-lie-year-fake-news/ 
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them by deflecting or distracting. Manipulation is one reason why the “web of facticity,” 

meaning verifying source information, is so important for journalistic integrity.  

Sources play a vital role in the creation of news by providing information to 

journalists and media organizations that help form news stories (Gans, 2004). Gans is 

very concerned about the power of sources and claims, “the news may be too important 

to leave to journalists alone” (p. 322). Gans suggests that journalists include the public in 

determining what news is fit to print, while Ryfe (2017) suggests that journalism reflects 

the public, including government, economic, and socio-cultural forces. Therefore, 

journalism and the public co-create the focus of the news. 

Readers are not passive recipients of news. Research demonstrates that readers 

want to participate in news stories by discussing and arguing the news of the day (Nord, 

2001; Bird, 2003; Bird and Dardenne, 2009). Although journalists set the agenda, they 

exist in the “swirling-cauldron of culture” (Bird, 2003, p. 160), meaning that current 

political, economic, and sociocultural events influence media coverage. Nord argues that 

during the Industrial Revolution, newspapers became commercialized, focusing on 

“capitalism, industrialism, and the justice and discipline of the marketplace…and a vision 

of public community” (2001, p. 108-109), creating interdependence between business 

and the public. Bird and Dardenne recommend that journalists rethink their focus and tell 

stories “that best serve citizens” (2009, p. 214) because journalists are both storytellers 

and citizens. 

As storytellers, journalists rely on mythology to determine who and what gets 

covered. Lule (2001) writes that "news comes to us as a story, the telling of a happening, 

the dictionary says, written or spoken with the intention of entertaining or informing" (p. 
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3). Lule suggests that in telling news stories, journalists rely on mythology to frame the 

news in a way that is understandable and relatable to the readers. "Myths are archetypal 

stories that play crucial social roles" (Lule, 2001, p.15). Myths reveal political or power 

dynamics, cultural norms, and societal values. Myths rely on universal stories such as 

catastrophes and victories to point to the characters in the story who are wise or 

simpletons, good or evil, generous or stingy, hero or trickster, etc., to talk about the 

human condition and the effects of various behaviors (Lule). Candidate Trump was very 

effective at using myth during his campaign by harkening back to the 1950s with his 

campaign slogan Make America Great Again, claiming that he had the power to recreate 

the economic prosperity and culture of that time. Trump mythologized himself as the 

hero who could save white Americans from immigrants, Muslims, Mexicans, and African 

American crime and poverty. 

Journalists are burdened by a variety of factors when writing news stories such as 

receiving different and incompatible opinions on their work, resulting in the final version 

of the story presenting only some semblance of the original work; and journalists along 

with media institutions feel pressure to support the status quo, meaning the current state 

of economic, socio-cultural and political conditions (Halbertstam, 1979; Gans, 2004; 

Tuchman, 1978). According to Baym (2005), “news is defined and constrained by a set 

of cultural practices, informal and often implicit agreements about proper conduct, style, 

and form that today are in flux, increasingly multiple, debatable, and open for 

reconsideration” (2005, p. 261). Studies of news discourse reveal that journalists choose 

words that help readers make sense of current events and that that journalistic language 

exposes connections between society, culture, and power. Other communication scholars 
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like Hartley (1982) argue that semiotics, or the study of social meaning, reveals the 

nature of news, its purpose, and the interests it serves because news is a text that is a 

representation of reality. Analysis of news discourse reveals journalistic and 

organizational codes, values, and conventions, as well as how news organizations 

persuade readers to understand the world (Hartley, 1982). The media coverage of the 

2016 presidential election exposed media organizations trying to maintain the status quo 

by affording Trump and his surrogates the respect that usually is given to a presidential 

candidate even though Trump mocked and threatened media organizations and 

journalists.  

Examining news as discourse is important because it aids in understanding current 

events, and it reveals societal, political, and cultural norms and deviations since the 

public and journalists co-construct the news, representing a reality.  Of interest in this 

dissertation is power expressed through language because “…the use of language and the 

exercise of power are often not clear to people, yet appear on closer examination to be 

vitally important to the workings of power” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 54). Language exposes 

the linkages between identities, relationships, and representations (Fairclough, 1995). 

During the 2016 presidential general election, language reflected the power of the 

candidates through their crafted identities as well as the power of the media organizations 

to reflect a public reality. For example, most non-alt-right media organizations repeatedly 

showed polling data with Clinton ahead in the polls, ensuring their audience that Clinton 

would win. 
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Journalism, News, and Digital Technology 

The second wave of research, concerning the changing nature of journalism, 

began in the mid-2000s, according to Usher (2014), with concerns about the impact of the 

Internet and media conglomeration and how those issues influence democracy 

(Overholser and Hall Jamieson, 2005), infotainment or the merger of news and 

entertainment (Pelican, 2005; Bishop, 2004; Patterson, 2013), investment (McChesney 

and Pickard, 2011), and journalistic culture (Ryfe, 2012; Usher, 2014). For example, 

Overholser and Hall Jamieson (2005) brought together a set of essays written by 

prominent authors in the field to discuss the current and future roles of the press and their 

relationship to democracy and how the Internet has dramatically changed writing and 

delivering news. Other scholars like McChesney and Pickard (2011) argue that 

“American journalism is in an existential crisis [because] the resources invested in 

reporting the news have declined precipitously” due to digital technologies and corporate 

structures (p. ix, x). Also, Patterson (2013) suggests that infotainment, meaning the 

merging of news and entertainment, as well as the ease and availability of political 

punditry on the Internet, has led to information corruption because some in public cannot 

differentiate between news, opinion, and entertainment. And Ryfe (2012) explores how 

some of the cultural aspects of print journalism, written about extensively in the first 

wave, are holding journalists back from embracing digital news, while Usher performs an 

ethnographic study at The New York Times to see how well journalists are coping with 

digital journalism. This second wave literature was analyzed to understand how external 

influences and internal practices impact current journalistic practices and media 

coverage. For example, although the free press serves as the watchdog of government 
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corruption and overreaches some prominent non-alt-right media organizations did not call 

out candidate Trump’s use of authoritarian populist rhetoric in his tweets and at campaign 

rallies, which threatened democratic principles like freedom of the press.   

As journalism and media organizations change with advances in technology and 

business practices, it is important to look back at what the Framers envisioned to be the 

press and look to the future to examine how the press as media conglomerates, in the 

digital age, support democratic values. Pelican (2005) explains that at the writing of the 

Constitution, the Framers saw the press as those who owned a printing press and did not 

foresee radio, television, and the Internet. As technology advanced, the government 

stepped in with regulatory mechanisms like licenses to provide oversight of news 

organizations (Pelikan) and ensure that the press as originally conceived could move 

forward democratically as new technologies were entering the marketplace. As news 

organizations developed, they became part of media organizations that provide both news 

and entertainment and are beholden to shareholders. Pelican, Bishop (2004), Patterson 

(2013), and other scholars share concerns about the merger of news and entertainment on 

television, leaving the public to differentiate between news and opinion. 

Another area of concern for scholars is the interactive nature of the Internet that 

allows for an unfiltered 24/7 “electronic town hall meeting” on any subject as if the 

Internet were “a new democratic institution” (Pelikan, 2005, p. xxiii). Although it is not 

the responsibility of the field of journalism to educate a nation, how well citizens are 

educated and can discern fact from fiction, needs to be addressed both inside and outside 

the role of journalism (Pelikan). The nature of journalism and its relationship to the 

citizenry is complex, and multifaceted and changes over time as technology, society and 
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culture evolve, so it is important to think about how freedom of the press guaranteed in 

the US Constitution applies to news delivered by publicly traded media organizations 

who control both the delivery of news and entertainment. 

McChesney and Pickard (2011) suggest that journalism is in crisis primarily due 

to a resource problem, meaning that media organizations do not invest enough money and 

people in the news portion of the media business, to adequately inform the citizenry and 

hold government officials accountable for wrongdoings. The authors acknowledge that 

media organizations are businesses that must show a profit to be lucrative. Therefore, the 

government must bear some responsibility for the current crisis and provide more funding 

for “a supercharged public broadcasting system” or other solutions, because the free press 

is a fundamental building block of democracy (McChesney and Pickard, 2011, p. xi). 

Citizens need a free press to know what their government officials are doing and how 

they are spending taxpayer dollars to avoid corruption and overreach by government 

officials.  

Although concern about media conglomeration is a common thread woven 

through much of the scholarly writing about journalism, Ryfe (2012) looks at journalism 

through a microlens, focusing on the habits and routines of print journalists and how 

those behaviors hold journalists back from fully embracing digital journalism. For 

example, the author found that people online have more options than a national or local 

newspaper, which upends the notion of the journalist as the source of information to the 

public and requires journalists to rethink their identities in the online world. Also, Ryfe 

found that people online tend to congregate in communities in a “hub” formation, 

meaning there are usually leaders at the center, driving the conversation and the 
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information sent out to the community (2012, p. 9). If journalists want online followers, 

they need to replicate the active and passionate nature of hub leaders (Ryfe). For instance, 

journalists think of blogging as outside the realm of journalism rather than embracing it 

as another form of journalism (Ryfe). For journalists to survive and thrive in the digital 

age, they must reimagine their core identities (Ryfe), such as what journalism is and who 

are journalists. The 2016 presidential election demonstrated that politicians like candidate 

Trump could reimagine political communication, so journalists, particularly political 

journalists, need to quickly rise to the challenge and ascertain who they are and what their 

function is in Trump’s discursive landscape.  

Journalistic practices are also an area of concern for Patterson (2013) whose main 

worry is how commentators have peddled untruthful information that has found its way 

into mainstream news and corrupted the information presented to the public. Patterson 

argues that we need journalists because “Public life is increasingly complex, and we need 

an ongoing source of timely and relevant information on the issues of the day” (2013, p. 

6). The author suggests “knowledge-based journalism,” meaning that the journalistic 

habit of immediacy needs to be tempered with reflection to give journalists time to think 

about the evidence they receive, and choose to use, as well as how their story fits into a 

wider historical context (Patterson, 2013, pp. 94-95). Also, journalists need to sharpen 

their storytelling skills using rhetorical devices such as “analogies, illustrations, 

examples” to better communicate their information to the public (Patterson, 2013, pp. 94-

95). During the 2016 presidential general election, immediacy took precedence over 

reflection as news organizations like The New York Times published candidate Trump’s 
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tweets verbatim without providing historical context, regarding the norms of presidential 

language and behavior.  

Journalistic practices at The New York Times was the focus of Usher’s (2014) 

work to understand how well The Times was transitioning from print journalism to digital 

journalism. Usher focused on The Times because it is a national and international paper 

that shapes “elite political discussion” and “has won more Pulitzer Prizes than any other 

newspaper” (Usher, 2014, p. 6). The author found that “the great tension” at The New 

York Times was the editors’ quest to be everything to everybody, including the most read 

print newspaper and most sought after interactive, multimedia and social media Web 

content provider, which is impossible for The Times journalists to sustain for any length 

of time (Usher, 2014, p. ). Although objectivity is a tried and true value at The Times, 

digital journalism prizes “immediacy, interactivity, and participation” (Usher, 2014, p. 8). 

The Times journalists struggled to meet the demands of the digital age, which left little 

time between producing and consuming the news, resulting in mistakes and 

underdeveloped articles for the sake of immediacy that Usher called the “hamsterization 

of journalism” (Usher, 2014).  

Speed, as well as interactivity and accuracy, were issues at The Times (Usher, 

2014). Interactivity enhances an article by adding “multimedia, interactive graphics, 

photo slideshows, and audio…[that] would make the story come alive on the Web” 

(Usher, 2014, p. 13, 14). Adding interactive devices is so time-consuming that it 

generally used for “off-deadline stories” (Usher, 2014, p. 17). At The Times digital 

participation, that journalists assumed meant, engaging users on social media, was not 

widely embraced because journalists are the originators of conversations, using a strategy 
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of one to many rather than co-creators of conversations with the public (Usher, 2014). 

According to Usher, The Times was struggling with “emergent values” and “contested 

values” (2014, p. 224). Emergent values such as immediacy, interactivity, and 

participation are “socially constructed,” meaning the politics, economics, technologies, 

etc., of the time, influence journalistic values (Usher, 2014) Contested values, in the case 

of journalists at The Times, are the “renegotiation” of what journalism is and who 

journalists are in the Digital Age (Usher, 2014). The journalistic struggle with digital 

technology at The Times was apparent during the 2016 presidential general election with 

multiple versions of articles posted to their website because of errors or new information. 

Also, The Times coverage of candidate Trump’s tweets generally were limited to a 

verbatim listing of tweets rather than thoughtful analysis of the abnormality of a US 

presidential candidate using authoritarian populist rhetoric.       

The second-wave scholarship about the current and future state of journalism 

reflects many concerns about the ongoing role of the news section of media organizations 

as watchdogs of government corruption and overreach; the changing culture of 

journalistic values in the digital age; and the renegotiation of what journalism is and who 

journalists are. The scholars struggled with difficult questions such as how the press, 

enshrined in the US Constitution, serves two masters, the government and shareholders, 

and how do journalists and news organizations define their roles as technology changes at 

an exponential rate. The 2016 presidential general election reflected the above 

conundrums as political journalists struggled to cover a political candidate who violated 

the norms of political speech and behavior and who used social media to set the agenda 

of political journalists who previously had control over that role.   
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The Future of the Changing Nature of Journalism 

Ideas and understandings about journalism are under siege because of technology 

and media conglomeration. If a non-journalist with a smartphone is the eyewitness of an 

event, are they functioning as a journalist? (Zelizer, 2017) Should journalists have a 

degree in journalism? (Bishop, 2004, Zelizer, 2017) Are journalists doomed to reaction 

rather than reflection because of accelerating news cycles, or can journalism imagine a 

new way to respond to the rapid pace of new technologies? (Zelizer, 2017) The preceding 

questions demonstrate how ideas about what journalism is and who are journalists, are 

fluid.  

Journalism is a complex area of study because it touches many academic 

disciplines such as history, sociology, language studies, political science and cultural 

analysis, and the organizational structure of the media institution can influence the focus 

of the journalist. Sociology reveals why journalism is important in the present, history 

discloses why journalism was critical in the past, language studies exposes journalists’ 

rhetorical devices, political science uncovers why journalism should matter, and cultural 

studies show how identity alters the importance of journalism to the individual or group 

(Zelizer, 2004). Applying a cross-disciplinary approach to the study of journalism helps 

the researcher more fully understand practices, strategies, and implications (Zelizer, 

2004). 

The study of journalism and journalistic norms and deviations are vital because 

we understand the world through the lens of journalism via the newsworkers, the 

journalists’ sources, and media organizations. Therefore, a cross-disciplinary approach is 

needed to understand the 2016 presidential general election and the future of journalism, 
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media organizations, and democracy. And so, this dissertation performs a critical 

discourse analysis through a feminist lens to examine how candidate representation and 

subsequent media coverage comported with and pushed against political and journalistic 

norms during the 2016 presidential election general election, using theories from the 

fields of communication, political science, and gender studies.   

Political Journalism as a Genre of Journalism 

Political journalism is a field of journalism that concentrates on covering and 

investigating governments and political power. Political journalists, called the fourth 

estate, check the power of the executive, legislative and judicial branches of government 

by reporting on activities, events, issues, policy, overreach, and corruption. This 

dissertation studies the media coverage of the 2016 presidential general election because 

it is key to understanding how politicians, political journalists, and their audiences co-

created the news. First, this section examines the profession of political journalists 

because the job evolves with technology, culture, and society. However, some aspects are 

constant and universal. For example, all journalists strive for objectivity and accuracy, 

but digital media demands immediacy, interactivity, and participation. Consequently, 

some news articles get published with inaccurate information, or multiple versions get 

published during evolving stories. Second, political journalists’ relationships with other 

journalists, media organizations, and politicians are analyzed since they are complex and 

multifaceted.    

The Expanding Role of the Political Journalist  

Political journalism should be grounded in the accurate representation of political 

and government activities. However, political journalism is fluid in that technology, 
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society, culture, politics, economics, and government regulations can change who or what 

is covered and why. For example, in the US, the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC), a branch of the federal government, is responsible for the regulation of 

communication by radio, television, cable, and satellite. In 1949, the FCC introduced a 

policy called the Fairness Doctrine, requiring television and radio stations that hold FCC 

broadcasting licenses to devote some time to talk about controversies affecting the public. 

The goal of the doctrine was to present controversies in an honest, equitable, and 

balanced manner by exposing viewers to a diversity of viewpoints.  The Supreme Court 

heard several cases against the doctrine but ruled that it did not infringe on the freedom of 

speech guaranteed by the First Amendment.  

However, in 1987, the FCC removed the Fairness Doctrine because the 

Republican-led FCC officials determined that the doctrine did restrict the journalistic 

freedom of broadcasters by requiring fair and balanced news reporting. At the time of the 

ruling, former President Ronald Reagan had named three of the sitting FCC 

commissioners. Reagan advocated for government deregulation of business generally to 

stimulate a stalled US economy, claiming that "Government is not the solution to our 

problem, government is the problem."5 Removing the Fairness Doctrine paved the way 

for broadcast media organizations and journalists to frame news coverage using a 

singular political point of view. For example, the political journalists on Fox News 

deliver the news with a conservative political viewpoint, while the journalists at MSNBC 

report the news with a liberal perspective.   

 

5 Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation & Institute. (n.d). Reagan Quotes and Speeches. 

https://www.reaganfoundation.org/ronald-reagan/reagan-quotes-speeches/inaugural-address-2/ 
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Even though the political points of view can differ, conservative and liberal 

political journalists have similar responsibilities. For instance, political journalists 

develop stories and coverage of political events. Boorstin (1971) describes political 

events as pseudo-events, meaning ambiguous or self-fulling planned happenings for the 

media to report on, so the audience feels informed, and it appears that the media 

delivered facts. Pseudo-events are effective in democracies because they have the allure 

of educating the public using drama to add interest, while totalitarian governments use 

propaganda to make false statements that stir up emotion (Boorstin, 1971). Campaign 

rallies, press conferences, and broadcast interviews are examples of pseudo-events. At 

campaign rallies, during the 2016 presidential general election, Trump watched the news 

cameras in the press pit for the red lights to indicate that they were recording. If Trump 

did not see the red light on the CNN camera, he would increase the hyperbolic nature of 

his rhetoric until the red light went on, so Trump knew CNN was recording his 

performance. During the 2016 presidential election, Trump received $5.6 in free media.6  

However, the news needs to inform the public. News stories use an inverted 

pyramid method, revealing who, what, when where, why, and how at the start of the 

story, followed by important details. The conclusion of the story or the small end of the 

pyramid is general information. Unfortunately, the public remembers morality stories 

with imagery, and a beginning, middle, and end, more easily than a story written using 

the inverted pyramid, resulting in the popularity of scandal stories (Bird, 2003). Scandal 

narratives invite the reader to participate in the story by discussing it with friends, family, 

 

6 Fearnow, B. (2019, June 19). CNN, MSNBC Cut Away From Orlando Trump Rally As Networks Shy 

Away From 'Free' Coverage Offered in 2016. Newsweek. https://www.newsweek.com/trump-rally-cnn-

msnbc-fox-news-2020-1444780 
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and relations, as the various stages of the scandal unfold from speculation to 

personalization and finally distancing (Bird, 2003).  

During the discussion, the reader works out their moral stance on the issue and 

seeks similar points of view (Bird, 2003). The 2016 presidential general election was 

replete with scandal narratives such as allegations of Clinton using corrupt campaign 

practices and Trump’s sexual assault of women. Moreover, Trump’s language and 

behavior were scandalous for a presidential candidate, resulting in an unprecedented 

amount of free media coverage. Also, Trump’s voter base became more united with each 

scandal because Trump presented the 2016 presidential election as a battle between 

democrats and republicans, using the binary logic of us versus them to divide and 

conquer. 

In addition to discussing an event, audiences like to become part of the event 

(Boorstin, 1971). Research has shown that audiences attending a live event have a 

diminished experience because they have trouble seeing the event and that people attend 

an event to see themselves on television (Boorstin, 1971). However, broadcasters show 

the live audience on television and tell the television audience that the live audience is 

having a much better experience (Boorstin, 1971). Successful politicians create a 

calculated intimacy with the audience during pseudo-events like political rallies 

(Boorstin, 1971). According to Collinson, during the presidential campaign, Trump drew 

large crowds at political rallies that translated into primary and general election 

victories.7 However, Trump won for a variety of reasons, such as a better Electoral 

 

7 Collinson, S. (2016, August 27). In presidential elections, size doesn't always matter. CNN. Retrieved 

from https://www.cnn.com/2016/08/27/politics/2016-election-crowd-size/index.html 
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College strategy than Clinton, and Russia’s use of bots on social media to divide the 

electorate, fanning the flames of contentious issues such as gun control and 

immunization. 

Presidential campaigns spark audience interest that translates into increased 

readership and viewership for media organizations because campaigns are a key source of 

political information. For example, the first presidential debate between Clinton and 

Trump on September 26, 2016, was the most-watched debate in modern history with 84 

million viewers across 13 channels.8 Political journalists helped viewers understand the 

debate and set the agenda for public discussion by acting as “a prism held up to reality, a 

prism that refracts and filters reality according to a professional set of criteria” (Weaver, 

Graber, McCombs, & Eyal, 1981, p. 4). According to Weaver et al., the ability to pick 

and choose the information that becomes prominent news is called agenda-setting. 

Agenda setting influences how often the public thinks about a news story but not their 

attitudes and beliefs about the story (Weaver et al., 1981). The 2016 presidential general 

election revealed the media straining to hold the agenda-setting function because Trump 

baited the media into covering him using provocative language.     

New technologies such as social media and smartphones are changing ideas about 

agenda-setting. For example, agenda-setting, priming, and framing work together to help 

explain the media’s influence on the audience. Priming is the “link between agenda-

setting effects…and the subsequent expression of opinions about specific public figures” 

(McCombs, 2014, p. 99), while framing “is to select some aspects of a perceived reality 

 

8 Weprin, A.(2016, September 27). First Trump-Clinton debate is the most-watched debate of all time. 

Politico. https://www.politico.com/blogs/on-media/2016/09/first-trump-clinton-debate-smashes-ratings-

records-228788 
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and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a 

problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation and/or treatment 

recommendation for the item described” (Entman, 1993, p. 52). Even though agenda 

setting and its counterparts priming, and framing continue to be relevant, additional 

theories are needed to explain the power of social media platforms such as Facebook, 

Twitter, and YouTube. 

Agenda-melding is a concept that helps explain how agenda setting differs on 

social media. According to McCombs, “agenda-melding is the way we balance agendas 

of civic community and our valued reference communities with our views and 

experiences to create a satisfying picture of the world” (2014, p. 145). Mass media such 

as newspapers, television, and radio reach large audiences vertically, meaning top-down 

or one voice to many audience members, while special interest group media like social 

media and cable television programming reach specific audiences (McCombs, 2014). For 

example, the Internet allows audiences to pull specific data from websites, and 

smartphones permit organizations to push content to specific users, resulting in audiences 

that actively engage in agenda-setting. New technologies complicate understandings of 

the relationships between the media, journalism, and the audience because the audience is 

now interactive. The interactive capabilities of social media and the 2016 presidential 

campaign are addressed in-depth in Chapter Three. 

The Interplay Between Political Journalists and Politicians   

Political journalists operate on shifting sand because facts and interpretations 

about politicians and political events can intermingle (Jones, 1995). Political journalists 

cover politicians and government officials, requiring relationships with those officials as 
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well as their advisers and spokespersons. Political journalists wield political power, and 

they are employees of media organizations who may have a political point of view. They 

can influence citizens, who use the news coverage of politicians to decide whom to elect 

to office.  

Political journalists may have complicated relationships with politicians, but they 

also have difficult relationships among themselves. Print journalists claim that broadcast 

journalists are frauds because they play to the camera, reading from a teleprompter, or 

repeating information from an earpiece (Bishop, 2004). Nevertheless, print journalists 

sometimes appear on broadcast journalism shows as news analysts. National news 

programs demonstrate the power of journalists because they both report and analyze 

political events, explaining their significance and implications to the public (Boorstin, 

1971).  

For example, The New York Times Op-Ed columnist David Brooks and 

Washington Post political columnist Mark Shields has a weekly show on the PBS 

NewsHour called Shields and Brooks, where they analyze and provide a historical context 

of the week’s political events. They frequently cite their feature stories or Op-Eds. 

However, their analysis focuses on the historical context of the situation, issue, or policy. 

Studying the print and broadcast journalistic coverage of the 2016 presidential election 

will increase understanding of how those fields of journalism intersect and deviate from 

one another, revealing how media organizations and journalists work together to produce 

a story.  

Media coverage is one tool politicians use to get their ideas to the voter. 

Consequently, politicians must learn to speak in soundbites, which are “easily understood 
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slogans and phrases aimed at promoting and justifying the policy decisions of 

governments” (Jones, 1995). Politicians need to speak in short statements because 

journalists require reports that are easily transferable to radio, television, and print. 

However, soundbites can be problematic. For example, if a politician does not want to 

answer a question, a rehearsed response that does not answer the question results in a 

meaningless soundbite. Also, soundbites fall short when a complicated answer is 

required. During the 2016 presidential election, both candidates used campaign slogan 

soundbites so the media, as well as the public, could easily understand their focus. For 

example, Clinton used “I’m with her,” to signal the first female presidential nominee and 

Trump used “Make America Great Again” (MAGA), to denote returning to 1950s 

economic and sociocultural norms. Trump was a master of soundbites using “build a 

wall” as his immigration policy, “lock her up” to threaten his opponent Hillary Clinton, 

and “the enemy of the people” to identify non-alt-right media.  

Soundbites are important to both politicians and journalists. However, a journalist 

wants a revelation that has the potential to turn into a thousand-word feature story, which 

can happen during a press conference. Journalists ask politicians questions during press 

conferences to try to get them out of their comfort zone of rehearsed responses to give 

news stories a new twist (Jones, 1995). Politicians protect themselves by relying on press 

secretaries to prep them for journalists’ questions, as well as to limit the amount and 

scope of the questions to guard against topic drift and unforced errors on the part of the 

politician. During the 2016 presidential general election, Clinton ran a traditional 

campaign and relied on Brian Fallon, her press secretary, while Trump ran a non-

traditional campaign and spoke unfiltered to his base, which they heartily enjoyed.   
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A good spokesperson serves as the politician’s communication bodyguard, 

protecting them from the media (Jones, 1995). During the 2016 presidential general 

election, Katrina Pierson was Trump’s spokesperson. The National Review, a 

conservative magazine, described Pierson as “someone whose relationship to 

conservatism, and to the truth, is as elastic as his [Trump] own.”9 The article continues 

with Pierson insinuating that Ted Cruz was not a US citizen because he was born in 

Canada. Ted Cruz is a US citizen. However, Pierson placed herself and her reputation 

between Trump and his challengers to defend Trump at all costs.  

Coverage of the 2016 presidential election is a fruitful area of study because the 

two candidates’ relationships with the press could not have been more different. Hillary 

Clinton shielded herself from the press while Donald Trump and his spokespersons did 

not. Clinton did not have a press conference for nine months during the campaign, 

resulting in negative media coverage and speculation.10 In contrast, Trump said that he 

would hold a press conference on March 3, 2016, at 1:30 pm, to discuss comments made 

by former Gov. Mitt Romney. Trump was late. Therefore, CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News 

held live coverage of an empty podium for 30 minutes. According to Adams, “Since 

announcing his candidacy in June 2015, Trump has dominated headlines and captivated 

 

9 Tuttle, I. (2016, January 28). The Many Strange Inconsistencies and Occasional Outright Lies of Donald 

Trump’s Spokeswoman. National Review. Retrieved from 

https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/01/katrina-pierson-donald-trumps-controversial-spokeswoman/ 

10 Byers, D., (2016, September 8). Hillary Clinton finally holds a press conference. CNN. Retrieved from 

https://money.cnn.com/2016/09/08/media/clinton-presser/index.html 
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newsrooms everywhere.” 11 Press conferences of presidential contenders are one form of 

pseudo-events that ensures media coverage.      

Another kind of pseudo-event is a leak (Boorstin, 1971). Politicians leak stories to 

journalists to float new policy ideas, prospective candidates, or stories that are untrue but 

appear to be true in the news (Jones, 1995). Leaks can be powerful bits of information 

that change the course of history. For example, in 2003, the Pentagon leaked false 

information to The New York Times reporter Judith Miller about weapons of mass 

destruction in Iraq. Shortly after, the White House used Judith Miller’s article as 

corroborating evidence that there were weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, and the US 

should engage in war with Iraq. For background information, the US invaded Iraq. 

However, in 2005, the Iraq Survey Report revealed that US inspectors could not find 

weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.12 This leaked story reveals both the intertwined 

nature of relationships between journalists and politicians, and the importance of 

journalistic ethics, sources, and the “web of facticity” in a thriving democracy. 

Political journalists often rely on sources to tell a story that the candidate is 

unwilling to reveal directly. Sources can be press secretaries, politicians, and other 

government officials. Sources share information with the political journalist, provided the 

journalist will not reveal the source. Other journalists admire reporters who have 

cultivated trusting relationships with sources (Jones, 1995). Good sources play an 

 

11 Adams, B., (2016, March 3) Trump's empty podium gets 30 minutes of airtime. Washington Examiner 

Magazine. Retreived from https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/trumps-empty-podium-gets-30-minutes-

of-airtime 

12 Starr, B. & Labott, E. (2005, January 12). Official: U.S. calls off search for Iraqi WMDs. CNN. 

Retrieved from http://www.cnn.com/2005/US/01/12/wmd.search/ 
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important role in the verification of news stories, adding to the article’s trustworthiness.  

The public expects political news coverage to be accurate and reliable (Jones, 1995). 

Although Miller used Pentagon sources, political stories frequently originate from 

the politician’s communication director. Communication directors frame and shape 

political news and are called spin-doctors. They supply news stories to journalists to push 

political change in a party or policy (Jones, 1995). Spin-doctors must be able to predict 

how journalists will react because the worst-case scenario is that the journalist will frame 

the story in the foulest possible light (Jones, 1995). They cultivate journalists and other 

media contacts to guide and tweak news stories. This dissertation examines how the 

candidates’ spin doctors represented the candidates on Sunday morning political talk 

shows.    

Spin-doctors are successful when they do not have to make an official statement 

because their contacts in media organizations present the news in the best possible light 

for the politician or party (Jones, 1995). Another measure of success is wounding a 

political opponent due to attributable attacks (Jones, 1995). Attacking political opponents 

is beneficial to political journalists because they profit from the tension and antagonism 

that increases readership and viewership (Jones, 1995). The public is fickle; they love a 

whiff of scandal. However, the public wants accountability and scrutiny about political 

decision-making (Jones, 1995). Unfortunately, the complexity of policy takes a backseat 

to conflicts in the news cycle, and the 2016 presidential general election was scandal-

ridden for both candidates.  
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The Construction of Political Identity 

Political identity reflects the concerns of constituents because politicians want to 

“be perceived publicly in a positive and favorable way” (Weaver, Graber, McCombs, & 

Eyal, 1981, p. 161) to garner enough votes to be elected to office. The importance of 

public image is not a new idea. In 1532,  Machiavelli, a politician, and philosopher 

advised his protagonist in The Prince to create his public image carefully, saying, 

“Everyone sees what you appear to be, few experience what you really are” (Machiavelli, 

1532/1961, p. 58).  A carefully constructed public image can hide a private life of deceit. 

(Machiavelli, 1532/1961). Some US citizens vote for a candidate based on the political 

party they represent, while others are single-issue voters, and others vote based on the 

candidate’s appeal. Citizens ponder questions like, “is the candidate authentic,” or “could 

I have a beer with the candidate?”  

Political identity is a combination of three characteristics such as the outward 

projection of a candidate to the public, intimately through autobiographies or narratives 

of self, and through the tone and content of their language (Corner and Pels, 2003). 

Politicians create their identity (Corner, 2003) and direct their speech “to other 

politicians, to journalists and to sections of the general public” (Corner and Pels, 2003, p. 

12). The media aids in the crafting of political identity by emphasizing specific 

characteristics and softening others, such as focusing on certain issues that incite 

disagreement, and concentrating coverage on frontrunners like coverage of a horserace, 

which sets the agenda for public conversation (Weaver, Graber, McCombs, & Eyal, 

1981). Voters are more likely to remember an “interesting” news story about a candidate 

(Weaver et al., 1981). According to Weaver et al., the best predictor of voter preference is 
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common beliefs and values because it is easier to learn about a candidate by relying on 

their public image rather than their stance on issues. For example, Clinton ran as a 

centrist who would continue the Obama legacy by adopting Obama’s policies, thinking 

she would capture his voter base. Trump ran an authoritarian populist campaign, 

harkening back to the economic and social mores of the 1950s to capture angry, 

disenchanted voters who felt they had been left behind by both political parties. 

Scholars differ in their approach to studying political identity. Some scholars 

focus on improving political identity using new forms of marketing (Scamell, 2003; 

Bennett, 2003), while others emphasize the importance of the performance of political 

identity (Pels, 2003; Corner, 2003; Street, 2003; Van Zoonen, 2003). This section will 

examine both theoretical approaches because, during the 2016 presidential general 

election, Clinton and Trump used new marketing techniques to snag voters. Clinton 

concentrated on continuing Obama era policy initiatives such as the Affordable Care Act 

because voters in all parties were concerned about losing health care, while Trump ran on 

nationalist policies like immigration reform linking immigration with terrorism and job 

loss, which resonated with Republican, Democratic, and Independent voters. Although 

the economic and individual concerns of the citizen consumer are important aspects of 

voter turnout, how well the candidate performs for the crowd is equally or perhaps more 

important than political marketing.  

Marketing 

Generally, the consumer citizen is more interested in how public policy will affect 

them than they are with party loyalty (Scammell, 2003; Bennett, 2003). Before economic 

globalization (before the 1970s), politicians in democratic countries relied on symbols 
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such as the “broad ideological terms of labour, capital, religion and national mythology” 

to draw citizens together in political parties by common interests (Bennett, 2003, p. 137). 

Old business marketing strategies assumed that the consumer had no voice, and 

consumption was unlimited (Scamell, 2003). Political parties used those old strategies, 

focusing on consolidated power within the party and taking voters for granted by 

supposing that voters would fall in line behind party symbols (Scammel, 2003). 

Consolidation of political party power requires large corporate contributions rather than 

small-dollar donors who contribute $5 or $10, but large corporate contributions generally 

alienate voters and result in low voter turnout (Scammell, 2003). However, during the 

2016 presidential general election, Trump ran a non-traditional campaign using 

authoritarian populist rhetoric, and many of Trump’s policies conflicted with that of the 

Republican Party Platform, and yet Trump garnered both small and large dollar donations 

and cobbled together enough of a voter base to win the 2016 presidential election.  

New business marketing strategies acknowledge that the Internet allows customer 

interaction resulting in the consumer influencing the company (Scammell, 2003). 

Beautiful corporations focus on quality products that are aesthetically pleasing and 

appear socially responsible (Scammell, 2003). Companies who are good corporate 

citizens use language that conveys concern for globalization, the environment, and 

poverty, to appeal to their consumer citizen demographic (Scammell, 2003). Politicians 

need to retool their marketing strategies as corporations have done by reaching out to 

citizen-consumers and reflecting their concerns and interests (Scammell, 2003).  

Today’s voters are fragmented into group identities, resulting in “de-identification 

with common institutions, symbols and authorities” as well as a rise in “once 
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marginalized religious and ethnic orders” who fight against “personal freedoms” over 

national interests (Bennett, 2003, p. 138). Because group identity changed “citizen roles 

and political identification,” political communication had to refocus on wooing specific 

groups to raise voter turnout (Bennett, 2003, p. 139). Political issues are personal and 

understood in terms of individual “consumer considerations and bottom line policy 

outcomes” (Bennett, 2003, p. 141) or how they will affect the specific consumer. This 

change in political communication developed into a marketing strategy of lifestyle 

politics, which is a “focus on consumption and private values,” along with the permanent 

campaign, meaning politicians campaign all year long because they need a steady stream 

of donor funding to compete in the next election, and because voters need to be reminded 

frequently of their political brand (Bennett, 2003, p. 144).  

Political Performance 

Political identity is an umbrella term for the creation of that identity by the 

politician, political party, campaign advisors, and the media. How well the candidate 

performs for the camera or the crowd is called political style because broadcast television 

creates a virtual feeling of connectedness between politicians and voters. Political style 

refers to: 

an heterogeneous ensemble of ways of speaking, acting, looking, displaying, and 

handling things, which merge into a symbolic whole that immediately fuses 

 matter and manner, message and packaging, argument and ritual” (Pels, 2003, p. 

45). 

 

Media coverage intensifies the need for political performance of style because the 

politician links asymmetrically to the audience, meaning one voice (the politician) to 

many (the audience) rather than a dialog, establishing an audience democracy, which 

sidesteps political spokespeople (Pels, 2003) and the political party (Pels, 2003; Weaver, 
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Graber, McCombs, & Eyal, 1981). Although the political performance of style is outward 

towards the crowd, it creates a pseudo-intimacy that bridges the gap between politicians 

and citizenry and creates a knowing/feeling of political authenticity (Pels, 2003). 

Perceived authenticity is essential for candidates because voters want to believe that they 

know and can, therefore, trust the candidate (Weaver et al., 1981). Authenticity has been 

a problem for Clinton because the media has consistently represented her as either an 

aggressive feminist or an inauthentic woman (Parry-Giles, 2014). Trump’s rhetoric was 

perceived as authentic yet unprofessional because most of his tweets were non-traditional 

and amateurish, which supported his claim that he was a political outsider who could be 

trusted (Enli, 2017).    

Political performance is so important that politicians who were media celebrities 

or political communication professionals are preferred over political bureaucrats because 

they know how to perform for an audience (Pels, 2003). Broadcast television favors 

politicians who demonstrate “personality, the cultivation of emotion, and the whipping up 

of incidents and conflicts” (Pels, 2003, p. 47) because that behavior increases viewership. 

A good political performance is most important to citizens who feel left out or left behind 

by their political party because the performance is felt to be authentic (Pels, 2003). 

During the 2016 campaign, Clinton said, "We're going to put a lot of coal miners and coal 

companies out of business,"13 followed by a $30 billion plan to subsidize and retrain 

workers. The media focused on the coal miners losing their jobs rather than the policy. 

Consequently, Trump promised coal miners that he would reopen shuttered coal mines so 

 

13 Horsley, S. (2016, May 3). Fact Check: Hillary Clinton And Coal Jobs. NPR. Retrieved from 

https://www.npr.org/2016/05/03/476485650/fact-check-hillary-clinton-and-coal-jobs 
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they could get their jobs back even though Trump had no plan of action.14 However, the 

Trump message resonated with the voter base of coal miners because Trump told the coal 

miners what they wanted to hear.     

Broadcast television is a major vehicle for political performance because 

politicians perform for the television audience and the media organization resulting in an 

increase or decrease in viewership. A political and media created identity can be 

understood in three ways: iconically, vocally, and kinetically (Corner, 2003). Iconically 

refers to the symbolic representation associated with a politician’s manner and 

physicality (Corner, 2003). Vocally suggests that how something is said is as important 

as what is being said (Corner, 2003). The kinetic aspect of performance refers to 

interaction (Corner, 2003), such as a televised interview or political rally, where the 

politician reacts to the interviewer or the crowd. Clinton and Trump established 

dramatically different media identities. Clinton’s iconography included the pantsuit; 

vocally, Clinton had to be very careful not to sound shrill, which is a term generally used 

by men to discount what women have said by describing their voice as sounding 

unpleasant to their ears. Kinetically, Clinton was very good at debates, interviews, and 

one-on-ones with the media, but connecting to a crowd was not her strong suit. In 

contrast, Trump hugged US flags hanging beside his podiums to symbolize his love for 

the US, vocally he was unfiltered, which connect well with his base, and kinetically he 

was a master at performing for his crowds at campaign rallies because he watched and 

 

14 Timm, J. (2017, Feb.12). Trump Promised to 'Open the Mines' — Here's Why That Is Unlikely. NBC. 

Retrieved from https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/trump-promised-open-mines-here-s-why-

unlikely-n716141 
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listened to the words that connected with the crowd and modified his rhetoric to suit the 

crowd.       

Rhetorical Political Performance 

Both candidates approached political speech in different ways. Clinton relied on 

focus group tested soundbites, while Trump’s speech was so unwieldy that other 

politicians, and Trump supporters, claimed that Trump spoke seriously rather than 

literal, meaning it was up the voter to interpret Trump’s rhetoric. Trump’s supporters 

welcomed his impromptu style of speaking. For example, when Trump claimed that 58% 

of young black people could not get jobs, he meant many, rather than a valid statistic.15  

In contrast, Clinton did not apologize for having a private email server until after 

her campaign focus group tested the idea.16  According to Weaver et al., “Political 

rhetoric appears to have the greatest influence on individuals who are poorly informed 

and most deficient in political allegiance” (Weaver, Graber, McCombs, & Eyal, 1981, p. 

164). During political speeches, Clinton emphasized her experience and policy ideas, 

while Trump used hyperbolic rhetoric to earn free media. Trump performed for the crowd 

and the media, and those performances increased his coverage as well as broadcast 

television viewership.  

Political identity is performed differently depending on the sphere of influence 

(Corner, 2003). Politicians have three communication spheres: political institutions, the 

 

15 Zito, S. (2016, September 23). Taking Trump Seriously, Not Literally. The Atlantic. Retrieved from 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/09/trump-makes-his-case-in-pittsburgh/501335/ 

16 Haberman, M. (2015, September 8). Hillary Clinton, Citing Her ‘Mistake,’ Apologizes for Private Email. 

The New York Times. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/politics/first-draft/2015/09/08/hillary-

clinton-calls-private-email-server-a-mistake-says-im-sorry-about-

that/?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=first-column-region&region=top-

news&WT.nav=top-news&_r=3 
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public, and the private (Corner, 2003). Identity is established through political institutions 

by way of policies, relationship to party, and time and duties while in office (Corner, 

2003). The candidate and the media form the candidate's public identity where 

“politicians develop reputations, draw varying levels of support, are judged as good or 

bad, undergo meteoric or steady advancement, decline, resign or are sacked” (Corner, 

2003, p. 74).  Some political candidates will alter their performance and language for the 

crowd. For example, while President Obama was campaigning for Clinton, he would 

drop the “g” from the end of words to talk like the blue-collar crowd.17 

The private identity of a candidate is generally contextualized in a biography 

using background information (Corner, 2003) such as family, experience, and education. 

Allowing political identity to be constructed from a candidate’s private life can humanize 

the candidate but risks scandal (Corner, 2003). Trump and Clinton used self-narratives to 

shape the private self, bypassing the press and delivering their message directly to the 

public. Both candidates have written or co-written books about themselves. Hillary 

Clinton wrote Living History, a memoir of her time in the Senate, Hard Choices, her 

account as Secretary of State, and What Happened, documenting her experiences running 

for president. Trump co-wrote The Art of the Deal, which is part-memoir and part-

business advice. Trump's other books are about financial advice. Both candidates have 

used self-narratives to promote their public identity using the mass-mediated device of a 

book that is private, confessional, and promotional. Trump's self-narrative was that he 

was a successful seasoned businessman who would run the US like a company. Clinton’s 

 

17 McWhorter, J. (2014, August 7). For a President Today, Talkin’ Down Is Speaking American. Daily 

Beast. Retrieved from https://www.thedailybeast.com/for-a-president-today-talkin-down-is-speaking-

american 
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self-narrative was that she was the most experienced politician to run for office. Both 

candidates used books as tools for self-promotion.     

In addition to politicians’ relationships with their various publics like political 

institutions and constituents, they have shifting associations with the media in the form of 

political publicity, interactive news-making, and journalistic revelation (Corner, 2003). 

Political publicity refers to a political party supporting or abandoning a politician 

(Corner, 2003). Interactive news-making indicates that politicians and their surrogates are 

involved in the production of political news by providing information as well as 

performing that information on broadcast television (Corner, 2003). The journalistic 

revelation suggests leaked information by a politician or their staff to float an idea, or by 

a political foe to harm a politician’s professional or private life (Corner, 2003). Because 

politicians are performers, varying degrees of lying goes on during political speech from 

“over-promising benefits and under-recognizing problems” to direct deceit (Corner, 

2003, p. 79). However, during the 2016 presidential general election Clinton was caught 

in more than a dozen untruths using legal language and parsing words, but Trump lied 

more than 100 times, which The Guardian divided into destroy or degrade your 

opponents, self-inflation, attack the non-alt-right media, peddle conspiracy theories, deny 

and distort.18 The amount and nature of Trump’s lies threaten democracy by degrading 

the office of the US president and exacerbating mistrust between the citizenry, the press, 

and political parties.  

 

 

18 Yuhas, A. (2016, November 7). How does Donald Trump lie? A fact checker's final guide. The 

Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/nov/07/how-does-donald-trump-lie-fact-checker 
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Cultural Political Performance  

"Alright, Mr. DeMille, I'm ready for my close-up" are the iconic final words of 

the unstable attention-seeking actress Norma Desmond, played by Gloria Swanson, in the 

movie Sunset Boulevard. Norma is an emotionally fragile aging actress who is staging a 

comeback because she needs an adoring audience to survive. Politicians, like celebrities, 

must play to the camera to keep their audiences engaged because their fanbase is voters. 

Street (2003) and Van Zoonen (2003) look at the celebrity status of politicians through 

culture to understand political identity.  

The marketing of a politician is significant but not enough to determine how 

identity is shaped (Street, 2003). Politicians sell merchandise to reinforce their political 

brands like celebrities (Street, 2003). However, a deeper dive into popular culture is 

needed to analyze how politicians capture cultural hegemony (Street, 2003). For example, 

politicians perform as if they were celebrities in show business, and audiences look for 

popular cultural symbols and styles to connect with the politician (Street, 2003). Also, a 

politician’s wardrobe represents their public image and is considered a political act 

(Street, 2003) meshing culture with the political. For instance, wearing a red tie is 

associated with power, and Trump’s signature tie is red.  

Audiences reward entertaining performances by turning out for rallies and on 

election day, and they punish bad performances with alienation or withholding their vote 

(Street, 2003). Successful politicians appear cool and pseudo-authentic, demonstrating 

“narcissism, ironic detachment and hedonism” like media celebrities (Street, 2003, p. 96). 

However, politicians must exhibit a passion for specific issues and retain that passion 

through long, grueling campaigns while appearing “tough and decisive” (Street, 2003, p 
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.97). Politicians draw on specific aspects of culture and reflect that back to their base. 

Therefore, a cultural lens is needed to examine political performance (Street, 2003).  

Political performance includes political symbols and narratives like soap operas, 

dealing with gender, scandal, conflict, incompetence, and spin control (Van Zoonen, 

2003). The US presidency is a gendered space: “The masculinist assumption-made-

normal is strong and is made even stronger when it goes unnoticed for its gendered 

aspects” (Duerst-Lahti, 1997, p. 22). The US president, as well as presidential candidates, 

are expected to demonstrate that they can meet the challenges that the role requires using 

masculine words and actions (Dittmar, 2016). In general, US male politicians use 

“metaphors of warfare, sports, games and general violence” to reinforce symbols of 

masculine hegemony (Van Zoonen, 2003, p. 102). During the 2016 presidential 

campaign, Trump claimed that China was raping the US because of the trade deficit,19 

while Clinton was characterized as hawkish toward Russia because she had a grudge 

against Putin.20 On Election Day, women voted for Clinton over Trump with a 12% 

margin, while men voted for Trump over Clinton with a 12% margin, make the gender 

gap the widest since 1972,21 demonstrating that gender trumped party in the 2016 

presidential election. 

 

19 Diamond, J. (2016, May 2). Trump: 'We can't continue to allow China to rape our country'. CNN. 

Retrieved from http://www.cnn.com/2016/05/01/politics/donald-trump-china-rape/ 

20 Sanger, D. (2016, October 20). The Hawk on Russia Policy? Hillary Clinton, Not Donald Trump. The 

New York Times. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/21/us/hillary-clinton-donald-trump-

putin-russia.html 

21 Tyson, A. & Maniam, S. (2016, November 9). Behind Trump’s victory: Division by race, gender, 

education. Retrieved from http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/11/09/behind-trumps-victory-

divisions-by-race-gender-education/ 
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Scandals are another popular theme in politics and soap operas, dealing with 

“power struggle, betrayal, sexual intrigue, jealousy, revenge…and money” that play out 

with the political characters appearing “immoral and spoiled” (Van Zoonen, 2003, pgs. 

105, 109). Political conflicts such as those between a politician and their party 

organization seem “petty and vindictive” (Van Zoonen, 2003, p. 109). Incompetent 

politicians appear “silly and incoherent” (Van Zoonen, 2003, p. 109). Therefore, spin 

control is needed to cover up political misdeeds, foibles, and predilections (Van Zoonen, 

2003) because politicians perform for the citizen audience, the press, and their political 

party.            

Politicians’ public image and political performance are crucial to their success 

because voters want to see performed charisma and authenticity. Politicians can no longer 

rely on basic party symbols to rally the base, such as conservative politicians advocate for 

business while liberal politicians support workers. They need to brand and market 

themselves to a fragmented voter base that focuses on economic self-interests and 

personal causes. Politicians must reflect the culture of their base through their physicality, 

rhetoric, and interactions with the public, the media, and their party. Politicians try to 

humanize themselves by sharing a sanitized version of their private lives through 

biographies. However, the media can expose a politician’s private life, revealing scandal, 

corruption, and incompetence that politicians and their staffs try to spin into gold.  

The life of a politician is a heavy lift because their public and private lives are put 

under a microscope for all to examine, analyze, discuss, and ridicule. Also, female 

politicians need to anticipate and navigate the expectation of masculine political style. 

For nearly two centuries, male US politicians were the norm and female politicians the 
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aberration. Currently, there are more women than men in the United States,22 and both 

11% of men and 11% of women have advanced degrees.23 And yet, in the 115th 

Congress, only 19% of the representatives are female.24 Therefore, political identity is 

overwhelmingly associated with masculine style as well as presence.     

  Political identity is complicated and fraught with peril for the politician and the 

voter because the perception of politicians’ performance is in the eyes of the voter. Media 

coverage of the candidates’ image and issues is contingent on which candidate or what 

issue receives coverage during specific periods in the election cycle. Furthermore, the 

media does not adequately address the truth of a candidate’s statements and denials 

((Weaver, Graber, McCombs, & Eyal, 1981). Also, the ability to set the agenda of public 

discussion gives the media “the potential to influence the outcome of presidential 

elections” (Weaver et al., 1981, p. 206) and “make or break presidential hopefuls” 

(Weaver et al., 1981, p. 207). Studying the mediated performances of the 2016 

presidential general election candidates, through their use of Twitter, will aid in the 

understanding of how candidates shape their political identity digitally and how 

 

22 Bureau of Census (2016). Resident Population by Sex And Age: 2000 To 2014 [As Of April 1 Except 

2013 And 2014 As Of July 1] ProQuest Statistical Abstract of the U.S. 2016 Online Edition. Retrieved 

from  

http://statabs.proquest.com/sa/docview.html?table-no=6&acc-no=C7095-

1.1&year=2016&z=0F89757F6D8E408FD4885C72CF898C0AB3664881 

23 Bureau of Census (2016). Educational Attainment by Selected Characteristics: 2014 [By Age, Sex, Race, 

Marital Status, And Employment Status; As Of March] ProQuest Statistical Abstract of the U.S. 2016 

Online Edition. Retrieved from  

http://statabs.proquest.com/sa/docview.html?table-no=255&acc-no=C7095-

1.4&year=2016&z=FDB3237F4A8C352451313C0194DA33798991ECB4 

24 Marcos, C. (2016, November 17). 115th Congress will be most racially diverse in history. The Hill. 

Retrieved from http://thehill.com/homenews/house/306480-115th-congress-will-be-most-racially-diverse-

in-history 

 

http://statabs.proquest.com/sa/docview.html?table-no=6&acc-no=C7095-1.1&year=2016&z=0F89757F6D8E408FD4885C72CF898C0AB3664881
http://statabs.proquest.com/sa/docview.html?table-no=6&acc-no=C7095-1.1&year=2016&z=0F89757F6D8E408FD4885C72CF898C0AB3664881
http://statabs.proquest.com/sa/docview.html?table-no=255&acc-no=C7095-1.4&year=2016&z=FDB3237F4A8C352451313C0194DA33798991ECB4
http://statabs.proquest.com/sa/docview.html?table-no=255&acc-no=C7095-1.4&year=2016&z=FDB3237F4A8C352451313C0194DA33798991ECB4
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/306480-115th-congress-will-be-most-racially-diverse-in-history
http://thehill.com/homenews/house/306480-115th-congress-will-be-most-racially-diverse-in-history
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journalists respond and reshape that identity through the type of media coverage and 

amount of media coverage the candidates receive.    
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CHAPTER 3 

POLITICAL COMMUNICATION AND THE POLITICS OF SOCIAL MEDIA 

AND GENDER  

The 2016 presidential general election was unique for many reasons. First, 

although both candidates used Twitter to connect directly with their base, the angry, 

bullying, antagonistic, and malice of Trump’s tweets was unprecedented for a 

presidential candidate.25 Second, on July 27, 2016, Hillary Clinton broke a glass ceiling 

by becoming the first female presidential nominee of a major US political party. The 

unique candidates and their political parties took distinctive approaches to disseminate 

political information to the media and the public, including their use of social media. This 

chapter of the dissertation reviews the literature of political communication and the 

politics of social media and gender, to better understand how Clinton and Trump 

represented themselves on Twitter, how the candidates expressed their power and gender, 

and how the candidates comported with or pushed against political norms during the 

2016 presidential general election.  

Political communication is complex and multifaceted because it may be difficult 

to ascertain whether the originator of the communication was the candidate, the 

campaign, or fake news, or what media channel conveyed the information, and the 

effectiveness of the communication (Wells, 2015). The study of political communication 

is significant because the 2016 election was an election of contrasts. Trump was the only 

 

25 Perry, L. & Joyce, P. (2017, May 2). In 3 charts heres how President Trumps tweets differ from 

candidate Trumps tweets. The Washington Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-

cage/wp/2017/05/02/in-3-charts-heres-how-president-trumps-tweets-differ-from-candidate-trumps-

tweets/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.0bb0ff1f1427 
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presidential candidate in modern history with no political experience26, and Clinton was 

the first woman to represent her party as a presidential nominee. This chapter discusses 

the importance of political communication in conjunction with advancements in digital 

technologies and the interplay between political communication and the public because 

the 2016 presidential general election was unprecedented for the amount and types of 

both candidates’ scandals as well as the abnormal language and behavior of Trump on 

Twitter. The first section begins with background information about political 

communication and offers a critical analysis of contemporary political communication 

theories, including how information spreads and influences politics and policymakers. 

The second section explores social media literature and the performance of the candidates 

on Twitter. Finally, the third section investigates gender theories and the political 

expression of gender on Twitter.  

Section One  

Political Communication 

A Brief History 

Political communication is fundamental to US democracy, so much so, that the 

Framers of the Constitution stipulate that the Bill of Rights include freedom of speech 

and the press, and the Post Office Act of 1792 enacted a government-subsidized postal 

service (Bimber, 2003; Stromer, 2014; Wells, 2015), to distribute political information to 

citizens. According to Bimber, the Framers established “a new political communication 

system in the United States” (2003, p. 54). This system of political communication kept 

 

26 Murse, T. (2020, January 16). US Presidents With No Political Experience. ThoughtCo. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/does-president-need-political-experience-4046139 
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citizens informed of government activity in their locale, as well as across the small nation 

and provided a feedback loop to government officials who could analyze coverage and 

editorials for general citizen concerns (Stromer, 2014). Journalists brought about “a 

particular form of democracy as discourse” (Carey, 1993, p. 6-7) because journalists 

represented democracy to the public in print. Printed political communication allowed for 

an expanded “public sphere” (Habermas, 1989), where citizens could discuss local as 

well as national issues (Wells, 2015).  

Newspapers were the first mediated form of communication that included 

political information, and it did not take long for politicians to realize the power of 

information. Politicians had used narrative to craft their public image since the election of 

1840 when candidate Harrison used the man of humble means origin story, even though 

his family was well to do (Stromer, 2014). While political image crafting continues from 

election cycle to election cycle, the media channel that distributes political narratives has 

changed over time. 

The broadcast era of political communication began in the 1920s, with the advent 

of radio (Stromer, 2014). For the first time, the voice of a politician entered the private 

sphere of a citizen’s home. In the 1950s, television changed the landscape of political 

communication by transmitting images of candidates on three television stations that 

broadcast similar news at the same time every night (Stromer, 2014). Politicians bought 

nightly news airtime during campaigns, in the form of political ads spoken in soundbites, 

so that voters could easily understand, and the ads could be replayed or picked up in news 

articles (Stromer, 2014). Although cable television became popular in the 1980s, and 
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consumers had more channel options, communication remained predominately one-way, 

from politicians to the audience (Stromer, 2014). 

In the 1990s, access to the Internet and digital communication technologies 

(DCTs), permitted two-way communication in the form of interactivity and feedback 

between politician and constituent (Stromer, 2014). Although the capability of 

interactivity would assume better communication between politician and constituent, 

voters were increasingly withdrawing from party affiliation because politicians were 

relying on the affordances of mass-media to turn out the vote (Stromer, 2014), resulting 

in a monologue, meaning one voice (the politician) to many (the audience), rather than 

dialogue. In addition to Stromer, other scholars agree that technological advancements 

such as mass media and the Internet were game-changers for political communication 

because candidates had more media channels to get their message to constituents. 

However, scholars suggest that additional circumstances such as a surge of money and 

elite influence in politics (Kreiss, 2016), the Progressive Era’s push for citizen 

engagement (Wells, 2015; Sheingate, 2016), and the rise of political consultants, are 

integral to understanding the history of political communication and how politicians 

interact with constituents. 

The influence of money and elites. Kreiss (2016), expanded on previous work 

(Norris, 2002; Blumler and Kavanaugh, 1999), and separated political communication 

into three ages, 

a first age of stable political institutions and beliefs and a second 

professionalization age of mass media have given way to an emerging third age 

that has characteristics including communication abundance, intensified  

professionalization, increased competition for attention among political actors, a  

new anti-elitism and populism amid media change, and a diversification of the  

forms, genres, and mediums of political communication (p. 205). 
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The first age is characterized as “labor-intensive” because it relied heavily on volunteers. 

During the first age, political parties provided the funds necessary to run campaigns. The 

second age considered “capital-intensive” relied on large donations from elites to pay 

media consultants, pollsters, and advertisers. The third age, the current age, is shaped by 

rapidly changing digital technologies that politicians and political parties struggle to 

catch up with, resulting in a fallback strategy that relies on marketing techniques like 

personal branding. However, Kreiss argues that the third age, specifically the 2008 and 

2012 Obama presidential campaigns have invested substantial amounts of time, energy, 

and money in advancing the use of digital technologies to support political candidates 

and parties. For example, Obama partnered with the Democratic Congressional 

Campaign Committee (DCCC) to mount an extraordinary grassroots campaign, expand 

the voter base, and capture that voter information for subsequent elections. The Critical 

Analysis of Contemporary Political Communication subsection explores the 

Obama/DCCC tactics.  

The Progressive Era. Although Wells (2015) and Sheingate (2016) agree that the 

availability of mass media and digital communication are turning points for political 

communication, they point to the Progressive Era’s (the 1890s – 1920s) push for civic 

engagement, as another considerable change. According to Wells, Progressivism “was a 

broad and diverse movement for social and political reform…and includes labor rights, 

women’s suffrage, temperance, good government, and much more” (2015, p. 15). 

Progressives wanted citizens to inform themselves of political issues and to vote based on 

how the issue affected them, rather than voting blindly for a political party backed 

representative  (Well, 2015). Blind party loyalty results in political corruption, patronage 
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(Wells, 2015), and political parties amassing power rather than serving the will of the 

people. For example, during the 2016 presidential general election candidate Trump told 

Evangelical voters that they had to ignore his amoral behavior and vote for him because 

he would appoint a conservative supreme court justice to fill Anton Scalia’s seat, which 

is an example of political parties amassing power.  

Progressives partnered with journalists to educate the electorate who were 

forming “guilds, schools, awards and routines” to ensure professional standards of 

objective information so that citizens could rely on journalists for political information 

(Wells, 2015, p. 16). Also, Progressives encouraged citizens to join voluntary 

organizations to participate in civic action and discuss political issues through the lens of 

the organization (Wells, 2015). For example, women partnered with religious 

organizations to ban the sale of alcohol, because many of their husbands spent their 

paychecks in a bar, leaving their wife and children penniless. Wells praises the 

Progressive Era for providing civic information and encouraging citizens to advocate for 

themselves using public forums, while Sheingate does not. Sheingate argues that 

publicity is a dual-edged sword that can result in “appeals to individual opinion rather 

than partisan identities or affiliations,” which can be shaped by political consultants 

(2016, p. 8). For instance, candidate Trump hired Steve Bannon as a political consultant, 

whose mission is blowing up traditional political party structures in favor of authoritarian 

populism. Consequently, candidate Trump used authoritarian populist rhetoric on Twitter 

and at campaign rallies because it played well with Trump’s base of supporters, although 

much of Trump’s rhetoric went way out of the bounds of the Republican Party Platform.    
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The origins of political consultants. According to Sheingate (2016), the expanding 

role of the political consultant has had a significant impact on political communication. 

Consultants perform “practices designed to elicit the support or influence the views of the 

public on behalf of political candidates, elected officials, or interests of various kinds” 

(Sheingate, 2016, p. 3). The profession of the political consultant began in the 1930s with 

the advent of radio and polling to better craft a candidate’s message (Sheingate, 2016). The 

profession grew during the 1950s and 1960s with the introduction of television, which 

broadcasted images of candidates (Sheingate, 2016). Changes in campaign finance laws in 

the 1970s were a boon for the industry, allowing more money to flow into politics and the 

coffers of consulting agencies (Sheingate, 2016). Political consulting firms continue to 

grow to keep pace with rapid advancements in digital technology and to service both US 

and International clients (Sheingate, 2016). Political consultants are one of the many 

factors that have shaped political communication into what it is today, meaning 

extraordinary amounts of money are needed to run an election campaign.   

Critical Analysis of Contemporary Political Communication 

Scholars differ in their critiques of political communication, whether it is the use 

of political consultants (Sheingate, 2016), the importance of civic engagement (Nielsen, 

2012), the use of digital technologies in political campaigns (Stromer, 2014; Kreiss, 

2016) or the use of digital technologies to engage young voters (Wells, 2015). However, 

they agree that widespread access to the Internet has radically changed political 

communication and has laid the groundwork for new forms of political communication as 

well as the reconsideration of older methods such as civic engagement (Stromer, 2014; 

Kreiss, 2016; Nielsen, 2012; Wells, 2015; Sheingate, 2016). The social, political, and 
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technological interventions mentioned have reshaped the affordances of political 

communication and democracy. The following paragraphs perform a critical analysis of 

contemporary thought about the advancements and limitations of the Obama presidential 

campaigns, the potential of the youth vote, civic engagement, political consultants, and 

the 2016 presidential election.    

The Technological Advancements of the Obama Presidential Campaigns 

Political campaigns need digital technology to retrieve voter information and 

target undecided, independent, and infrequent voters to get them to the polls. Kreiss 

(2016) investigated the use of digital technology during the 2008 and 2012 US 

presidential campaigns and found that the Republican Party viewed Obama’s 2012 

presidential victory over Romney, the result of the superior use of technology to get out 

the vote and the prototype for future campaigns. Political campaigns are technology-

intensive because they use databases that contain voter information to recreate the “whole 

citizen” meaning the data includes detailed demographic information that formerly was 

known by old-time ward leaders, including the wants and needs of their constituents as 

well as attitudes, beliefs, and values (Kreiss, 2016).  

The Obama Campaign partnered with the DCCC to develop a centralized 

database that contains comprehensive voter information, which was and is used to micro-

target voters. According to Kreiss (2016), the Democratic Party has a national database 

that contains voter information segmented by political districts. Democratic candidates 

running for office can rent the voter information for their district. In turn, candidates 

agree to update voter information and return that updated information to the national 

database. This data sharing arrangement ensures that presidential candidates have top-
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quality voter data when they run for office (Kreiss, 2016). For example, candidate 

Clinton rented and updated the database when she ran in 2016, so she had comprehensive 

and up to date voter details, and in turn, so will the Democratic candidate who runs in 

2020. 

Another technological innovation developed by the Obama campaign was the 

mobile app Pollwatcher, to get out the vote (Kreiss, 2016). Pollwatcher contains voter 

lists, including voting history per polling station, which campaign staff used to target 

undecided, independent, and infrequent voters. The Obama campaign Grassroots 

organizers used Pollwatcher to contact voters and get them to their polling stations to 

vote on Election Day.   

Digital technology has proven itself to be an extraordinary vehicle for campaigns 

to communicate with voters. Digital technology innovators who operate outside the realm 

of politics can come together with experienced campaign staff to create a political-

cultural shift or phenomenon dubbed political innovation (Kreiss, 2016). Political 

innovation, according to Kreiss, means the nexus of seasoned political campaign staff 

with digital technology experts, particularly those who founded digital technology firms. 

The Obama campaign was successful in this realm, most notably the invention of 

Pollwatcher. 

In contrast, the database used by the Romney campaign to retrieve and update 

voter information frequently crashed, and the Romney campaign struggled to recruit and 

keep good campaign leadership that left staffers feeling confused and dispirited (Kreiss, 

2016). The Romney campaign even had outside forces like the Koch brothers, who are 

long-time financial supporters of conservative candidates, try to influence technological 
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control of the campaign by pledging nearly a billion dollars to back i360, a data and 

software firm (Kreiss, 2016). i360 collects and analyzes data “to predict behaviors and 

actions, such as the likelihood to support or oppose an issue, redeem a coupon, subscribe 

to an email list, or even purchase a particular brand or product.”27  Also, Tea Party 

Republicans used a database called rVotes, requiring Romney’s campaign staff to access 

multiple databases to retrieve and update voter information (Kreiss, 2016). This 

fragmentation of voter data hurt the Romney campaign because comprehensive voter data 

was not easily accessible to Romney’s campaign staff (Kreiss, 2016). Good voter data is 

essential to political campaigns, so candidate advertisements can be sent directly to voters 

who expressed a preference for the candidate on social media or who were not home 

while the campaign staff was canvassing (Kreiss, 2016). Data-driven technology can 

meet vast numbers of voters where they are, such as on social media, or with various 

levels of political engagement and fluid allegiance to political parties (Kreiss, 2016).  

The Limitations of Technologies During the Obama Campaigns 

Digital communication technologies (DCTs) do not solely explain the Obama 

victory; and they do not appear to have advanced participatory democracy even though 

the affordance of interactivity was assumed to be the missing link that could place 

politicians and constituents on an even playing field sharing ideas and advancing the 

public good, because political communication is still one-to-many, meaning politician to 

constituents (Stromer, 2014). According to Stromer, campaigns use one-way 

communication, so the campaign staff can control the candidate information and not get 

off-message, while encouraging voters to share the candidate information and interact 

 

27 1360. (n.d.) The Data Is The Difference. https://www.i-360.com/ 
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within their social circle, and give voters the feel of direct communication with the 

campaign (2014, p. 2). Campaigns use one-way communication, from politician to voter, 

and the two-step flow (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955), meaning identify opinion leaders, 

provide messaging, and ask opinion leaders to spread messages to their fans, friends, and 

family (Stromer, 2014). For example, the Obama campaign found that friends talking to 

friends about political issues was much more effective than a political party distributing 

information to voters (Kreiss, 2016). Likewise, during the 2016 presidential election, 

Clinton won the endorsement of celebrities like Katie Perry, who, in turn, encouraged her 

fans to support Clinton. 

The vast social networks of voters are used to distribute political information. 

However, scholars differ on the merits and shortfalls of social media and politics. 

According to Kreiss, campaigns “ask supporters to be visible and carry the torch, to make 

the message part of their identity, and to weave the candidate’s symbols and the 

election’s meaning into the fabric of their mediated social lives” (2016, p. 220). 

Consequently, vast amounts of voter and social media data are harvested, to micro-target 

voters, to influence the outcome of elections (Kreiss).  

The use of digital technologies during political campaigns remains a contested 

issue. The 2008 Obama campaign called on citizens to empower themselves as political 

actors who can self-organize using digital technologies while the campaign kept tight 

control over messaging (Stromer, 2014). The promise of the political use of social media 

interactivity is underutilized because politicians use it, as if it were a form of mass media, 

to control messaging, image, and critics (Stromer, 2014; Wells, 2015). Stromer found that 

“the rhetoric of participation and the presence of interactive gadgets, blogs, or Facebook 
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profiles create merely a spectacle of interactivity…a simulacrum, a show” (2014, p. 5), 

resulting in voters, particularly younger voters, tuning out during election cycles. Only 

half of the eligible young voters (ages 18-29) voted in the 2016 presidential election.28   

The Potential of the Millennial (ages 25-35) Vote 

Although politicians and political campaigns struggle to use the interactive 

affordance of digital technologies, many civic-minded young citizens and organizations 

do not (Wells, 2015). According to Wells, “social media enabled organizing…have 

highlighted how the logistics of digital media, with their capacity to reduce 

communication costs, enable remote activism, and allow the expression of complex 

individual identities, are reshaping the possibilities of collective action…crossing the 

public-private divide” (2015, pgs. 4, 21). For example, young citizens use news 

aggregators to receive and share news on their social media networks and blogs and 

produce and share their content (Wells, 2015). Therefore, politicians, political parties, 

and campaigns need to use the affordances of digital technologies to engage young voters 

using their preferences for participation, sharing content, and expression of their unique 

points of view (Wells, 2015). Engaging the youth vote is important to both parties. 

According to a Pew Research study, Baby Boomers (ages 52-70) are the largest voting 

bloc at 70 million, followed by Millennials (ages 25-35) at 62 million.29 Since time is on 

the side of Millennials, they will be the largest voting bloc soon.  

 

28 Green, M. (2016, November 15). How Millennials Voted in the 2016 Presidential Election (with Lesson 

Plan). KQED. https://www.kqed.org/lowdown/24448/how-millennials-voted-in-the-2016-presidential-

election 

29 http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/03/millennials-approach-baby-

boomers-as-largest-generation-in-u-s-electorate/ 
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Citizen engagement and political communication 

Citizen engagement is also at the heart of Nielsen’s work in Ground Wars, where 

Nielsen studied the importance of political participation in two House of Representative 

races in 2008. Ground wars were a strategic part of the political campaigns that targeted 

undecided and independent voters to vote for their candidate using door-to-door 

canvassing and phone calls to create a personal interaction between campaign and voter 

(Nielsen, 2012). That part of the campaign, which focused on one-to-one voter 

interaction is so labor-intensive that half of the campaign’s staff worked on the ground 

(Nielsen, 2012). The people who work on the ground are a combination of campaign staff 

that are mostly in their twenties, volunteers who believe in civic engagement, and part-

timers who need the money (Nielsen, 2012). Nielsen found that “each fourteen contacts 

at the door will bring out one more vote…a good field operation can make a difference of 

between 1 and 5 percent…[and] six of the last sixteen postwar presidential elections were 

decided by less than a 5 percent margin” (2012, p. 19, 187). For example, Obama won 

the 2012 presidential election with 51% of the vote, while Romney captured 47% of the 

vote.30 

Money, Consultants, and Politics 

Political consultants had a significant win with the Citizens United v. Federal 

Election Commission case because it opened the floodgates to spending on political 

campaigns (Sheingate, 2016). The 2010 United States Supreme Court decision allows 

corporations, labor unions, and associations to pay for political ads, with no constraints 

 

30 Federal Elections Commission United States of America. (n.d.). Federal Election 2012. 

https://transition.fec.gov/pubrec/fe2012/federalelections2012.pdf 
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on the amount of money, provided there is no coordinating with the candidate. Political 

consultants who advise and assist political campaigns hold sway over much of the 

political discourse because so much money is flooding into political campaigns and 

political advertisements (Sheingate, 2016). The 2016 presidential candidates, including 

the primary and general election, spent $1.5B during the 2015-2016 campaign cycle.31 

Although the scenario Sheingate paints seems dire, he has faith in US democracy because 

citizens have the power to rise, engage in collective action, and vote representatives in 

and out of office no matter how much money a campaign spends. Although the Clinton 

campaign raised $623M and the Trump campaign raised $334M,32 Clinton received 65M 

votes, and Trump received 62M votes.33 Trump won the Electoral College 304-232 by 

winning the popular vote in Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Florida, Wisconsin, and 

Iowa, which Obama had won in 2012.     

Political Communication and the 2016 Election 

Both candidates used political communication in interesting ways, including their 

choice(s) of campaign managers, platforms, and use of digital technologies, revealing 

norms and deviations as well as expressions of power and gender. With all the excitement 

of the first woman presidential nominee versus the outsider, meaning the first presidential 

 

31 Federal Elections Commission United States of America. (n.d.). Statistical summary of 24-month 

campaign activity of the 2015-2016 election cycle. https://www.fec.gov/updates/statistical-summary-24-

month-campaign-activity-2015-2016-election-cycle/ 

32  Narayanswamy, A., Cameron, D. & Gold, M. (2017, February1). Election 2016 Money Raised as of  

Dec. 31. The Washington Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/politics/2016-

election/campaign-finance/ 

33 The Associate Press. (2016, November 8).  Presidential Election Results: Donald J. Trump Wins. The 

New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/elections/results/president 
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nominee in modern history with no political experience, only 58% of eligible voters 

turned out to vote.34 According to Michael D. Regan’s article in PBS NewsHour 

Weekend, Trump received about the same percentage of votes as Romney, and Hillary 

Clinton received a lower percentage of votes than Obama did in the 2012 presidential 

election. Neither Clinton nor Trump energized the base the way Obama and McCain did 

in the 2008 presidential election when 64% of eligible voters turned out on Election Day. 

Trump was not a popular candidate nationwide because he communicated a scorched 

campaign strategy, meaning he used authoritarian populist rhetoric to speak to a 

constituency of white voters, blue-collar voters, and Evangelical voters rather than 

campaigning as the candidate who could bring the nation together. Overall, Clinton was 

not a popular candidate nationwide because she was primaried by Sen. Bernie Sanders, 

who ran on a populist platform and captured the hearts and minds of the youth vote. 

Many young voters were so angry with Clinton for winning the nomination, that they sat 

out the 2016 election or voted for Trump in protest. 

Political consultants played big roles in both campaigns, shaping the candidates’ 

political identities. The 2016 presidential campaign was a campaign of norms and 

deviations with Clinton running a traditional campaign employing one chairman, while 

Trump changed campaign chairpersons frequently. Clinton’s campaign chairman, John 

Podesta, was former President Clinton’s chief-of-staff, and he focused on representing 

Clinton as an advocate for the middle class by running on the Obama legacy, such as the 

 

34 Regan, M. (2016, November 20). What does voter turnout tell us about the 2016 election? PBS 

NewsHour Weekend. https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/voter-turnout-2016-elections 
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continuation of the Affordable Care Act.35 However, during the campaign, Russian 

operatives hacked John Podesta’s email account and leaked email messages between 

Clinton and Podesta. The email messages revealed language that condescendingly viewed 

Evangelicals; Donna Brazile, the vice-chair of the Democratic National Committee 

(DNC), gave Clinton debate questions ahead of a primary debate with Sanders; and 

“Needy Latinos,” meaning Latinx politicians, should endorse Clinton.36 The emails 

exposed the snarky comments and backdoor dealings of political elites. 

Trump had three campaign chairs resulting in shifting campaign strategies. His 

first campaign chairman (January 2015-March 2016), Corey Lewandowski, focused on 

authenticity or letting Trump be Trump.37 However, Trump fired Lewandowski after he 

allegedly assaulted a reporter, and big campaign donors wanted a more traditional and 

polished candidate and campaign.38  

Trump’s second campaign chairman (March 2016-August 2016) was a long-time 

political consultant and lobbyist, Paul Manafort. According to The New York Times 

journalist Ken Vogel, Manafort was a campaign strategist for pro-Russian candidate 

Viktor Yanukovych during the 2010 Ukrainian presidential election, in which 

 

35 Glueck, K. (2015, April 12). The power players behind Hillary Clinton's campaign. Politico. 
https://www.politico.com/story/2015/04/hillary-clintons-power-players-116874 

36 Collins, E. (2016, October 13). Four juciest leaked Podesta emails. The USA Today. 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2016/10/13/four-juiciest-leaked-podesta-

emails/92014368/ 

37 Ballotpedia. (n.d.). Donald Trump presidential campaign key staff and advisors, 2016 

https://ballotpedia.org/Donald_Trump_presidential_campaign_key_staff_and_advisors,_2016 

38 Haberman, M., Burns, A. & Parker, A. (2016, June 16). Donald Trump Fires Corey Lewandowski, His 

Campaign Manager. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/21/us/politics/corey-lewandowski-

donald-trump.html 
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Yanukovych ran against Yulia Tymoshenko, accused her of corruption and had her 

locked up after the campaign.39 Although Manafort ran Trump’s campaign more 

traditionally than Lewandowski using speechwriters and policy speeches, Trump’s 

allegation that Clinton was crooked and should be locked up was reminiscent of the 

Yanukovych campaign. However, Manafort resigned from the Trump campaign because 

of Trump’s downward sliding poll numbers, Manafort’s business ties to Russia, and 

Trump’s derogatory comment that Manafort was low-energy.40 On August 21, 2018, 

Manafort was convicted of eight counts of bank and tax fraud tied to his days as an 

international political consultant.41   

Trump’s third campaign chairman and chief strategist (August 2016-August 

2017), Steve Bannon, had no prior US political campaign experience but was executive 

chairman of the alt-right news organization, Breitbart News.42 Bannon advocated for 

campaign rhetoric that focused on alt-right concerns such as immigration and free trade 

restrictions. On August 18, 2017, Bannon left the White House after a series of missteps, 

including support for Roy Moore, the Republican candidate defeated in a special election 

for an Alabama Senate seat. Roy Moore was accused of multiple allegations of sexual 

 

39 Gross, T. (2018, September 19). Manafort's Guilty Plea Details His Entanglement With Russian-Backed 

Oligarchs. npr. https://www.npr.org/2018/09/19/649492275/manafort-s-guilty-plea-details-his-

entanglement-with-russian-backed-oligarchs 

40 Haberman, M. & Martin, J. (2016, August 19). Paul Manafort Quits Donald Trump’s Campaign After a 

Tumultuous Run. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/20/us/politics/paul-manafort-resigns-

donald-trump.html?_r=0 

41 LaFranieri, S. (2018, August 21). Paul Manafort, Trump’s Former Campaign Chairman, Guilty of 8 

Counts. The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/21/us/politics/paul-manafort-trial-

verdict.html 

42 Patel, H. US Elections 2016 - The people behind Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. Retrieved from 

http://interactive.aljazeera.com/aje/2016/us-elections-2016-inner-circles/ 
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misconduct.43 Although the Trump campaign seemed to be in constant turmoil, the 

campaign struck a chord with the US electorate that Trump was authentic, that career 

politicians couldn’t be trusted, and that free trade resulted in the massive unemployment 

of blue-collar workers.       

Clinton and Trump had very different ideas about the uses and affordances of 

digital technology, meaning that Trump understood the power of Twitter, while Clinton 

left digital media strategies to her campaign staff. Neither Clinton nor Trump knew how 

to use a desktop or laptop.44 Clinton used a Blackberry, and Trump used a smartphone. 

However, Trump did not email and did not understand why his campaign spent millions 

of dollars on digital ads.45 Nonetheless, the Trump campaign paid almost £5M to 

Cambridge Analytica to help target swing voters.46 Cambridge Analytica is a big data 

company that “uses data to change audience behavior.”47  Cambridge Analytica collected 

a large amount of Facebook data, including users’ political preferences,48 that the Trump 

campaign used to micro-target voters. Also, Cambridge Analytica had close ties to 

 

43 Ponsot, E. (2017, December 7). These nine women have accused Roy Moore of sexual misconduct. 

Quartz. https://qz.com/1147348/these-nine-women-have-accused-roy-moore-of-sexual-misconduct/ 

44 Haldevang, M. (2016, November 7). Whoever the next US president is, they won’t know their way 

around a computer. Quartz. https://qz.com/829647/donald-trump-and-hillary-clinton-dont-know-how-to-

use-computers/ 

45 Haldevang, M. (2016, November 7). Whoever the next US president is, they won’t know their way 

around a computer. Quartz. https://qz.com/829647/donald-trump-and-hillary-clinton-dont-know-how-to-

use-computers/ 

46 Doward, J & Gibbs, A. (2017, March 4). Did Cambridge Analytica influence the Brexit vote and the US 

election? The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/mar/04/nigel-oakes-cambridge-

analytica-what-role-brexit-trump Jamie Doward and Alice Gibbs 

47 Cambridge Analytica. (n.d). https://cambridgeanalytica.org/ 

48 Granville, K. (2018, March 19). Facebook and Cambridge Analytica: What You Need to Know as 

Fallout Widens. The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/19/technology/facebook-

cambridge-analytica-explained.html 
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Trump’s campaign chairman Steve Bannon,49 which multiplied the affordances of digital 

and analog technology, advancing alt-right issues on social media, Breitbart News, and at 

Trump campaign rallies.      

In contrast, Clinton used the Democratic National Committee’s centralized voter 

database developed by NGP VAN, which contained superior voter data because of the 

previous advancements made by the 2008 and 2012 Obama campaigns. For example, the 

Obama campaigns expanded the voter database with young voters and African American 

voters who had previously sat out elections. Also, the database contained specific voter 

information, including attitudes and beliefs, to achieve the goal of knowing the “whole 

citizen” (Kreiss, 2016), meaning this national database captured the voter preferences at 

the local level. According to Kreiss, younger voters want to attend events and volunteer 

when their schedule permits, and they have vast social networks that can be used to 

disseminate political information in context because friends talking to friends about 

political issues is much more effective than a political party distributing information to 

voters. Also, Clinton had the endorsement of many celebrities such as Lena Dunham, 

Uzo Aduba, America Ferrera, Katy Perry, and Amy Schumer, who shared campaign 

information with their followers on social media, serving as campaign ambassadors.50 

Clinton rode the excitement of being the first female nominee of a major political 

party with the campaign slogan I’m With Her. However, Trump spoke to pent-up 

 

49 Weiss, B. (2018, March 24). New details emerge about Steve Bannon's ties to Cambridge Analytica. 

Business Insider. https://www.businessinsider.com/steve-bannon-ties-to-cambridge-analytica-facebook-

data-run-deep-2018-3 

50 Boardman, M. (2016, November 7). 25 Celebrities Who Are Supporting Hillary Clinton. Entertainment. 

https://ew.com/gallery/hillary-clinton-celebrity-endorsements/#26 
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resentment within the citizenry using the campaign slogan Make America Great Again, 

harkening back to the economic expansion and culture of the 1950s. One of the most 

notable aspects of the campaigns was the candidates’ use of social media, which is the 

next section. 

Section Two 

Politics and Social Media 

Social media sites are used for civic engagement, information, news aggregation, 

and sharing. Users connect with people they know offline, as well as people who are only 

known virtually, meaning the user’s imagined audience. A review of contemporary 

scholarship about social networking sites reveals that its primary use is to connect with 

other people–to establish and maintain interpersonal relationships–with known and 

imagined audiences (Walther, J., Carr, C., Choi, S., DeAndrea, D., Kim, J., Tong, S., & 

Van Der Heide, B., 2011; boyd, 2011; Parks, 2011; Papacharissi, 2011; Ellison, N, 

Lampe, C., Steinfield, C., & Vitak J. (2011).  

The 2016 presidential candidates’ presence on social media provided a microcosm 

of their campaign strategies, including norms and deviations and expressions of gender 

and power, as well as a telling reminder of the rapid advancements in digital technology, 

and how U.S. citizens embrace the affordances of those technologies. Twitter, a social 

media technology, was a focal point of the 2016 election. Twitter had 317 million 

monthly users51 as of November 2016 that was up from the 288 million monthly users 

 

51 Isaac, M. & Ember, S. (2016, November 8). For Election Day Influence, Twitter Ruled Social Media. 

The New York Times. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/09/technology/for-election-day-

chatter-twitter-ruled-social-media.html 
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reported in 201252 , resulting in a 10% increase. Twitter users considered it the heartbeat 

of the 2016 presidential election because it was their hub for breaking news.53 On Nov. 8, 

2016, there were over 40 million Election Day-related posts using Twitter, up 29% from 

the 31 million sent on Election Day 2012.54  

This section explores modern academic thought about how and why people use 

social networking sites, their affordances, and implications, including the role of politics 

and citizenship. To understand the language of social networking theory, specific social 

media ideas such as media convergence, networked publics and networked self, need to 

be explored, as well as how social media re-contextualizes the performance of self, self-

commodification, and authenticity. Finally, this section will focus on Twitter because it 

was the most prominent social media site of the 2016 presidential election, and the 

candidates' Twitter posts revealed how the candidates represented themselves and how 

they expressed power and gender. 

Media Convergence 

Media convergence is the mixing of mass media and formerly individualized 

digital technology, to create a hybrid mass and interpersonal communication vehicle 

(Walther et al., 2011). For example, The New York Times used to be a print-only 

newspaper, but now it has a digital version and an app. Therefore, The New York Times is 

 

52 Holt, R. (2013, January 30). Half a billion people sign up for Twitter. The Telegraph. Retrieved from 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/9837525/Half-a-billion-people-sign-up-for-Twitter.html 

53  Manjoo, F. (2016, November 12). Breaking Up With Twitter. The New York Times. Retrieved from 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/13/fashion/breaking-up-with-twitter-presidential-election-2016.html  

54 Isaac, M. & Ember, S. (2016, November 8). For Election Day Influence, Twitter Ruled Social Media. 

The New York Times. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/09/technology/for-election-day-

chatter-twitter-ruled-social-media.html 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/13/fashion/breaking-up-with-twitter-presidential-election-2016.html
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available on a computer or Smartphone. News stories are posted to social media sites like 

Facebook and Twitter, shared and commented on. Advancements in Internet 

technologies, such as the creation of the social network sites Twitter, Facebook, and 

Instagram, are melding distinctions between interpersonal, and mass communication, as 

well as the roles of producer and consumer of content, resulting in media convergence 

(Walther et al., 2011).  

Media convergence blends traditional forms of media such as print and broadcast, 

with digital platforms, giving rise to new forms of interpersonal, peer, community, 

institutional, and mass communication (Walther et al., 2011). Traditional media relied on 

one-way communication from producer to consumer, while digital media allows for two-

way communication perceived as relational (Walther et al., 2011), which adds an element 

of trust. For example, people prefer to read or watch information, such as a news story, 

posted by another user, rather than an institution, even if they did not know the other user 

(Walther et al., 2011 as cited in Sundar and Nass, 2001). Research has shown that the 

relational affordance of digital media fosters political discussions because of its 

interactive nature and assumption of trust. For example, Walther et al. (2011) found that 

taking part in online political conversations changed participant’s opinions and actions 

toward civic duties and made civic engagement more likely. During the 2016 presidential 

general election, Clinton and Trump used the affordances of media convergence using a 

combination of snail mail, email, campaign rallies, canvassing, broadcast and social 

media to reach voters. 
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Networked Publics 

Before digital platforms, some people would wait to discuss last night’s episode 

of a television show with their co-workers at the coffee machine or water cooler. 

Physically gathering to chat is no longer necessary because people can comment on a 

digital platform as a television show is broadcasting. This reorganization of public banter 

is called networked publics. The connections made online are like those offline, only to a 

broader extent because of digital media’s affordance of virtual friends such as the friends 

of friends’ aspect of Facebook, where users establish connections with unknown people. 

Consequently, biases such as political partisanship, race, and gender, that exist offline are 

replicated online (boyd, 2011 as cited in Chen & Wellman, 2005; Hargittai & Hinnant, 

2008). The 2016 presidential general election resulted in a great deal of unfriend on 

Facebook for political reasons when users discovered that friends supported the other 

candidate.55  

Networked Self 

Networked publics are groupings of networked selves. Papacharissi defines the 

networked self as “how contemporary individuals self-actualize within a world where 

technologies of expression and connection are omnipresent, ubiquitous, and embedded in 

the everyday.”56 Social network sites allow users to create profiles, connect with friends, 

and look at other users’ profiles and followers (Papacharissi, 2011). The individuals 

create themselves through language and their audience into being (boyd, 2011; Marwick 

 

55 Samuelsohn, D. (2016, August 19). Trump and Clinton wreck Facebook friendships. Politico. 

https://www.politico.com/story/2016/08/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-facebook-friendships-227175 

56 Zizi Papacharissi. (n.d). A Networked Self Identity Sociality Culture Platforms Poltics Social Media. 

https://zizi.people.uic.edu/Site/Courses_files/ANetworkedSelfSyllabus.pdf 
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and boyd, 2011, as cited in boyd 2006), constructing a networked identity to connect with 

known and imagined audiences (Papacharissi, 2011, boyd, 2011). Connecting with a 

networked audience makes virtual communities possible (Papacharissi, 2011; Parks, 

2011). According to Parks, virtual communities are “social groups that display the 

psychological and cultural qualities of a strong community without physical proximity” 

(p. 107). Virtual communities help networked selves feel supported, united and 

emotionally connected (Parks, 2011).   

The 2016 presidential candidates performed their networked self and attracted 

virtual communities in very different ways. Clinton’s campaign staff carefully crafted her 

tweets, or Clinton signed “-H” to show that she tweeted.57 Whereas, Trump’s tweets were 

non-traditional and amateurish that were considered unprofessional yet authentic (Enli, 

2017), which supported Trump’s claim as a political outsider who could be trusted.  

Performance of Self 

The digital world of making connections with other people allows the user to have 

a fluid identity that can change and morph to meet the imagined expectations of the 

audience (Walther et al., 2011; boyd, 2011, Papacharissi, 2011). According to Marwick 

and boyd (2011), “the need for variable self-presentation is complicated by increasingly 

mainstream social media technologies that collapse multiple contexts and bring together 

commonly distinct audiences” (p. 115). In other words, the networked self is performing 

for multiple known and unknown audiences simultaneously, meaning that social media 

users perform for their actual friends and their virtual friends. Social network sites 

 

57 Fottrell, Q. (2016, November 8). 14 tweets that changed the course of this historic election. Retrieved 

from http://www.marketwatch.com/story/a-dozen-tweets-that-changed-the-course-of-the-2016-presidential-

election-2016-11-08 
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support the performance of self by promoting the posting and exchanging of text 

messages, photos, and videos to promote interpersonal communication (Papacharissi, 

2011). Social media profiles set the stage for connections and interactions because they 

represent the crafted identity of the networked self, performed for the audience (boyd, 

2011). “The ideal audience is often the mirror-image of the user” (Marwick and boyd, 

2011), meaning someone just like you. 

Examining Clinton’s and Trump’s backgrounds reveal how closely their 

performance of self, connected to prior experiences, and how that performance reflected 

in the candidates’ tweets. Clinton’s performance of self on Twitter was closely tied to her 

political identity because she devoted most of her adult life to the political arena as the 

spouse of a politician and as a politician. Clinton served as First Lady (1992 - 2000) 

when she developed a health care reform package (1993) that was roundly criticized by 

Republicans and Democrats,58 and she suffered the public embarrassment of the 

Lewinsky scandal (1998), which involved the exposure of her husband’s affair with an 

intern, in excruciating detail. Clinton won a United States Senate seat in the state of New 

York in 2000 and again in 2006. Also, she had an unsuccessful bid to be the Democratic 

presidential nominee, in 2008, against Barack Obama. However, Clinton served as 

President Obama’s Secretary of State (2009 – 2013). As a politician, Clinton focused on 

policy and negotiation. 

Nonetheless, Clinton has been consistently represented by the media as either an 

aggressive feminist or an inauthentic woman (Parry-Giles, 2014) do to gender norms and 

 

58 Goldstein, A. (2016, August 25). How Hillary Clinton's health care missteps shaped her cautious future. 

Chicago Tribune. http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/politics/ct-hillary-clinton-health-care-

20160825-story.html 
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unconscious bias. On Twitter, Clinton was a passive tweeter, meaning her tweets offer 

condolences to people who suffered hardships, and she posted celebratory tweets on 

holidays. As a longtime politician, Clinton was used to being attacked by the media and 

having campaign handlers, so she left it up to her campaign staff to post combative 

tweets. On Twitter, Clinton performed the subjugated gender norms she lived, careful not 

to appear offensive.      

Trump’s performance of self was significantly different from Clinton because 

their backgrounds were poles apart. Trump was a television celebrity on The Apprentice 

(2004 – 2007), and The Celebrity Apprentice (2008 – 2015), which made him keenly 

aware of how to perform for an imagined audience, and how the show’s ratings reflected 

the imagined audience’s response to his mediated performance. Trump was a champion 

of personal branding using his name to sell products such as Trump University, and 

Trump Steaks as well as licensing his name to properties like Trump International Hotel 

and Tower Vancouver.59 Trump’s tweets were frequently discussed in newspaper articles 

as well as on broadcast television news shows, revealing the media’s fascination with 

Trump as the spectacle who disrupted political norms.60 According to journalist Michael 

Lewis, “Trump didn't run to win. He didn't have an acceptance speech on the night of the 

election. He was running as an exercise in brand building.”61 Trump had a big personality 

 

59 Williams, A. & Narayanswamy, A. (2017, January 17). How Trump has made millions by selling his 

name. The Washington Post.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/world/trump-worldwide-

licensing/?noredirect=on 

60 Lee, J. & Quealy, K). (2019, May 24). The 598 People, Places and Things Donald Trump Has Insulted 

on Twitter: A Complete List. The New York Times.    

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/01/28/upshot/donald-trump-twitter-insults.html 

61 Gross, T. (2018, October 2). Michael Lewis: Trump's Approach To Government Shows 'Neglect And 

Misunderstanding'. npr. https://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?storyId=653607732 
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and brought that bravado to Twitter, tweeting whatever came to mind. Trump performed 

the 1950s alpha-male on Twitter, using misogynistic and racist language, bullying his 

opponents, inflating his accomplishments, and lying compulsively.  

Self-Commodification 

Social network sites lend themselves to self-commodification because the 

participants perform for the audience, and the most powerful commodity is attention 

(boyd, 2011). According to Davis (2003), self-commodification includes conflating 

marketing techniques with interpersonal communication for financial enrichment. Social 

media affords two types of strategic self-commodification, microcelebrity, and personal 

branding (Marwick and boyd, 2011). Microcelebrities are Twitter users “with 100,000+ 

followers [who] imagined their audience as a fan base or community with whom they 

could connect or manage,” while personal branding is used to attain something, like a 

job, by “strategically appealing to followers…to market oneself as a commodity in 

response to employment uncertainty” (Marwick and boyd, 2011, p. 119, 120).  

Another way to understand self-commodification on social network sites is 

through the idea of social capital. According to Ellison, N, Lampe, C., Steinfield, C., & 

Vitak J, “social capital refers to the benefits that can be attained from connections 

between people through their social networks” (2011, p. 127 as cited in Putnam, 2000). 

Social capital increases through bridging and bonding, and social network sites provide a 

vehicle for exponential connections (Ellison et al., 2011). Bridging involves scale, 

meaning increasing the number of connections, while bonding is indicative of supportive 

relationships (Ellison et al., 2011). For example, on Facebook, the more friends a user 

has, the more their social capital increases (Ellison et al., 2011), while on Twitter, the 
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more a user tweets, the more their social capital increases (Gilpin, 2011) demonstrating 

that successful bridging can be the result of many followers or a large number of posts or 

microblogs. Although enhanced social capital on social network sites can be beneficial, it 

can also “reinforce existing stereotypes, making them more intractable” (Ellison et al., 

2011, p.141). Trump was intensely aware of the power of Twitter to increase his social 

capital and boasted that he had 40% more followers than Clinton.62 Also, Trump tweeted 

racist and misogynistic language to an aggrieved white male voter base who felt left 

behind by liberal cultural norms and deindustrialization. The Results chapters of this 

dissertation explore Trump and Clinton’s tweets and the media recontextualization of the 

tweets.   

Authenticity 

The preeminent challenge of the networked self is to perform the self, 

authentically. (Marwick and boyd, 2011; boyd, 2011, Papacharissi, 2011). There are 

many roots to this problem. First is the idea of permanency, meaning that a posted text 

message, photo, or video remains visible for an extended period, which is not normal for 

offline conversations or sharing of pictures (boyd, 2011). How do users display the 

authentic self or viewers determine authenticity, if pictures, videos, and comments were 

displayed for specific audiences at points in time? Second, social media posts and 

attachments can be downloaded and altered, making it difficult to ascertain the original or 

authentic post/attachment from replication (boyd, 2011). Third, authenticity comes from 

local or virtual community rituals, attitudes, and beliefs, making unanimous claims of 

 

62 Johnson, S. (2016, November 10). Donald Trump tweeted himself into the White House. The 

Conversation.http://theconversation.com/donald-trump-tweeted-himself-into-the-white-house-68561 
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authenticity impossible (Marwick and boyd (2011). In other words, authenticity is in the 

eye of the beholder, meaning if someone believes a person to be authentic, they are. 

Finally, since the networked self is performing for multiple audiences simultaneously, it 

is not possible to present the authentic self to the entire audience (Papacharissi, 2011). 

Because it is so difficult to determine virtual authenticity on social media sites, it is very 

easy to disseminate false information.  

Fake News and Social Media 

Controlling the narrative on social media was important to the 2016 election 

because 62% of US adults got news on social media.63 Therefore, both Clinton and 

Trump had Twitter and Facebook accounts, and the candidate or campaign staffer 

controlled the candidates’ representations on social media. However, the 2016 campaign 

revealed an abundance of fake news sites distributing false information about both 

candidates, such as news stories posted to Facebook like the Pope endorsed Trump64 and 

Clinton sold weapons to ISIS.65 Disinformation is problematic because some US adults 

assumed the news stories were true, since they looked like a news article, and shared on 

social media. Some fake news sites were outperforming actual news sites.66 Moreover, 

increased sharing on social media is a boon for social media companies because more 

 

63 Gottfried, J. & Shearer, E. (2016, May 26).  News Use Across Social Media Platforms 2016. Pew 

Research Center. http://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/ 

64 Schaedel, S. (2016, October 24). Did the Pope Endorse Trump? FactCheck.Org.   

http://www.factcheck.org/2016/10/did-the-pope-endorse-trump/ 

65 LaCapria, K. (2016, October 13). WikiLeaks Confirms Hillary Clinton Sold Weapons to ISIS? Snopes. 

http://www.snopes.com/wikileaks-cofirms-hillary-clinton-sold-weapons-to-isis/ 

66 Silverman, C. (2016, November 16). This Analysis Shows How Viral Fake Election News Stories 

Outperformed Real News On Facebook. BuzzFeed.News.  https://www.buzzfeed.com/craigsilverman/viral-

fake-election-news-outperformed-real-news-on-facebook?utm_term=.eu48YP41Bm#.eo53yOPlae 
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sharing translates into more advertising dollars and more wealth for the social media site. 

However, a proliferation of disinformation is harmful to the electorate since outside 

forces can gain control of a candidate’s narrative to their benefit or detriment, possibly 

swaying the vote, even though the stories were untrue. 

Fake news sites took advantage of the affordances of digital technology because 

social media sites are for-profit businesses that make money through onsite 

advertisements and selling user content to big data companies. Fake news sites 

capitalized on those business models knowing that one interested reader could spread 

information exponentially. Immediately after the election, Facebook CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg scoffed at the idea of a social media site having the ability to sway an 

election through the spread of fake news.67 However, several months later, Zuckerberg 

added software to flag suspected fake news.68 Twitter had problems as well, with Russian 

bots who appeared to be Midwestern swing-voters spreading fake news during the 

election.69 However, Twitter chose to ignore the problem until May 2018 when they 

realized that users were leaving the site, and then Twitter decided to develop software to 

combat internet trolls.70 The affordances of digital technology allow both the 

 

67 Solon, O. (2016, November 10). Facebook's fake news: Mark Zuckerberg rejects 'crazy idea' that it 

swayed voters. The Guardian.   https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/nov/10/facebook-fake-

news-us-election-mark-zuckerberg-donald-trump 

68 Jenkins, A.(2017, March 22). Facebook Has Introduced a Fact-Checking Alert to Fight ‘Disputed 

Content’. Fortune. http://fortune.com/2017/03/22/facebook-fact-checking-tool/ 

69 O’Connor, G. (2017, April 3). How Russian Twitter Bots Pumped Out Fake News During The 2016 

Election. npr.  http://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2017/04/03/522503844/how-russian-twitter-

bots-pumped-out-fake-news-during-the-2016-election 

70 Ingram, D. (2018, May 15). Twitter changes strategy in battle against internet 'trolls'. Reuters. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-twitter-harassment/twitter-changes-strategy-in-battle-against-internet-

trolls-idUSKCN1IG2HK 
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dissemination of actual news as well as fake news, which is problematic for social media 

sites, reputable media organizations, and voters because the disinformation campaigns 

attacked media credibility, so users were unsure who to believe.  

Twitter 

Twitter is a unique social network site in that the tweet was originally limited to 

140-characters, and the tweeter could be followed by anyone, with or without a Twitter 

account. The character limitation inspires the creative use of grammar and language that 

may deviate from what is considered socially acceptable (Paracharissi, 2012). The 

performance of the self is abstracted because of the character limitation, but users strive 

for authenticity by inventing new ways of using and abbreviating language (Paracharissi, 

2012). Also, Twitter profiles are not the source of interaction, like Facebook. Twitter 

profiles contain minimum amounts of information because the focus of Twitter is short, 

frequent tweets to encourage numerous interactions among users, boosting their social 

capital (Gilpin, 2011). Identity construction happens tweet-by-tweet rather than through 

the development of the profile (Gilpin, 2011; Papacharissi, 2012). 

Although Twitter is distinctive from other social media sites, it shares similar 

identity construction issues, as users strive to increase their social capital through 

strategic self-commodification like personal branding and microcelebrity (Marwick and 

boyd, 2011). In both instances, users are tapping into the attention economy by crafting 

their identities to meet the desires of the imagined audience (boyd, 2011). During the 

2016 election, Twitter became a focal point of political communication, helping to shape 

candidate identity.   
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The 2016 presidential election was a campaign of contrasts, norms and deviations, 

and expressions of power and gender. This dissertation examines the tweets of Clinton 

and Trump from the Democratic National Convention and Republican National 

Convention to Election Day, in Chapter 5, because both candidates used Twitter to 

perform their identities and connect directly with their base. However, the negative tone, 

vulgarity, and ridicule included in Trump’s tweets were unprecedented for a presidential 

candidate.71  

Recent Twitter research about the 2016 presidential election revealed 

confounding results for both candidates. Because tweets were limited to 140 characters, 

they tended to be simple, quickly typed, and informal in content (Ott, 2017). In general, 

simply worded tweets were liked and retweeted more often than complex tweets (Pancer 

and Poole, 2016). However, Ott found that Twitter, as a social media platform, lent itself 

to negative tweets because the format of a tweet is a short burst of unfiltered information 

(Ott, 2017).  According to Ott (2017), “twitter privileges discourse that is simple, 

impulsive, and uncivil” (p. 64). Using more words, more complex words, negative words, 

and mentioning the other candidate made Trump’s tweets more popular, while that 

Twitter strategy made Clinton tweets less popular (Pancer and Poole, 2016).  

Trump sent and received the most negative tweets and was more likely to send 

negative tweets to his opponents, even those low in the polls (Gross and Johnson, 2016). 

For example, Trump called Senator Marco Rubio “Little Marco Rubio” and tweeted that 

 

71 Perry, L. & Joyce, P. (2017, May 2). In 3 charts, here’s how President Trump’s tweets differ from 

candidate Trump’s tweets. The Washington Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-

cage/wp/2017/05/02/in-3-charts-heres-how-president-trumps-tweets-differ-from-candidate-trumps-

tweets/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.0bb0ff1f1427 
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he was a puppet for the Koch brothers72 even though Trump was favored in the polls at 

31% and Rubio at 19%.73 Trump tweets were predominantly hyperbolic and disparaging, 

forcing his campaign advisor’s to take control of his Twitter account the week before the 

election in fear that his tweets would lose him the election.74 However, Trump claimed 

that social media sites like Facebook and Twitter helped him win the presidential 

election.75 On CBS’s 60 Minutes, Trump said, “The fact that I have such power in terms 

of numbers with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc…I think it helped me win all of these 

races where they’re spending much more money than I spent.”76 Trump won the 2016 

presidential election for several reasons, such as having a better Electoral College 

strategy. However, Trump’s Twitter presence did create a groundswell of public and 

media attention. 

Twitter research on gender and the 2016 presidential election revealed that 

Clinton accentuated masculine gender traits through the use of words like strong, 

forceful, fighting (Lee and Lim, 2016) while emphasizing feminine political issues such 

as education, child care, abortion, and health care (Dolan, 2014). Trump used words 

 

72 Trump, D. (@realDonaldTrump). ( 2016, February 28). Little Marco Rubio, the lightweight no show 

Senator from Florida, is set to be the "puppet" of the special interest. Twitter. 

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/703974892237135873?lang=en 

73 Quinnipaic University. (2016, February 5). U.S. Republicans Want Trump, But Rubio Is Best In 

November, Quinnipiac University National Poll Finds; Dem Race Is Tied, But Sanders Runs Better Against 

GOP. https://poll.qu.edu/national/release-detail?ReleaseID=2321 

74 Morris, D. (2016, November 6). Trump’s Staff Have Taken Away His Twitter Account. Fortune. 

Retrieved from http://fortune.com/2016/11/06/trump-staff-twitter-account/ 

75 McCormick, R. (2016, November 13). Donald Trump says Facebook and Twitter ‘helped him win’. 

TheVerge. https://www.theverge.com/2016/11/13/13619148/trump-facebook-twitter-helped-win 

76 Stahl, L. (2016, November 13). President-elect Trump speaks to a divided country. 60 Minutes. 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/60-minutes-donald-trump-family-melania-ivanka-lesley-stahl/ 
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highlighting masculine gender traits (Lee and Lim, 2016) and stressed masculine political 

issues such as crime, the economy, national security, immigration, and the deficit (Dolan, 

2014). The US president, as well as presidential candidates, are expected to demonstrate 

that they can meet the challenges that the role requires using masculine words and actions 

(Dittmar, 2016). The US presidency is a gendered space: “The masculinist assumption-

made-normal is strong and is made even stronger when it goes unnoticed for its gendered 

aspects” (Duerst-Lahti, 1997, p. 22). How can a woman presidential candidate run for 

office sounding masculine enough to be able to perform the role, and be authentic? 

Section Three discusses gender and politics.  

Section Three 

The Political Performance of Gender 

The 2016 election is unique in that a large portion of both candidates’ campaigns 

focused on the cultural issue of gender. According to Hall, “culture is those patterns of 

organization, those characteristic forms of human energy which can be discovered as 

revealing themselves–in unexpected identities and correspondences as well as in the 

discontinuities of an unexpected kind” (1986, p. 36). Culture and gender are interlinked 

because both are experienced as tradition or practice rather than a structure (Williams, 

1977). In other words, gender reflects the socio-cultural norms of a given period.  

Both candidates on the campaign trail demonstrated gender as a cultural issue. On 

the one hand, Clinton was trying to capture the hope and passion of the country that had 

elected the first African American president to elect the first woman president. Clinton 

endeavored to get people to the poles using enthusiasm for breaking a cultural barrier, the 

ultimate glass ceiling. In contrast, Trump was attempting to galvanize the pent-up anger 
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of the forgotten man, meaning the white blue-collar worker who had been told by 

politicians that black men, women, and Mexicans took their jobs. Trump stoked fear and 

anger, using the progressive versus conservative cultural divide in the US, harkening 

back to the economic expansion and cultural stereotypes of the 1950s.    

To understand the current state of politics and gender, a brief look at the origins of 

US citizens’ relationship to the government is necessary. The Constitution, as originally 

crafted, carved out the power to vote, the power to determine the direction of the country, 

in the hands of property-owning men. Men who owned property also owned their wives, 

children, and servants. Although women obtained the right to vote in 1920, entered the 

workforce in record numbers during World War II, and could control their bodily 

reproduction, using oral contraceptives in the 1960s, women remain underrepresented 

economically and politically. This lack of parity and access to power stem from the 

patriarchal origins of the US Constitution (Pateman, 1988) and socio-cultural norms that 

power is masculine, which gets reinforced in the mediated coverage of elections (Vavrus, 

2002).  

When citizens look to the halls of power or watch political coverage, they 

predominately see male faces and hear male voices. In the 115th Congress, only 19% of 

the representatives are female, meaning 81% are male, strengthening the idea that power 

is male.77 Recent research on the 2016 presidential election revealed that “Clinton was 

the only one of the major candidates whose policy platform generated an unfavorable 

balance of news coverage” (Patterson, 2016, p. 15). Also, journalists focused on 

 

77Marcos, C. (2016, November 17). 115th Congress will be most racially diverse in history. The Hill. 

http://thehill.com/homenews/house/306480-115th-congress-will-be-most-racially-diverse-in-history 
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Clinton’s past missteps and rarely past successes (Patterson, 2016). Although Hillary 

Clinton was the Democratic Party’s presidential nominee, the Republican National 

Committee Chair, Reince Priebus, said that Clinton didn’t smile enough during the 

Commander-in-Chief Forum78 and candidate Trump said that she lacked the stamina to 

be president.79 The media coverage and comments from Republican Party leadership 

reminded viewers that women should be pleasant and attractive and that their policy ideas 

are not as newsworthy as their male counterparts. Although it is impossible to separate 

gender from politics, because the political is personal and the personal is political, this 

section will briefly discuss gender performance and political discourse about gender. This 

discussion is concise since Chapter 4 Methodology explores feminist epistemology and 

methodology used to perform a critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens of the 

tweets of Clinton and Trump from the conventions to the election.  

Gender Performance 

Historically, rhetoric about gender tended to connote heteronormativity and the 

materiality of the body. Heteronormativity positions the materiality of the male body and 

heterosexuality as the sociocultural and political norm. Since the majority of the US 

Legislature is male, for the most part, women do not see their faces in those positions of 

power, which erects a visual barrier to enter. Visual barriers, as well as other attempts to 

 

78 Priebis, R, [Reince] 2016, September 7). @HillaryClinton was angry + defensive the entire time - no 

smile and uncomfortable - upset that she was caught wrongly sending our secrets. [Tweet]. Retrieved from 

https://twitter.com/reince/status/773694140404170752 

79 Barbaro, M. & Flegenheimer, M. (2016, September 27). How Hillary Clinton went from hesitant to 

scorching. The New York Times. Retrieved from http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/27/us/politics/hillary-

clinton-donald-trump.html?_r=0 
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control individual bodies and socio-cultural thoughts about the proper place for some bodies 

but not others, is termed the technologies of sex (Foucault, 1978).  

Bodies are material-semiotic actors, implying that they require discourses to talk 

about their materiality and meaning (Haraway, 1988). The body is constructed discursively 

in relation to heteronormativity (Butler, 1993). The bodies of political candidates serve as 

symbols of current socio-cultural and political norms or aberrations. Bodies can be 

viewed as objects of subjectivity, meaning objectified and scrutinized, or thought to be 

part of a much larger universe in which the body and its surroundings are changing all the 

time (Barad, 1998). Bodies linked intricately with gender performance. 

Agency and structure need to be discussed to talk about gender performance. 

Agency is the ability to make decisions and to act based on individual thoughts and 

feelings, while structure is institutional attitudes and beliefs that bear down on how the 

individual fits into a society based on their social class, race, gender, etc. (Barker, 2011). 

According to Barad, "it is in the reiterative character of performativity that opens up the 

possibility of agency" (1998, p. 111). In other words, as gender is performed, ideas about 

bodies can morph and change from a binary choice to fluidity. 

However, the legacies of patriarchy reinforce power systems and structures that 

do not always serve a person’s self-interest. For example, in some instances, voters 

support a political party structure even though it harms their self-interests. Case in point, 

The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to the Constitution, which prohibits discrimination 

based on sex, was passed by the US Legislature in 1972, and in 2019 was ratified by the 

required thirty-eight states. Why did it take forty-seven years for ratification? Phyllis 

Schlafly, a conservative activist, spearheaded the campaign against the ERA, with the 

endorsement of the Republican Party, claiming that womanhood was a privileged 
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position that upheld marriage, motherhood, and heteronormative roles (Gibson and 

Heyse, 2014). Also, women were told that the ratification of the ERA would mean 

mandatory conscription of women and loss of financial support by their husbands.80 Fear 

of change and fear of loss of sociocultural norms is a powerful political strategy.  

Political Discourse and Gender 

Ideas about public debate and the public sphere need to be explored to understand 

political discourse. Habermas defines the public sphere as “a society engaged in critical 

public debate” (1989, p. 52), separate from the state, for the creation of public opinion 

and possibly political action. According to Habermas, public debate originated in coffee 

houses and salons of eighteenth-century European democracies, disregarding status, 

dealing with issues of common concern, and included all, assuming they were “propertied 

and educated” (1989, p. 37). The blind spot in Habermas’ conception of the public sphere 

was that educated people who owned property in the eighteenth-century were 

predominately upper class, male, and white, creating hegemonic public opinion. 

Hegemony is tacit and internalized confidence by society in an elite class to establish 

societal norms and values that maintain political, economic, and social stability (Gramsci, 

1971). Habermas suggests that public debate should focus on common concerns 

excluding class and gender. However, by bracketing social inequalities and presupposing 

gender-neutrality, this conceptual space of debate advantages elite voices and 

disadvantages the voices of subaltern counterpublics, such as women and people of 

color, because their voices are not represented equally in the discussion (Fraser, 1990). 

Even though the concept of the public sphere assumes gender-neutrality, gender 

 

80 ERA. (n.d). Equal Rights Amendment. http://www.equalrightsamendment.org/ 
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construction is developed within the public sphere by the bodies who speak and bodies 

who do not. 

Democratic principles suggest that all citizens and groups have the right to 

petition the state for policies that serve the interests of the person or group. However, in 

practice, the socioeconomic status of citizens and groups empowers the voices of some, 

and disempowers the voices of others, reinforcing the cyclical effects of hegemony 

(Young, 2000). Language power differentials get constructed through valuing elite male 

speech that is generally linear and expresses abstract thought (Negt & Kluge, 1993). It 

devalues the common speech of workers that is generally circular and expresses thoughts 

concretely through colloquialisms or object relations (Negt & Kluge, 1993) as well as the 

speech of women and people of color whose speech tends to be expressive, embodied, 

and excited (Young, 2000). According to Young, “democratic debate [is] a process of 

struggle” that becomes even more complicated when that debate is mediated (2000, p. 

50), which is why this dissertation examines both the language of Clinton and Trump on 

Twitter for expressions of power, gender, and identity as well as the media 

recontextualization of that language for political and journalistic norms and deviations.  

Political candidates represent themselves and are represented by the media and 

political parties using the political signifiers espoused by the party. Those representations 

produce meaning through language by members of the culture exchanging ideas verbally, 

visually, and through text (Hall, Evans, & Nixon, 2013). By and large, voters fall in line 

behind their political party, and gender stereotyping may be interacting with partisanship 

(Dolan, 2014). Democrats are associated with feminine policies such as education, 

childcare, and abortion, while Republicans relate to masculine policies like crime, the 
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economy, and national security (Dolan, 2014), which feminizes the Democratic Party and 

masculinizes the Republican Party. The 2016 presidential election was a prime example 

of masculine and feminine performance, preference, and policy because the Republican 

candidate performed as an alpha male,81 while the Democratic candidate was the first 

woman presidential nominee elected by a major party. Studying specific media 

phenomena about gender and politics is significant because it provides a landmark on the 

historical map of gender representations that are promoted or transgressed; reveals 

femininity and feminism as partially constructed by the media, and exposes the process of 

gender representation as always inherently political. (Vavrus, 2002).   

Political discourse about gender can be used as a political strategy and resides on 

a continuum from emphasizing traditional performance to the performance of agency that 

can create new meanings and representations. For example, during the 2016 presidential 

campaign, Trump generally used traditionally masculine language such as absolutely 

destroy and used politically abnormal insults like moron, imbecile, and loser, while 

Clinton generally sounded traditionally feminine using phrases like incredibly grateful 

and open our hearts.82 However, Trump did talk about his family, which is a political 

norm and is considered feminine.83  However, Trump used the physical descriptor 

 

81 Deckman, M. (2016, October 14). Why is anyone sticking with Trump? His ‘alpha male’ appeal. The 

Washington Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2016/10/14/why-is-anyone-

sticking-with-trump-his-alpha-male-appeal/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.7ef526775783 

82 Miller, C. (2016, March 14). Measuring Trump’s Language: Bluster but Also Words That Appeal to 

Women. The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/15/upshot/donald-trump-is-among-the-

most-feminine-sounding-candidates.html 

83 Miller, C. (2016, March 14). Measuring Trump’s Language: Bluster but Also Words That Appeal to 

Women. The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/15/upshot/donald-trump-is-among-the-

most-feminine-sounding-candidates.html 
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beautiful family,84 which is a term of objectification, rather than a relational phrase such 

as a supportive family. Trump frequently talked about women’s’ appearances on the 

campaign trail. For example, he implied that Carlie Fiorina was unattractive, making 

comments such as “Look at that face! Would anyone vote for that?" during an interview 

with Rolling Stone.85 Objectification of the female face and body rooted in masculine 

hegemony that strives to maintain the political, economic, and cultural status quo of elite, 

white, male bodies.              

The 2016 presidential election was the perfect storm of gender, culture, and 

power. Trump was a political outsider who abandon political norms of decorum to 

perform his authentic self, which included a paternalistic father who promised to Make 

America Great Again by harkening back to the 1950s, and a bully who ridiculed his 

political opponents and assured his followers that he would stand up to the leaders of 

other countries who had taken advantage of the US. Trump was called a man’s man.86 

Candidate Trump focused on exploiting the cultural divide in the US between progressive 

and conservative values. In contrast, Clinton tried to take advantage of the strong desire 

to see the first woman elected president in the US with the slogan I’m With Her as well as 

many celebrity endorsements. Clinton’s strength is her intellect. She is a policy wonk 

 

84 Miller, C. (2016, March 14). Measuring Trump’s Language: Bluster but Also Words That Appeal to 

Women. The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/15/upshot/donald-trump-is-among-the-

most-feminine-sounding-candidates.html 

 

85 Solotaroff, P. (2015, September 9). Trump Seriously: On the Trail With the GOP’s Tough Guy. Rolling 

Stone. https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/trump-seriously-on-the-trail-with-the-gops-

tough-guy-41447/ 

86 Frum, D. (2016, August 2). Could Trump Be the 'Man's Man' America Wants? The Atlantic. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/08/trump-may-be-the-man-america-wants/494009/ 
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who tried to showcase her problem-solving skills with detailed economic plans. 

However, Clinton had a long political career plagued with missteps and scandals that 

dogged her during the campaign. And Clinton was ridiculed for wearing pantsuits.87 

The 2016 election was complex and multifaceted and offered new information 

about the current state of political and socio-cultural norms and aberrations in the US. 

Although the number of women entering political office is increasing, gender continues 

to be a political issue. Studying the 2016 election will add new insight into how multiple 

discourses and representations shape public debate about male and female political 

candidates and how those discourses can take different forms in different contexts. This 

dissertation will add new knowledge to the mediated representation of gender in electoral 

politics and the performance of gender as a political strategy. 

  

 

87 Garber, M. (2016, August 2). Why the Pantsuit? For Hillary Clinton and many of her fellow women 

politicians, a single outfit represents an uneasy compromise between gender and power. The Atlantic. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2016/08/youre-fashionable-enough-hillary/493877/ 
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODOLOGY 

This dissertation aims to compare different media texts–tweets, national 

newspapers, and Sunday morning political talk shows–to chart gender and power cultural 

distinctions in candidate representation that were common during the 2016 presidential 

general election. Second, this study intends to demonstrate that in the reporting of the 

2016 election, hegemonic media practices intensified the cultural issues of gender and 

power through the amplification of political abnormalities.  

Thus, the organizing methodological principle is critical feminist qualitative 

research because the analysis focuses on the construction of knowledge and identity 

through the political and journalistic discourses of power and gender. A critical approach 

examines the heavy weight of power, as experienced in everyday life, and particularly in 

cases of inequality and injustice. The research is qualitative, meaning themes emerge 

through the examination of language, and the qualitative approach will help in the 

understanding of why powerful and elite journalists in media organizations lost their 

power to set the agenda and control the conversation in their coverage of the 2016 

presidential election. Equally important, the research examines how Clinton and Trump 

used Twitter to craft their identities, and how those identities expressed power and gender 

because Clinton was the first woman presidential nominee of a major political party, and 

Trump campaigned as a 1950s alpha male who promised to restore 1950s economy and 

cultural norms.    

There are multiple reasons for this approach. First, the 2016 election saw a 

resurgence of cultural and media hegemony through the promotion of false rhetoric that 
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was amplified by the media, creating confusion among the public. Consequently, 

qualitative research is appropriate for this dissertation because qualitative research 

“delves in depth into complexities and processes [and] seeks to explore where and why 

policy…and practice do not work” (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 46). This dissertation 

examines both adherence and abandonment of political and journalistic norms, through 

the multifaceted aspects of candidate identity and media coverage of candidates, to 

understand the socio-cultural norms that are currently undergirding US democracy.  

Second, this qualitative research uses a critical approach, which examines “how 

power and hegemonic discourses shape experience and understanding” (Hesse-Biber, & 

Leavy, 2011, p. 16).  because it is not always clear how language is used to wield power; 

in other words, discourse contains ideas about power and gender, which benefits some 

and harms others. The critical approach examines how discourse is constructed to 

polarize and essentialize, using language that pits one group against another. For 

example, the president of the United States is the most powerful position in the United 

States and post-World War II, the leader of the free world. Consequently, the discourses 

of US presidents and US presidential candidates, and media coverage of the candidates, 

are followed by all countries to understand how the US will exert power over their lives. 

In addition, hegemonic media practices influence media coverage, which adds to 

confusion and misunderstanding. For instance, viewers of MSNBC received a liberal 

slant on the presidential election, while viewers of FOX news heard a conservative take 

on the election.     

Third, the research is grounded in a feminist perspective for the reason that 

“gender is a historically and socially constructed category” (Hesse-Biber, & Leavy, 2011, 
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p. 23) and the 2016 presidential general election revealed a long-standing cultural divide 

about the future of gender and power. More notably, the candidates in the 2016 

presidential campaign could not have been different. Clinton was the first woman ever 

elected by a major US political party to be their nominee, while Trump was considered an 

alpha male by devaluing, debasing, and disrespecting women. Finally, this 

methodological approach will identify how the candidates choose and expressed political 

rhetoric to connect with voters by developing a political rhetorical power mechanism to 

understand how gender and political traits, as well as radical political tactics, and power 

discourses combined to form a rhetorical political strategy.        

Methodological Theory Review 

 This review will cover the three major theoretical tenets used to guide the 

research, which are qualitative research, textual analysis, and critical feminism. This 

triumvirate is suitable because the research examines political and journalistic norms and 

deviations as well as discourses of gender and power in the tweets of Clinton and Trump 

and media coverage of the tweets during the 2016 presidential general election.       

Qualitative Research 

People understand their everyday encounters by filtering information through a 

cultural lens (Christians & Carey, 1989; Pauly, 1991). The purpose of qualitative research 

is to interpret how people make meaning and how that meaning reflects their 

sociocultural understanding of the world (Christians & Carey, 1989, p. 359). The 

researcher must immerse themselves in the thinking, and cultural symbols of the people 

or organizations studied (Christians & Carey, 1989). Rhetoric is a verbal symbol, and 

personal writing is a non-verbal symbol that can be used to enter the social thinking that 
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influenced a text (Christians & Carey, 1989). Therefore, this dissertation examines 

personal writing through tweets and newspapers, and the rhetoric of political analysts and 

journalists on Sunday morning political talk shows. 

Qualitative research “stresses the importance of context, setting, and subjects’ 

frame of reference” (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 46). Thus, this dissertation examines 

multiple texts that represent the words of the candidates and how liberal and conservative 

media organizations recontextualized those words. This examination is important because 

citizens rely on the candidates’ words as well as media coverage of the candidates to 

determine voter choice. Qualitative research helps “people define the situation in which 

they find themselves,” (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 46 as cited in Thomas, 1949) by 

seeking “to describe the aspect of social reality under investigation” (Hesse-Biber, & 

Leavy, 2011, p. 10). For that reason, this dissertation draws on qualitative research to 

investigate political and journalist norms and deviations and discourses of power and 

gender exhibited during the 2016 presidential general election to help understand the 

current state of US political and sociocultural norms.       

Qualitative research creates knowledge by studying the construction and 

performance of the discourses of individuals and groups (Pauley, 1991). Often 

explanations are given to support miscommunication because the producer of the text and 

audience struggle and cooperate in the creation of reality (Pauly, 1991). Therefore, the 

researcher must contextualize the practices and procedures of producers by providing 

background information to understand whether the performance of the communication 

was typical or unusual (Christians & Carey, 1989). And so, this dissertation creates new 
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knowledge by examining how and why politicians and journalists followed or deviated 

norms and what that reveals about the political divide in the US.  

Qualitative research uses multiple kinds of data, to maximize the comparison 

between data, to support the authority of interpretations (Christians & Carey, 1989) of 

interconnecting discourses (Pauley, 1991). One type of data that can be used by 

qualitative researchers are texts, which are “any inscription that fixes human action for 

contemplation and interpretation” (Pauley, 1991, p. 14). Moreover, media texts are 

“commodities that are produced and consumed as units of experience [and] they inscribe 

human behavior in a way that makes it available to others” (Pauley, 1991, p. 14). Media 

texts are cultural artifacts that reflect moments in time, but they can be interpreted 

differently by audiences (Pauley, 1991). For example, the satirical political comedy 

television show, The Colbert Report, was understood as conservative rhetoric by 

conservative audiences, while liberal audiences interpreted the rhetoric as ironic 

(LaMarre, Landreville & Beam, 2009). 

Mass communication texts must be studied as products, practices, and 

commentary to understand the economics, institutional intentionality, and cultural 

approach of the producer (Pauley, 1991). Tweets and media coverage of the tweets by 

newspapers and Sunday morning political talk shows are examples of mass-mediated 

texts that are studied as interconnecting discourses and used as evidence to support 

results. Qualitative researchers must immerse themselves in the entire text rather than 

parts to understand broad sociocultural meanings (Pauley, 1991). Therefore tweets, 

newspaper articles, and political analysis on Sunday morning political talk shows will be 

examined as whole items to understand the intent of the author.    
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The researcher must develop sensitized concepts, which are categories, that 

express both the producers of discourse studied, and reflect significant areas of socio-

cultural phenomena (Christians & Carey, 1989).  According to Pauley (1991), “Recurring 

patterns of discourse [such as] the persistence of certain themes, phrases, rhetorical 

tropes, and plots across a variety of texts” develop into categories (p. 19). Categories 

reveal cultural symbols that the producer uses to signal the audience, and the audience 

draws on to interpret the message, to understand broad socio-cultural messages that 

resonate individually as well as collectively. For example, during the 2016 presidential 

general election, Trump and his campaign surrogates used bullying language to express 

strength, power, and control.  

Qualitative research is an appropriate methodology for this dissertation topic 

because it examines the culture (Geertz, 1973: Christians and Carey, 1989: Pauly, 1991; 

Marshall and Rossman, 2006) of gender power relations and political and journalistic 

norms through language. The goal of this dissertation research is to study discourses of 

power, gender, and identity as expressed through the candidates’ use of Twitter during 

the 2016 presidential general election for political norms and deviations. Another goal of 

this research is to study the media recontextualization of the candidates’ Twitter rhetoric, 

through type and amount of media coverage, for journalistic norms and deviations.  

Textual Analysis 

Textual analysis is utilized to examine the tweets of the candidates from the 

conventions to the election and the media coverage of the tweets by newspapers and 

political analysts on Sunday morning political talk shows “to gather information about 

how other human beings make sense of the world” (McKee, 2003, p. 1). In other words, 
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who is creating meaning and why, are central components to understanding meaning-

making because those voices and bodies construct knowledge and wield power. For this 

dissertation, tweets, national newspapers, and political analysis are the texts studied.  

Critical Discourse Analysis 

 Critical discourse analysis, a type of textual analysis, is an approach developed to 

examine texts and the discourses or themes that emerged from texts (Van Dijk, 1988; 

Fairclough, 1995). According to Manning & Cullum-Swan (1994), “Discourse analysis 

takes as its unit longer segments of texts or rhetoric, oscillating between the structure of 

the argument to the impact or meaning of it” (p. 474). It examines norms and deviations 

of grammar as well as implicit and explicit meaning, which is why this approach is used 

to analyze tweets and the media recontextualization of those tweets. Critical discourse 

analysis focuses on individual texts as well as how and why discourses change or stay the 

same over time and what that indicates about the structures that create them (Fairclough, 

2003). It is interdisciplinary in that it uses theories and methodologies from multiple 

fields such as linguistics, conversation analysis, semiotic analysis, and social-cognitive 

analysis, as well as cultural studies (Fairclough, 1995) and psychology (Van Dijk, 1988). 

Also, critical discourse is interdisciplinary because it examines a text from multiple 

vantage points, including origination, production, meaning-making, or how it is to be 

understood, and relationship to ideology (Van Dijk, 1988; Fairclough, 1995). According 

to Fairclough (2003), “Ideologies are representations of aspects of the world which can 

be shown to contribute to establishing, maintaining and changing social relations of 

power, domination and exploitation” (p. 9). Ideologies promoted in texts can influence 

social action and interaction (Fairclough, 2003).  
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Although there are many approaches to critical discourse analysis, this 

dissertation focuses on the work of Van Dijk and Fairclough because it examines the 

texts for discourses about the political performance of gender and power, as well as 

political and journalistic norms and deviations. Van Dijk and Fairclough use similar 

approaches to analyzing media texts. On the one hand, Fairclough focuses on the socio-

cultural co-construct of texts, meaning the producer and the audience co-create the text 

because they are in a continuous feedback loop. On the other hand, Van Dijk emphasizes 

the structures and systems involved in text creation and audience understanding. 

Fairclough recommends critical discourse analysis of media texts because it 

reveals both the relationship between language, society, and culture and how they co-

construct each other. According to Fairclough (1995), “…connections between the use of 

language and the exercise of power are often not clear to people, yet appear on closer 

examination to be vitally important to the workings of power” (p. 54). Fairclough argues 

that the language in a text exposes the linkages between identities, relationships, and 

representations. Identities are the people involved in producing a news story or television 

news show, while relationships are pseudo-bonds between writer-reader, politician-

crowd, analyst-audience. Representations denote how events and relationships are 

characterized (Fairclough, 1995). A Faircloughian discourse analysis includes examining 

both the communicative event and the order of discourse to reveal those linkages. The 

communicative event, as described by Fairclough, encompasses (1) the text, discourse 

practice, and sociocultural practices to understand how journalists, media organizations, 

and the public co-construct the news, and (2) the order of discourse that identifies the 

genre and point of view of the content.      
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The first factor of the communicative event examined is the text. The researcher 

examines the text grammatically as well as how the text conveys meaning about “systems 

of knowledge and belief…and social relations and social identities” (p. 58). For example, 

a critical discourse analysis of national newspapers and Sunday morning political talk 

shows may reveal ideologies, the prestige of the writer as well as the imagined reader, 

and the connection between writer and reader as revealed in tone “formal or informal, 

close or distant” (Fairclough, 2003).  

The second factor analyzed in the communicative event is the discourse practice 

that involves the production and consumption of the text, including the institutional and 

interpretive practices of the media organization. Fairclough (1995) contends that 

“…media texts are sensitive barometers of cultural change which manifest in their 

heterogeneity and contradictoriness the often tentative, unfinished and messy nature of 

change” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 60). Therefore, it is important to examine the practices of 

production and consumption that may reveal familiar or changing themes, which mirror 

the current socio-cultural landscape. Because media texts are a dialogue between creator 

and audience, it is important to do an intertextual analysis to examine the genres and 

themes used to ascertain meaning (Fairclough, 2003). For example, the news is 

traditionally an informational genre, but it might include persuasive tactics, and the 

themes of news stories may reveal sociocultural norms and deviations.   

The third factor analyzed in the communicative event is sociocultural practice. 

Sociocultural practices may include a focus on the particulars of an event or a wider 

focus that incorporates established practices for the event, or an even wider focus of 

societal and cultural norms (Fairclough, 1995). Fairclough identified the three broad 
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sociocultural practices that are familiar themes in media discourse, “economic, political 

(concerned with issues of power and ideology), and cultural (concerned with questions of 

value and identity)” (1995, p. 62). For example, the 2016 presidential election offered a 

stark economic, political, and cultural contrast. Clinton advocated a liberal message of 

expanding government to help marginalized groups and displaced workers, while Trump 

promoted nationalist ideas, including building a wall between Mexico and the US, to 

curtail immigration into the US, to protect the jobs of blue-collar workers.     

In addition to the communicative event, an analysis of the order of discourse is 

necessary, meaning genre and point of view, because it reveals “the discursive practices 

within a community – its normal way of using language” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 55). The 

order of discourse involves the examination of discourses, which are “the language used 

in representing a given social practice from a particular point of view”, and genres, which 

are “language associated with and constituting part of some particular social practice” (p. 

56). For example, the order of discourse of FOX news is conservative, while the order of 

discourse of MSNBC is liberal. In addition, media discourse, as explained by Fairclough 

(1995), synthesizes external discourses from the public sphere and presents those 

discourses internally or in the genre that the media institution deems most appropriate. 

For instance, the genre of a news article is a stable and recognizable hard news story 

while editorials are opinions (p. 72). Furthermore, Fairclough advises that a media event 

is a chain relation because the communicative event or source information happens 

outside the media organization and may be embedded or chained to future stories.  

In sum, a Faircloughian (1995, 2003) critical discourse analysis focuses on the 

communicative event and the order of discourse. Examining the communicative event 
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involves the analysis of the text for grammar as well as meaning; investigating the 

discourse practices of the media organization, including production and consumption; 

and thinking about the text in relation to wider socio-cultural norms and deviations. The 

order of discourse reveals the genre of the text as well as how discourse in the text 

comports with or pushes against public discourse practices. Although Fairclough’s 

critical discourse analysis methodology is robust, Van Dijk (1988) offers other important 

and interesting avenues to explore, like specific structures of news reports.    

Van Dijk (1988) advises that the researcher focus on three structural systems 

when studying media discourse that includes grammar, choice of “topic and news 

schema,” and “stylistic and rhetorical structures” because they are linked to the reasoning 

and corporate environment of news production and reader comprehension (p. vii). 

According to Van Dijk (1988), media news is  “[a] news item or news report, i.e., a text 

or discourse on radio, on TV or in the newspaper, in which new information is given 

about recent events” (p. 4). In other words, Van Dijk's concerns involve what the news 

media is covering and why, because it reflects the media organizations’ priorities and 

ideologies. 

The first structural system of critical discourse analysis is grammar, which 

focuses on syntax and semantics. Syntax refers to the formation of sentences, while 

semantics involves interpretation or meaning. In addition to written sentences, verbal 

discourse is important because it involves public statements in social settings or speech 

acts (Van Dijk, 1988 as cited in Searle, 1969). Although there are many types of speech 

acts such as “promising, accusing, congratulating, and asserting,” the type of speech act 

normally used in news discourse is the assertion because assertions are normally facts 
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(Van Dijk, 1988). Speech acts and grammar are at a granular or micro-level of 

understanding discourse because they are sentence-based.  

The second structural system of critical discourse analysis is the topic, which is 

the thematic structure, and news schema. According to Van Dijk (1988), “a topic or 

theme is what the discourse is about” (p. 30), while a news schema is a structure 

developed to get an overall understanding of news discourse because discourse is longer 

than a sentence (Van Dijk, 1988). The names of these structures are macrosyntax, 

macrosemantic, and macrospeech. A macrosyntax yields an overall understanding of 

“organizational patterns” of news, while a macrosemantic produces a comprehensive 

meaning of the discourse(s), which is the topic or theme, and macrospeech gives an 

understanding of large portions of public speech (Van Dijk, 1988). Understanding 

discourse at the micro or local level and a macro level provides a guide to determine if 

the discourse is conforming to or disrupting the norms of media organizations.           

The third structural system of critical discourse analysis is style and rhetoric. 

According to Van Dijk (1988), “Style is the result of the choices made by the speaker” (p. 

27). A speaker has various options to choose from when developing sentences, 

paragraphs, and speeches, such as using a formal or informal tone. Journalists use “a 

specific, formal style, which is characteristic for printed media” (Van Dijk, 1988, p. 27). 

An additional aspect of discourse is rhetoric, which is “both formulation and context” to 

persuade (Van Dijk, 1988, p. 28). For example, a writer or speaker may use alliteration, 

parallelism, or metaphor to get and keep the attention of the reader or listener and so the 

reader/listener will retain the information (Van Dijk, 1988, p. 28). Van Dijk’s critical 

discourse analysis focuses on the three structural systems of grammar, topic, and style 
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and rhetoric because both the text and the content of the text form the discourse. 

Discourse is an interaction between the writer/speaker and reader/listener, and it reveals 

the thoughts, attitudes, beliefs, and environment of the speaker or media organization 

(Van Dijk).   

Critical discourse analysis is an exhaustive search for the meaning of the text 

using multiple lenses to validate meaning. On the one hand, Fairclough’s methodology 

includes the text, discourse practices, sociocultural practices, genre, and point of view to 

produce a comprehensive understanding of the text and context. On the other hand, Van 

Dijk’s approach examines three systematic structures, which are grammar, themes, and 

rhetoric and style, to investigate the thought processes, corporate environments, and 

ideologies of media organizations that influence audience understanding of the news. 

Critical discourse analysis reveals many things, such as: who is speaking and why; what 

they are saying: the importance of the words; the target audience: what the words mean to 

the target audience; what the words mean to non-target audiences; and who is not 

speaking and why. Another strength of critical discourse analysis is how the meaning of 

language changes or stays the same over time to reflect societal and cultural norms and 

practices, including ideologies. Also, critical discourse analysis investigates knowledge 

and knowledge construction to ascertain the media hegemony that filters the news. This 

dissertation studies national newspaper and Sunday morning political talk show coverage 

of tweets by the 2016 presidential general election candidates to examine how language 

constructs knowledge and how that knowledge is reflected in society at large, to make 

broader generalizations about political, cultural, and journalistic norms and deviations. 
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Feminism 

This dissertation performs a critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens to 

analyze Clinton's and Trump's tweets and subsequent media recontextualization for 

political and journalistic norms as well as the discursive construction of knowledge, 

identity, gender, and power. Liberal feminism is the lens because one of the goals of 

liberal feminism is to expose the legacies of patriarchy, and this dissertation investigates 

the discursive construction of patriarchy through political and journalistic language. This 

dissertation employs some of Foucault's poststructuralist theories about sex and power. 

However, it does not use poststructuralism as a qualitative approach. Below is a 

discussion of the benefits and limitations of poststructuralism in feminist research and an 

examination of liberal feminism, feminist epistemology, and feminist political 

methodology. 

Poststructuralism and Feminism 

Poststructuralism and feminism are examined to explain why this dissertation 

employs poststructuralist theories but does not use poststructuralism as a qualitative 

approach. Poststructuralism is an approach to qualitative research that is "concerned with 

challenging dominant ideology through an engaged research process" (Hesse-Biber, 

2011). Dominant ideology can be investigated using critical deconstruction (Derrida, 

1966), "in which that which has been marginalized is transformed into the locus of 

investigation" (Hesse-Biber, 2011). For example, a text could be critically deconstructed 

"to reveal how pieces of information are revealed and juxtaposed, how rhetoric is used, 

and what perspectives are not put forward" (Hesse-Biber, 2011). Poststructuralism aims 

at "jamming the theoretical machinery itself, of suspending its pretension to the 
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production of a truth and of a meaning that are excessively univocal (Irigarary, 1985, p. 

78). In other words, poststructuralism denies the existence of universal truth. The work of 

this dissertation is to expose the legacies of patriarchy, which is a truth of feminism, in 

the discursive construction of knowledge, identity, gender, and power, in the political and 

journalistic language of the 2016 presidential general election. 

The feminist approach to qualitative research emerged from the second wave of 

the women's movement to question the construction of knowledge by men, for men, that 

ignored and subjugated women, making them the other, meaning different, and less than 

(Hesse-Biber, 2011). "Feminism is a political project…to create a more just world for 

women…[in which] researchers value women's experiences and unearth women's 

subjugated knowledges" (Hesse-Biber, 2011). In practice, feminism challenges the social 

construction of gender, and binary thinking to make room for alternative knowledges and 

ways to do research (Hesse-Biber, 2011). Feminism research employs a variety of 

methods and techniques. For instance, feminist standpoint epistemology suggests that a 

researcher's politics, economics, socialization, and gender influence their research and 

findings (Kolmar and Bartkowski, 2000). Also, feminist researchers are in unique 

positions of recognizing both their own subjugated position as well as the ideology of 

dominant groups (Hesse-Biber, 2011). Therefore, feminist research produces 

contextualization and partial truths about the historical oppression of women rather than 

complete knowledge (Hesse-Biber, 2011). For example, this dissertation examines the 

language used during the 2016 presidential general election for the discursive 

construction of knowledge, identity, gender, and power, as expressed in the candidates' 

tweets and subsequent media recontextualization using specific media outlets. This 
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dissertation's findings offer "a" truth about the current state of patriarchy in the 2016 

presidential general election, not "the" truth. 

Feminist research has employed poststructuralism. Therefore, below is an 

examination of the benefits and limitations of the application of poststructuralism in 

feminist research. One of the benefits of poststructuralism is the use of discourse analysis 

to deconstruct discourse to examine power relations and inequalities (Francis, 2000). 

"Discourses are socially and culturally produced patterns of language, which constitute 

power by constructing objects in particular ways" (Francis, 2000). For example, political 

analysis of female candidates can position those candidates as gendered, focusing on 

stereotypes such as a tendency to smile and have a pleasant-sounding voice or position 

them by their professional abilities like knowledge of policy and government functions. 

Examining conflicting discourses reveals contradictions as well as ideas of resistance 

(Francis, 2000, as cited in Foucault, 1980). 

The use of poststructuralist theory in feminist research has limitations. For 

instance, according to (Francis 2000), poststructuralism "cannot be used effectively in 

emancipatory research," such as feminism, because feminism is a modernist theory, 

meaning "belief in human improvement" (p. 23). Poststructuralist approach conflicts with 

modernist theories because, in practice, poststructuralism deconstructs discourse to point 

out shifting narratives but falls short of suggesting antidotes or alternatives (Francis, 

2000, p. 23). To explain the connection between feminism and modernist theories, 

Francis indicates that feminism is a modernist theory for three reasons: 1) the focus is 

women, 2) "feminism is based on the 'a truth narrative' that patriarchy oppresses women, 

and the moral assumption that such oppression is wrong, and that we should work to end 
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this oppression," and 3) the possibility for an uninterrupted societal story of progress 

(Francis, 2000, p, 23). In other words, to do feminist research is to analyze the fluid 

nature of knowledge construction about the power women wield at particular points in 

history to offer suggestions for political, economic, and social remedies. 

This dissertation examined how the 2016 US presidential candidates represented 

themselves and how they comported with and pushed against political and journalistic 

norms through an analysis of the candidates' tweets and subsequent recontextualization 

by national newspapers and Sunday morning political talk shows, during the general 

election. Critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens is performed to analyze the 

texts for language that reflects power, knowledge construction, identity, gender, and 

political and journalistic norms and deviations. Although this dissertation used a feminist 

approach in its qualitative method, it did use theories developed by Foucault, a 

poststructuralist, to interrogate gender construction and subjugation. For example, this 

dissertation investigates the use of the technologies of sex (Foucault, 1978), meaning 

attempts to control bodies and sociocultural thoughts about the proper place for some bodies 

but not others, such as the bodies of male and female candidates. However, even though this 

dissertation employed poststructuralist theories, it is feminist in its approach because it 

sought to reveal how the legacies of patriarchy, which is a metanarrative in feminist 

research, were present in political and journalistic discourse. 

Liberal Feminism 

According to Francis (2000), "There are many different types of feminism, yet 

feminists all share a concern for the position of women in society, and a commitment to 

challenge this" (p. 20, as cited in Francis 1998). This dissertation employs feminism as a 

qualitative approach. However, because there are different types of feminism, such as 
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liberal, radical, Marist, and Socialist, etc., it is essential to clarify which kind of feminism 

this dissertation employs. Liberal feminism is used because its goals align with the 

objectives of this dissertation, which are to examine the continued legacies of patriarchy. 

This dissertation analyzes how the 2016 presidential candidates represented themselves 

on Twitter and the subsequent media recontextualization of those tweets in national 

newspapers and Sunday morning political talk shows for political and journalistic 

language that reveals the legacies of patriarchy. 

Liberal feminism is rooted in liberal philosophy, such as the rights of individual 

citizens take precedence over social goods, which are goods that benefit the greatest 

number of people in the broadest possible way. According to Tong (2012), "our entire 

system of individual rights is justified because these rights constitute a framework within 

which we can all choose our own separate goods, provide we do not deprive others of 

theirs" (p. 11-12). The goal of liberal feminism is "equality of opportunity" in the 

political, economic, and social realm so that women are not deprived of such things as 

equal pay for equal work. A way to achieve that goal is to "free women from oppressive 

gender roles–that is, from those roles used as excuses or justifications for giving women a 

lesser place, or no place at all, in the academy, the forum, and the marketplace" (Tong, p. 

34). The conflation of sex and gender roles is rooted in the legacies of patriarchy (Tong) 

and continues to plague women, as evidenced by the 2016 presidential election. For 

example, Trump said that Clinton did not look like a presidential candidate, implying that 

Clinton was not male, as previous US presidents were, weaponizing Clinton's sex and 

gender, meaning her physicality as well as societal expectations.    
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In 2016 Hillary Clinton became the first US female presidential candidate 

nominated by a major political party. Clinton's opponent Donald Trump ran as an alpha 

male, who harkened back to the economic and cultural mores of the 1950s when the 

wages of white blue-collar men could support a family, provided that their wives' unpaid 

labor took care of their home and children. Also, people of color worked in low wage 

service jobs. Consequently, Clinton's and Trump's language, as well as the language used 

to talk about the candidates, are important areas of investigation because the language 

reveals current thoughts about gender and power. Exposing the legacies of patriarchy will 

call attention to it, which is a goal of liberal feminism.  

Feminist Epistemology and Methodologies 

Knowledge construction and identity are two prongs of argumentation used to 

understand feminist epistemologies and methodologies. Also, power relations need to be 

discussed, because they are discursively created, carry the full weight of law, and have 

political consequences. The following sections address feminist epistemology followed 

by feminist political theory methodology because both branches of literature used to 

formulate this dissertation's approach. For example, this dissertation employs the 

practices of critical feminist analysis, that is discussed in the feminist epistemology 

section, to investigate the discursive construction of knowledge, identity, power and 

gender. Also, this dissertation uses feminist political methodology, as discussed in that 

section, to develop tools and strategies to talk about the legacies of patriarchy as 

expressed in language. Feminist epistemology is composed of two sub-sections: 

knowledge construction and identity. 
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Knowledge construction. In previous years, Women's Studies funding streams 

were slashed or discontinued, implying that feminist critique was not important to 

institutions of higher learning. Also, little or no interest in Women's Studies suggests that 

students are not politically engaged because gender is inherently political. Scott (2008) 

claimed that critique is "feminism's most potent weapon" because it exposes the 

"contradictions and inadequacies of any system of thought," particularly in the areas of 

inequality and injustice (p. 7). Several scholars (de Laurentis, 1986; Harding, 1991; 

Code, 1992; Kolmar and Bartkowski, 2000; Scott, 2008) challenged tacit assumptions 

about knowledge production and its validity because the attitudes, beliefs, and 

experiences of the researcher influence the research. For example, partial knowledge, 

which is men producing and theorizing about women, is an area of concern for feminist 

epistemology (Kolmar and Bartkowski, 2000), because it is highly unlikely that a man 

understands what it's like to be in a woman's body any more than a woman understands 

what it is like to be in a man's body.  

De Laurentis (1986) argued that researchers of feminist epistemology, 

methodology, and politics must be vigilant in turning the lens inward to ensure 

continuous examination of critical issues and discursive boundaries innate in feminism. 

In other words, academics who study feminist matters need to be aware of potential blind 

spots and bias. For example, President Clinton lied under oath about having a sexual 

relationship with his intern, resulted in impeachment by a Republican-led House and 

acquittal by a Democratically controlled Senate. The Democratic Party and some of the 
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feminist leaders of that time88 signaled to women that political party allegiance was more 

important than their bodily sovereignty. That unfortunate miscalculation aided in 

silencing women for many years.  

The #MeToo movement that started in 2006 and exploded in 2017 has made it 

abundantly clear that consent is not possible in a sexual relationship between a person in 

a position of power and a subordinate. The power relation precludes consent because the 

subordinate lacks power, or their power is limited. Therefore, Monica Lewinsky couldn't 

have a consensual sexual relationship with President Clinton when she was a White 

House intern. Unfortunately, in the twenty years between the Lewinsky Scandal and the 

#MeToo movement, many women were harmed along the way. During the 2016 

presidential general election, Trump attacked Clinton with impunity, while national 

newspapers and Sunday morning political shows repeated Trump's allegations, which 

normalized and legitimized them. Trump's disruption of pollical communication and 

journalism's lack of rebuttal signaled that wealthy white men in positions of power 

continue to evade justice, and they continue to construct knowledge about women, 

including their identities.  

Potential blind spots and bias are of concern for many scholars. In a critical 

feminist analysis, Harding (1991) claims that "...the perspectives provided by our 

devalued identities are epistemologically powerful and that the unselfconscious 

perspective that claims universality is in fact not only partial but also distorting in ways 

that go beyond its partiality" (p. 101). For example, Kolmar and Bartkowski, (2000) 

 

88 Williams, M. (2007, January 1). Clinton and Women. Vanity Fair. 

https://www.vanityfair.com/magazine/1998/05/williams199805 
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suggest that researchers identify their social location, which is the intersection of gender, 

race, class, age, etc. to let the reader know that bias may exist. Also, Kolmar and 

Bartkowski advocate for the use of feminist standpoints meaning that "knowledge is 

always relative to (i.e., a perspective on, a standpoint in) specifiable circumstances" 

(Code, 1992, p. 40) and situated knowledge, implying that research is always from a 

positioned perspective (Haraway, 1988). Scholars can position themselves in their work 

to account for the knowledge, experiences, and perspectives they have, that are not 

accessible to other scholars. Moreover, Harding encourages academics from marginalized 

groups to study power relations from their viewpoint because it provides a broader 

understanding of the workings of power. 

For example, my education and positionality as a lived body (Moi, 1999) make 

me uniquely qualified to undertake this subject matter and methodology because I 

possess decades of intellectual study, and emotional, and physical memories of the 

changes in the sociocultural political climate that led to the 2016 presidential candidates. 

I've studied theories of identity and watched as the sociocultural political identity of 

women and femininity have shifted from the arm pieces, props, and property of men, to 

the first woman nominated by a major political as their presidential candidate. I've 

studied theories of patriarchy and power and lived through initiatives that attempted 

power-sharing and equality, resulting in an eventual backlash, which helps me understand 

why nostalgia for the 1950s was so appealing to the male candidate's voter base and why 

it was such a good political strategy in 2016. This dissertation performs a critical 

discourse analysis through a feminist lens because, at its core, it is examining the 

continuing legacies of patriarchy through representations of identity, power, and gender. 
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Identity. Identity is a linguistic construction used to include or exclude groups of 

people from systems of power. Acknowledgment of identity is crucial for the critical 

feminist scholarship (de Laurentis,1986; Harding,1991; Code,1992; Kolmar and 

Bartkowski, 2000; Scott, 2008) because although identities are fluid, a citizen's class, 

race, and gender are visual reminders of the citizen's relationship to the state. According 

to Harding (1991), a feminist critical analysis raises awareness of gaps between dominant 

ideologies and life experiences, exposing the normalization of some identities to the 

exclusion of others, revealing unconscious underpinnings of patriarchy and hegemony. 

For example, in Pateman's book, The Sexual Contract, she explains how the legacies of 

patriarchy, which is rule by the father, are still present in governments and intuitions.  

Furthermore, Harding (1991) contends that recognizing contradictory identities 

and social locations opens the door to "exploit the friction, the gap, the dissonance 

between multiple identities" (p. 104). In other words, when the researcher identifies their 

standpoint and situated knowledge, the scholarship is more productive because many 

views paint a more comprehensive picture than one perspective. Relinquishing the idea 

that identity is fixed, and allowing for shifting identities, provides for a feminist 

epistemological shift or "a new way of thinking about culture, language, art, experience, 

and knowledge itself that, in redefining the nature and boundaries of the political, at once 

address women as social subject and en-genders the subject as political" (de Laurentis, 

1986, p. 10). Identity was a central theme in the 2016 presidential general election as 

Trump, and his campaign surrogates tried to define Americans as white Christian and 

heteronormative, rolling back the progress made by marginalized groups as a result of the 

Civil Rights Movement and the Women's Movement in the 1960s and 1970s.   
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Harding (1991) suggests that identity politics is the political arm of feminist 

epistemology because it provides a vehicle for individual liberation in the political arena.  

Before identity politics, essentialism, which in this context meshes sexuality and gender 

together to focus on the reproductive power of the male and female body, narrowed 

political choice to the support of heteronormativity. However, identity politics unites 

groups of people together regardless of class, race, or gender to fight for specific issues 

such as equality and social justice. Identity politics creates overarching meta-narratives 

about disenfranchised groups to include them in US political systems that originally 

envisioned the citizen as white, male, wealthy, and heterosexual in its Constitution. 

Nevertheless, the political needs of an overarching meta-narrative can silence voices from 

within the group. For example, in general, the identities associated with first wave and 

second-wave feminists were white, middle-class, heterosexual women, which 

marginalized the voices of women of color, lesbians, and women with low incomes. 

Despite that, the first wave fought for women's right to vote, and the second wave battled 

for economic justice, such as equal opportunity in the academy and the workforce, and 

reproductive rights. Third-wave feminism is more inclusive, embracing multiracial and 

multicultural identities, and argues for global justice.    

Some contemporary feminist scholars (de Laurentis, 1986; Haraway, 1988; Barad, 

1998; Butler, 1990), advocate combining ideas about essentialism with social 

construction, linking the physicality of the body to the linguistic and social construction 

of gender. Kolmar and Bartkowski explain that critique of language is a vital component 

of feminist analysis because "language constructs assumptions about gender along with 

other cultural understandings" (2000, p. 42).  For example, the 2018 mid-term election 
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resulted in a record number of Democratic women elected to political office. It was called 

a pink wave, which is an interesting commentary of the state of women, culture, 

language, experience, and politics in 2018. Pink is associated with females and 

femininity. However, pink was reclaimed by women in the 2017 Women's March as a 

color of resistance, demonstrated by the pink pussy hat. It will be interesting to see if the 

Congressional freshman (there is no gender alternative) class of women behave or resist 

as their identities get challenged in the court of public opinion. The pink wave came 

about after the 2016 presidential election, when many women were horrified at the 

prospect of Trump as president, because he campaigned on rolling back women's 

reproductive rights, such as access to abortion. 

Feminist thought about knowledge construction and identity are useful in 

examining the tweets of Clinton and Trump for discourses of gender, power, and political 

norms, as well as media recontextualization of those tweets for journalistic norms, for 

several reasons. First and foremost, using critical feminist analysis insists that the 

researcher sharpen their critical edge when examining debates, both internal and external, 

to feminism. For example, who is producing knowledge, why, and for what outcome 

reveals the voice(s) of power. Second, critical feminist critique helps in the understanding 

of the discursive construction of assumptions about gender, patriarchy, and hegemony, 

such as, in the language of the presidential candidates' tweets and subsequent media 

coverage.  

Political Theory Methodology 

This dissertation examines knowledge construction and identity along with 

systems of power, so it is essential to analyze political theory methodology to review how 
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other scholars have investigated and theorized the legacies of patriarchy, gender, and the 

citizen's relationship to the state. Contemporary gender theorists such as Connell and 

Pateman have added a great deal to political and feminist theories. However, they see the 

issue of gender equality from different vantage points. Connell (1987) argues for a social 

structure approach because gender is a social construction. Pateman (1988) contends that 

the problem of gender inequality originated in the social contract; therefore, it is 

embedded in institutions and governments. The arguments of Connell and Pateman are 

discussed below. 

 Connell (1987) advances "a three-part structural model of gender relations," 

defining structure as "the intractability of the social world" (p. 92). The three-part model 

consists of gender in relation to labor, power, and cathexis. Labor investigates the social 

construction, divisions of labor, and pay inequality associated with male and female jobs. 

The gender power model studies the power structures of institutions and how they affect 

power relations between the sexes. The cathexis model is defined as  

patterning of object-choice, desire and desirability; with the production of  

heterosexuality and homosexuality and the relationship between them; with the 

socially structured antagonisms of gender (woman-hating, man-hating, self- 

hatred); with trust and distrust; jealousy and solidarity in marriages and other 

relationships; and with emotional relationships involved in rearing children  

(Connell, 1987, p. 97). 

 

Connell argues that comprehensive theories about gender relations must address how and 

why sexual-political practices are performed in institutions such as the state, education, 

business, and the family. Although the US has made strides in sexual equality like the 

legalization of same-sex marriage, there are still many areas of sexual inequality, such as 

equal pay for equal work and equal protection under the law.  
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 Addressing Connell's (1987) concerns, Pateman (1988) explores gender relations 

and sexual-political practices in institutions in the book, The Sexual Contract. Pateman 

explains that the sexual contract originated in the philosophy of the social contact and 

modern patriarchy through rule by a band of brothers or men of equal socioeconomic 

stature in which women were considered the property of men. White, property-owning 

men could enter contracts because they were considered to own themselves in that they 

owned "the property in their capacities and attributes" (Pateman, 1988, p. 13), meaning 

their physicality, intellect, skills, etc. She explains how this legacy continues to affect 

women, writing "Women are property, but also persons; women are held both to possess 

and to lack the capacities required for contract – and contract demands that their 

womanhood be both denied and affirmed" (Pateman, 1988, p. 60). This concept is the 

heart of the sexual contract because women carry the vestige of not owning themselves or 

the property of their capacities and attributes because their husbands owned their 

property. Pateman contends that the heritage of women not being equals and not being 

able to enter contracts as equal partners continues to persist in institutional structures like 

democratic governments, educational institutions, and corporations.  

 Connell (1987) and Pateman (1988) examine gender relations from the standpoint 

of sociocultural structures to uncover how gender inequality manifests itself almost 

seamlessly in everyday life. In contrast, postmodern and difference feminist/gender 

theorists such as Butler, Young, Brown, and Frazer challenge the liberal ideology of 

sociocultural structures and suggest looking at and beyond institutional power for 

alternative ways of thinking about gender. However, Butler, Young, Brown, and Frazer 

view the problems and the solutions differently. For example, Butler (1990) examines the 
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social construction of sexual identity and how and why it is used to reify power through 

representations associated with sexual identity. Young (1990) argues that social group 

identities such as race, class, and gender should take precedence over the identity of 

citizenship in a democracy because citizenship reproduces and normalizes a privileged 

status for some while reinforcing the domination and oppression of others. 

In contrast, Brown (1995) challenges the idea of identity politics and the role it 

plays in reifying subjugation and subordination. Like Brown, Fraser (2000) advises a 

move away from the significance of identity politics toward the importance of economic 

redistribution for disadvantaged groups. The arguments of Butler, Young, Brown, and 

Frazer, are fleshed out in the following paragraphs. 

 According to Butler (1990), feminist discourse and theory undermine itself 

because the foundation rests on the social construction of the sexual identity. Feminist 

discourse and theory are bound by sexual identity to address the political power of the 

subject being represented while at the same time reinforcing the hegemonies of the sexual 

identities. Butler suggests that gender is a social construction and that sex and sexual 

identities were constructed from ideas about gender. She contends that gender is a 

signifier that is limited by "hegemonic cultural discourse predicated on binary structures 

that appear as the language of universal rationality" (Butler, 1990, p. 12). Furthermore, 

feminist discourse and theory investigate the feminine gender from a masculine 

perspective that creates a closed circle of knowledge where the feminine gender is the 

object of study, which reinforces subjection (Butler). 

 Another point of view on subjection and identity is offered by political and social 

difference scholar Young (1990), whose focus is the importance of group identities over 
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citizenship. Young contends that citizenship focuses the lens on the overall public good 

through alienation of individual identities forfeiting minority voices and reifying 

institutional patriarchy. She argues against universalist forms of justice because they were 

conceived in patriarchy and are constructed to reproduce domination and oppression of 

minority groups, particularly when class, race, and gender coincide. Justice can be 

measured, according to Young, in categories such as "decision making procedures, the 

social division of labor, and culture" (p. 9). Young suggests that social relations must be 

looked at in the context of institutional practices to deconstruct the power relations that 

withhold equality of opportunity.  

 Categorizing people into groups raises the question of essentialism, which 

assumes that everyone from the group shares the same identity, which could ignore 

differences in race, class, gender, and ethnicity. To address essentialism, Young's (2005) 

later work suggests that gender can be expressed through the series of groupings to which 

a person belongs. A series is a variety of people who come together for non-ideological 

reasons such as people on a train (Young).  According to Young, the idea of feminism 

could be thought of similarly, "feminism itself is not a grouping of women; rather, there 

are many feminisms, many groupings of women whose purpose is to politicize gender 

and change the power relations between women and men in some respect" (Young, 2005, 

p. 737). For example, Young uses the example of a woman of color running for the local 

school board to improve the education of children. The person running for office wears 

many hats, including a woman, a person of color, and someone interested in improving 

the education of children. Therefore, she represents different series of people who will 

come together to the polling place to vote for the school board. Young advises that 
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"feminist politics must be coalition politics" because it should strive to advance the lives 

of all women.     

 Another alternative to the problem of gender essentialism is to eliminate gender 

by replacing it with the lived body (Moi, 1999). The lived body is the physicality of the 

body in addition to the culmination of a person's experiences, attitudes, and beliefs, 

which can be used to study how various people function together in a society (Young, 

2005 as cited in Moi, 1999). According to Young (2005), studying lived bodies provides 

a rich scholarly experience on a micro level like an ethnographic study of a subculture. 

However, the micro-level misses the macro-level structures and institutions that reinforce 

"a sexual division of labor and normative heterosexuality…[and] gendered hierarchies of 

power" (Young, 2005, p. 22). Gender is an important analytic category because it is used 

to structure modern life (Young, 2005).         

 According to Brown (1995), the citizen's relationship to the state should take 

precedence over identity politics. She argues that a citizen's relationship with the state 

reflects their view of themselves in relation to society. For example, if representatives of 

the state are predominately white, heterosexual males, laws, and regulations, as well as 

politics and economics, will mirror masculine hegemony. Identity politics creates 

wounded attachments through reinforcing the idea that groups of people are weak and in 

need of extraordinary legal means to participate as citizens of the state (Brown). For 

instance, groups of people who need the protection of the state in their public lives, such 

as those who need The Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and 

Children (WIC), create a circular dependency which infantilizes citizens making them 

wards of a masculinist state, reinforcing patriarchy. The author suggests that when family 
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dynamics change and women claim a position of equality rather than a supportive, 

dependent role, then the role of the state will change.  

Fraser (2000) also has concerns about identity politics and advises that economic 

redistribution for disadvantaged groups addresses the problem of poverty and inequality 

better than identity politics. Frazer contends that the focus on recognizing groups of 

marginalized citizens promotes "separatism, intolerance and chauvinism, patriarchalism 

and authoritarianism" (2000, p. 108) because recognition subordinate's specific groups. 

The author links globalization and the spread of capitalism to an increased focus on 

recognition and a decrease in the importance of economic redistribution. Frazer identifies 

two factors that are contributing to the problem of displacement: 1) cultural injustices 

blamed on marginalized groups rather than institutional practices, and 2) theories that 

suppose that proper recognition will correct the economic injustices and displacement. 

Frazer suggests that the identity of disadvantaged groups is associated with a 

subordinated social status and can be remedied through economic redistribution.  In 

addition to equalizing the social status of disadvantaged groups, Frazer suggests that 

resources be redistributed to counteract the effects of groups of people being relegated to 

subordinate divisions of labor that contributes to economic disadvantages.  

Butler, Young, Brown, and Frazer challenge established sociocultural structural 

liberal ideas created to achieve equality. The authors contend that if the lens is white, 

male, and heterosexual, the view will continue to infantilize women, people of color and 

people in poverty by misrecognizing them as weak and dependent. Each scholar 

presented a different perspective. Frazer recommends an institutional solution through 

economic redistribution while Young (1990, 2005) suggests social relations should be 
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examined in tandem with institutional practices to promote equality and social justice. 

Similarly, Brown (1995) argues that social relations need to be examined, particularly 

how women see themselves in relation to their families because it influences their 

relationship to the state. While Butler argues that women will never be able to unpeel 

their identities to get to the original "I" because the concept of woman is always in 

relation to man.   

In more recent work, Brown (2006) and Hawkesworth (2006) revisit gender and 

power relations. Brown (2006) reconsiders tolerance of marginalized groups and suggests 

that tolerance is used discursively to depoliticize the systemic subordination of specific 

groups of people such as Jews, women, people of color, and Muslims. Brown used the 

example of telling students to tolerate difference, rather than explain the history of 

governmental practices that marginalized groups of people, which in turn economically, 

politically, and culturally singled them out, resulting in their need for tolerance. In 

addition to tolerance, myths about individualism, market rationality, and culturalization 

of politics mask how discourses are used to wield power and support governmental 

practices in democracies. According to Brown (2006),  

Individualism…is a child's view of politics and history: idealist, personal, and 

replete with heroes and villains, good values and bad…Market rationality[is] the 

saturation of every feature of social and political with entrepreneurial and 

consumer discourse… Culturalization of politics [is] the assumption "that every 

culture has a tangible essence that defines it and then explains politics as a 

consequence of that essence" (Brown as cited in Mamdani, 2004) (p. 17-20).          

 

According to Brown (2006), individualism and market rationality are used to support the 

myth of the self-made man, meaning that an individual man can become an economic 

success on his own, without the help of others, while the culturalization of politics is 

employed to explain religion, war, culture, and politics in the Middle East.  
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Brown advocates for more scholarship investigating how liberal democratic 

institutions bind themselves to cultures that invoke intolerance while at the same time 

claiming tolerance as a liberal democratic principle. For example, during a 2017 rally in 

Charlottesville, Virginia, involving the removal of a confederate statue, a member of 

Unite the Right, a white supremacist group killed a protester. President Trump remarked, 

"I think there is blame on both sides," defending the white supremacist group. Previous 

presidential administrations, in modern times, publicly distanced themselves from white 

supremacist groups. However, Trump did not. Trump frequently used power discourses 

during the 2016 presidential general election, and they will be examined in Chapter 5 of 

this dissertation.  

Hawkesworth (2006) reviews the work of Butler and Connell and suggests that 

gender is larger than the body or sexuality and that to research gender as a singular 

analytic category with the binary male and female, or masculine and feminine, misses the 

expansive discursive construction of gender. Instead, Hawkesworth argues for the study 

of multiple categories such as "sexed embodiedness, sexuality, sexual identity, gender 

identity, gendered divisions of labor, gendered social relations, gendered institutions, and 

gender symbolism" (Hawkesworth, 2006, p. 175). According to Hawkesworth,  

A sophisticated understanding of gender as an analytical tool can enable feminist 

scholars to identify important issues pertaining to social institutions, relations, and 

symbols, as well as individual identities, which can be investigated within 

particular cultures and subcultures at particular historical moments 

(Hawkesworth, 2006, p. 173).  

 

Therefore, this dissertation will examine the tweets of Trump and Clinton for discourses 

of gender symbolism in the form of masculine and feminine traits in relation to power 

discourses, political traits, and radical political tactics.  
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Methodological Practice 

 This section of the methodology chapter will cover the practical elements of the 

study, including the types of texts chosen for analysis, how gathered, and how this 

dissertation interprets them differently from other scholars. As stated previously, this 

dissertation examines the tweets of the candidates as well as the media coverage of the 

tweets to investigate discourses of power and gender as expressed by the candidates, as 

well as journalistic norms and deviations articulated in news articles and Sunday morning 

political talk shows. As discussed above, this study is qualitative, employs textual 

analysis, and uses a critical feminist lens. 

The 2016 presidential general election is an important area of research because 

the president is the most powerful leader in the US and the world. Therefore, scholars in 

the communication field have conducted much research lately. The next section discusses 

recent studies followed by how this dissertation is conducting its interpretations. The 

interpretation of the text’s subsection identifies what is analyzed and how the 

commitments of a feminist epistemology are apparent in the interpretive process.  

Recent Studies 

The 2016 presidential election resulted in a large variety of scholarly research. 

Some of the recent communication and Twitter research were examined for similarities 

and gaps, or understudied issues of gender/power relations, and political and journalistic 

norms and deviations. Also, the recent studies are used to demonstrate how this 

dissertation interprets differently from previous scholarship and offers a new perspective.  

A survey of many 2016 election studies in the field of communication follows. 

For example, Kenski and Kenski (2018) took an in-depth look at the 2016 election 
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nomination process to investigate why Trump and Clinton became the nominees. Devine 

(2018) examined how geography was used as a political strategy for campaign visits. 

Jennings, Greenwood, and McKinney (2018) explored gender performance and image, 

during the general debates to forecast voter choice. Eko and Hethering (2018) delved into 

the WikiLeaks dump of the Podesta Emails for breaches of journalistic ethics.   

Additional research includes Valenzano’s (2018) study of the apology rhetoric 

Trump used during the second general debate. Edwards and Warburton (2018) considered 

Clinton’s and Trump’s conventional and unconventional campaign strategies and how 

they influenced media bias. Conners (2018) inspected the front pages of newspapers 

during the 2016 election to determine the prominence of presidential, US House and 

Senate, governor, or down-ballot races. Kopko and Devine (2018) explored the 2016 

Libertarian presidential ticket of Johnson-Weld. Besant and Perry (2018) examined 

Trump’s campaign announcement for fantasy-themes. Finally, Sheckels (2018) studied 

Clinton’s concession speech for partisan rhetoric. 

Some of the recent Twitter research on the 2016 presidential election includes the 

Gross and Johnson (2016) investigation of inter-candidate tweets between the seventeen 

Republican presidential candidates for a negative tone. Lee and Lim (2016) explore 

political gender stereotypes expressed during the 2016 campaign. Enli (2017) analyzes 

Clinton’s and Trump’s Twitter campaign strategies for authenticity and professionalism. 

Both Jones (2018) and Ott (2018) wrote Twitter research literature reviews and suggested 

that Trump dominated Twitter because he used the application as it was intended, in 

short, unfiltered bursts. Trump’s tweets were uncivil (Ott), which boosted his authenticity 

(Jones) because he did not sound rehearsed, scripted, or politically correct. Also, Trump’s 
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middle of the night tweets reinforced the idea that he was always available to his 

constituents (Jones).  

The recent communication and Twitter research revealed some strategies and 

categories that are employed in this dissertation. However, this dissertation does not 

mimic someone else’s work. For example, the majority of the Twitter research cited 

above used quantitative analysis to measure the following categories: 

amateur/professional (Enli, 2017), masculine/feminine (Lee and Lim, 2016), and negative 

tone (Gross and Johnson, 2017).  The bulk of Lee and Lim’s analysis was from the 

candidates’ websites, not their Twitter accounts. In contrast to the research cited above, 

this dissertation employs qualitative research using critical discourse analysis and a 

critical feminist lens to examine the tweets. 

Interpretation of Texts 

 This dissertation works through a compelling selection of media texts, including 

tweets, national newspapers, and Sunday morning political talk shows, to examine how 

multiple discourses and representations are in play and take different shapes in partisan 

contexts. Twitter is a text of inquiry for several reasons: 1) candidate Trump’s negative 

tone on Twitter, was unprecedented for a presidential candidate;89 2) President-elect 

Trump claimed that Twitter helped him win the election;90 and 3) Twitter is the favored 

social media site of journalists (Willnat, Weaver, & Wilhoit, 2017, p. 300). 

 

89 Perry, L. & Joyce, P. (2017, May 2). In 3 charts, here’s how President Trump’s tweets differ from 

candidate Trump’s tweets. The Washington Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-

cage/wp/2017/05/02/in-3-charts-heres-how-president-trumps-tweets-differ-from-candidate-trumps-

tweets/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.0bb0ff1f1427 

90 McCormick, R. (2016, November 13). Donald Trump says Facebook and Twitter ‘helped him win’. 

TheVerge. https://www.theverge.com/2016/11/13/13619148/trump-facebook-twitter-helped-win 
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Twenty-four percent of Americans use Twitter:91 over 47% read newspapers and 

89% watch television.92 Consequently, even if voters did not read Trump’s or Clinton’s 

tweets on Twitter, it is likely that they read about them in news articles or saw coverage 

on television. Therefore, this project examines news article coverage and Sunday 

morning political talk show coverage of candidates’ tweets. Analyzing both the original 

tweet and subsequent coverage of the tweet is important because the coverage is a 

recontextualization of the original tweet. The candidates or their campaign staff wrote the 

tweets and broadcast them to the public, while a journalist(s) writes a news article 

reflecting the perspective of the writer or media organization. Many of the tweets were 

sensational and became breaking news, leaving little time for journalistic reflection. In 

contrast, Sunday morning political talk shows provide analysis from political and 

journalistic points of view and air once a week, allowing for consideration on the part of 

the participants.      

Tweets 

Twitter, a social media technology, is a micro-blogging website that the 

candidates used to broadcast updates directly to their constituents and the public. A tweet 

is a text composed of written material, vocabulary, grammatical choices, pictures, and 

videos on the Twitter application. However, this research examines only the written 

material composed by the candidates and excludes pictures, videos, retweets, links to 

 

91 Greenwood, S., Perrin, A. & Duggan, M. (2016, November 11). Social Media Update 2016. Retrieved 

from http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/11/11/social-media-update-2016/ 

92GfK Mediamark Research & Intelligence, LLC (2017). Multimedia Audiences-Summary: 2015 [By Mass 

Media, Age, Sex, Race, Employment Status, And Income, As Of Fall] ProQuest Statistical Abstract of the 

U.S. 2017 Online Edition. Retrieved from  

http://statabs.proquest.com.libproxy.temple.edu/sa/docview.html?table-no=1148&acc-no=C7095-

1.24&year=2017&z=DABE4A342858D46380873834FC7CE07648552E44  

http://statabs.proquest.com.libproxy.temple.edu/sa/docview.html?table-no=1148&acc-no=C7095-1.24&year=2017&z=DABE4A342858D46380873834FC7CE07648552E44
http://statabs.proquest.com.libproxy.temple.edu/sa/docview.html?table-no=1148&acc-no=C7095-1.24&year=2017&z=DABE4A342858D46380873834FC7CE07648552E44
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articles, or tweets by campaign staff. Trump’s and Clinton’s Twitter accounts were 

scraped and exported onto Microsoft Excel files to collect the data.  

The Trump tweets were pulled from the Trump Twitter Archive, which is a 

Microsoft Excel file of Trump’s tweets. The file was developed by Brendan Brown, a 

programmer, who started archiving Trump’s tweets in September 2016 by pulling all of 

the tweets on the account and updating the file multiple times a day. This dissertation’s 

Trump file contains 1465 tweets from the Republican National Convention (July 18, 

2016), the day Trump became the Republican Party’s nominee, to Election Day 

(November 9, 2016). Trump ran a non-traditional campaign with a skeleton campaign 

staff. Trump wrote 420 tweets during the time in question, as identified by Trump’s use 

of an Android mobile phone. Of the 420 tweets, several were retweets or links to articles 

and were eliminated, resulting in 323 tweets examined. The original Trump Twitter file 

remains intact. The removal of tweets was done using a copy of the original file.    

Clinton’s tweets do not have a comparable archive. Clinton’s tweets were scraped 

using NodeXL Pro. NodeXLPro is a web scraping tool developed by Microsoft 

Cambridge. The Clinton file contains 2998 tweets from the Democratic National 

Convention (July 25, 2016) the day Clinton became the Democratic Party’s nominee, to 

Election Day (November 9, 2016). Clinton ran a traditional campaign with a large staff in 

which both Clinton and her staff sent tweets from Clinton’s Twitter account. Clinton used 

“-H” to identify her tweets. The tweets identified with an “-H” were pulled. Clinton’s 

retweets and links to articles were identified and deleted, resulting in 57 tweets examined. 

The original Clinton file remains intact. The removal of tweets was done using a copy of 

the original file.      
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Each tweet was read for discourses of power and gender and marked with 

preliminary codes and annotations on Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and Microsoft Word 

documents. A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was developed to list the categories that are 

exemplifiers of political identity, gender symbolism, power discourses, and radical 

political tactics. Political identity is recognized by the following image perception factors 

used by Jennings, Greenwood, and McKinney (2018): character, intelligence, leadership, 

competence, homophily, and charm.  

Discourses of gender include gender symbolism stereotypes used by Lee and Lim 

(2016). Feminine traits consist of caring, warm, compassionate, empathetic, 

understanding, congenial, and humble. Masculine traits include strong, forceful, fighting, 

determined, effective, rational, confident, and champion.  

Discourses of power include the following categories identified by Brown (2006): 

individualism, market relations, and culturaliztion of politics. Individualism is a term 

Brown uses to express a childlike view of the world exemplified by rags to riches stories 

and the following notions: idealism, personalization, the ethos of the American Dream, 

and the use of binary dichotomies such as hero and villain,  and good and bad values. 

References to entrepreneurship and consumerism signify market rationality. 

Culturalization of politics is recognized by references to religion, war, politics, and the 

culture of the Middle East.  
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Radical political tactics are classified using Alinsky’s 13 Rules for Radicals 

(Alinsky, 1971).  

1. "Power is not only what you have but what the enemy thinks you have." 

2. "Never go outside the expertise of your people." 

3. "Whenever possible go outside the expertise of the enemy." 

4. "Make the enemy live up to its own book of rules." 

5. "Ridicule is man's most potent weapon." 

6. "A good tactic is one your people enjoy." 

7. "A tactic that drags on too long becomes a drag." 

8. "Keep the pressure on." 

9. "The threat is usually more terrifying than the thing itself." 

10. "The major premise for tactics is the development of operations that will maintain 

a constant pressure upon the opposition." 

11. "If you push a negative hard and deep enough it will break through into its 

counterside" 

12. "The price of a successful attack is a constructive alternative." 

13. "Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it." 

Each tweet was read for the appearance of power discourses, gender, and political 

traits, and radical political tactics. If a category is identified, during the reading, it will be 

checked on the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Also, each tweet has a corresponding 

narrative to explain the findings in detail. The detailed findings are written on Microsoft 

Word documents.  
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EXAMPLE - Trump Tweet #37 Analysis 

 

37. Nov 5, 2016 08:33:10 AM MAKE AMERICA GREAT 

AGAIN! https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/794895332941381633?lang=en 

 

Power  

 

Individualism – the ethos of the American dream – MAGA triggers nostalgia. It harkens 

back to the economics of the 1950s when white blue-collar men could get union jobs and 

support their families.  

Political Identity 

Homophily – Trump expresses positive ties with the citizens of America. 

Charm – The tweet is to delight his followers by tweeting his campaign slogan. 

Gender 

Warm – expresses enthusiasm with all caps and an exclamation point. 

Empathetic – Trump’s campaign slogan demonstrates that he shares the feelings of his 

base. 

Champion – Trump will digitally fight for his base. 

Forceful – Trump asserts his campaign slogan using all caps and an exclamation point. 

Political Tactic 

#1 power comes from people – Trump digitally shouts his campaign slogan to his base. 

#2 never go outside the expertise of your people. Trump’s campaign slogan was simple, 

and his base could personalize it with their wants and needs. 

#6 A good tactic is one your people enjoy. Trump’s campaign slogan was easy to tweet 

and allowed him to connect with his base digitally.  

  

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/794895332941381633?lang=en
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Newspapers 

National newspapers were chosen because the 2016 election was a national 

election. Examining national news coverage of the candidates' use of Twitter offers a 

recontextualization of the tweets by journalists and news organizations. Analyzing the 

tweets of the 2016 presidential candidates, and the recontextualization of the tweets by 

journalists and media organizations reveals political and journalistic norms and 

deviations, discourses about power and gender, as well as a grid of intelligibility 

(Foucault, 1980) which is the power-knowledge relations between discourses and 

institutions. Media texts may express current hegemonic conditions through dominant 

cultural narratives, residual discourses that harken back to the past, and emergent 

discourses that look to the future for new meanings (Williams, 1977). 

Online newspapers and blogs were used to examine the coverage of tweets 

because a news article is an established and recognizable news story used in critical 

discourse analysis. Critical discourse reveals the relationships between language, the 

sociocultural aspects of the text, and how language and society affect each other 

(Fairclough, 1995). Therefore, news articles from The New York Times, Washington Post, 

Wall Street Journal, and Politico were studied because they offer a broad spectrum of 

national coverage.  

The Wall Street Journal is a business-focused American daily and digital 

newspaper. It is the largest newspaper in the United States with a circulation of over two 

million.93 The Wall Street Journal is considered politically center-right, meaning the 

news articles do not demonstrate predictable media bias, but the editorial and opinion 

 

93 The Wall Street Journal. (n.d). Media Kit. http://www.wsjmediakit.com/ 
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articles are politically conservative.94 The New York Times is an American daily and 

digital newspaper written in English and translated into Chinese and Spanish. The New 

York Times covers national and international news and has a Sunday newspaper 

circulation of over one million.95 The New York Times leans left, meaning it has a 

moderately liberal bias.96 The Washington Post is a daily paper and digital newspaper 

covering national and international news. It is the largest daily newspaper in Washington, 

DC, with a Sunday circulation of over eight-hundred thousand.97 The Washington Post 

leans left, meaning it has a moderately liberal bias.98 

Politico is a national and international politics and policy-focused newspaper, 

magazine, internet, and television content provider with over twenty-six million unique 

website visitors monthly.99 Politico leans left, meaning it has a moderately liberal bias.100 

The Temple University Library Lexis-Nexis Academic database contains articles from 

The New York Times, Washington Post, and Politico, while the ABI/INFORM database 

contains Wall Street Journal articles.  

The newspaper articles were pulled after the tweets were analyzed, and the 

newspapers were examined for discourses of journalistic norms and deviations as well as 

 

94 AllSides. (n.d.). Wall Street Journa - News. https://www.allsides.com/news-source/wall-street-journal-

media-bias 

95 The New York Times. (n.d.). The New York Times Company. http://www.nytco.com/ 

96 AllSides. (n.d.). New York Times - News. https://www.allsides.com/news-source/new-york-times 

97 The Washington Post. (n.d.). Media Kit. https://www.washingtonpost.com/mediakit/ 

98 AllSides. (n.d.). Washington Post – News. https://www.allsides.com/news-source/washington-post-

media-bias 

99 Politico. (n.d.). Facts. http://www.politico.com/about/press/facts 

100 AllSides. (n.d.). Politico – News. https://www.allsides.com/news-source/politico-media-bias 
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reactionary patterns between politicians and journalists. Deviations include both attacking 

and full-throated support for candidates. The work of some journalists’ was analyzed 

with particular scrutiny because they have been identified by Eko and Hethering (2018) 

for media bias: Maggie Haberman, Greg Sargent, Maria Cardona, Kenneth P. Vogel, and 

Glenn Thrush.   

Sunday Morning Political Talk Shows   

Coverage of tweets by the following Sunday morning news shows: Face the 

Nation, Meet the Press, State of the Union, and Fox News Sunday was examined because 

the shows are broadcast nationwide and focus on the current political issues of that week. 

Breaking news is instantaneous with little time for reflection, while weekly shows offer 

the moderator and the guests time to think deeply about the political issues of the week. 

Using critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens aids in the understanding of 

socio-cultural norms, the structures, and systems involved in the creation of the shows, 

knowledge construction, and the mediated representation of political performances of 

power and gender. 

Face the Nation is a weekly American CBS television show that was hosted by 

John Dickerson, which focuses on current political issues. The show’s format consists of 

an interview with a politician, government official, or international figure followed by a 

discussion with CBS news analysts.101 Previous episodes of Face the Nation are available 

on TV News Archive.  

Meet the Press is a weekly American NBC television show hosted by Chuck Todd 

that focuses on current news and public affairs. The show’s format includes an interview 

 

101 Face the Nation. (n.d). http://www.cbsnews.com/face-the-nation/ 
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with a United States government official or world leader followed by discussion and 

analysis.102 Previous episodes of Meet the Press are available on the show’s website and 

TV News Archive. 

State of the Union is a weekly American CNN television show hosted by Jack 

Tapper that concentrates on politics and policy. The show’s format includes an interview 

with prominent figures in the news, followed by a panel discussion.103 Previous episodes 

of State of the Union are available on TV News Archive.  

Fox News Sunday is a weekly American FOX television show hosted by Chris 

Wallace that focuses on political issues. The show’s format includes daily headlines, an 

interview with a politician or government official currently in the news, and a panel 

discussion with news analysts.104 Previous episodes of Fox News Sunday are available on 

TV News Archive.  

The language employed during the Sunday morning political talk shows will be 

analyzed using critical discourse analysis because it reveals relationships between 

language, power, society, and culture and how they co-construct each other. Also, critical 

discourse analysis uncovers the media organization’s priorities and ideologies through the 

news they chose to cover and the reasons why specific topics are reported. Hegemonic 

media practices expose journalistic norms and deviations through the language that is 

used to talk about political tactics, power, and gender. 

 

 

102 Meet the Press. (n.d.). http://www.nbc.com/meet-the-press 

103 State of the Union. (n.d.). http://www.cnn.com/shows/state-of-the-union 

104 Fox News Sunday. (n.d.). http://www.foxnews.com/on-air/fox-news-sunday-chris-wallace/ 
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Conclusion      

This project is qualitative, employs critical discourse analysis, and uses a critical 

feminist lens. Therefore, the texts are interpreted by closely reading or listening to them 

to identify discourses of gender and power as well as political and journalist 

abnormalities. The candidate tweets and subsequent media coverage reveal how political 

knowledge and political identity are constructed through the choice of language used by 

candidates as well as media organizations. This study examines the discursive 

construction of gender for political means because gender can be a political tactic. A 

political rhetorical power mechanism is developed in Chapter 5 to identify the types of 

power discourse, political and gender traits, and radical political tactics that candidates 

employed as part of an overall political strategy. Also, this project builds knowledge by 

developing a systematic approach to the connection between candidate linguistic 

behavior and journalist linguistic behavior to build on alternative ways of thinking about 

linguistic expressions of political power and journalistic power.     
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS OF CANDIDATE REPRESENTATION ON TWITTER  

Candidates represent themselves using political marketing and performance 

techniques. Political marketing refers to the framing of a political issue as a consumer 

choice or personal value. In contrast, political performance is the crafted political style 

embodied by the candidate, which includes looks, speech, and actions. Candidate 

representation is essential to voters because some choose candidates based on political 

party and policies, or single issues like abortion, while some vote based on the feeling of 

connection they have for the candidate. That feeling of connection to the candidate was 

particularly crucial in the US 2016 presidential election because Trump gave voice to a 

deep-seated rage among white voters, while Clinton captured the imagination of a nation 

poised to elect their first female president.  

The 2016 presidential general election revealed a fevered pitch among the 

electorate reflected in candidate language and behavior. For that reason, this dissertation 

investigates candidate representation and its media coverage for political and journalistic 

norms and deviations. This chapter focuses on how candidates Trump and Clinton 

represented themselves on Twitter, how each candidate performed power and gender in 

their tweets, and how the candidates adhered to or violated political norms. This chapter 

examines Clinton’s and Trump’s political speech on Twitter for power discourses, 

political identity, gender symbolism, and radical political tactics to build a political 

rhetorical power mechanism to understand the use of power, gender, and political identity 

as a political strategy.   
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Social media sites like Twitter are a perfect vehicle for politicians because the 

point of social media is the performance of self to increase social capital by capturing the 

attention economy (boyd, 2011), which is both the amount of time users spend on social 

media and the number of follwers someone has on social media. Twitter became a focal 

point during the 2016 presidential election because candidate Trump’s negative tone on 

Twitter was unprecedented for a presidential candidate;105 President-elect Trump claimed 

that Twitter helped him win the election;106 and Twitter is the favored social media site of 

journalists (Willnat, Weaver, & Wilhoit, 2017, p. 300). 

Presidential candidates Trump and Clinton and their campaign staff were prolific 

users of Twitter during the run-up to the presidential election with tweets and retweets 

amounting to 1465 for Trump and his staff and 3188 by Clinton and her staff. The run-up 

to the election includes from the Republican National Convention (July 18, 2016), the 

day Trump became the Republican Party’s nominee, to Election Day (November 9, 2016) 

and from the Democratic National Convention (July 25, 2016), the day Clinton became 

the Democratic Party’s nominee, to Election Day (November 9, 2016). During the 

election cycle, the candidates used Twitter in very different ways. Trump used Twitter as 

initially conceived, meaning a social media site that lets followers know the tweeter’s 

thoughts, feelings, and personal schedule, in 140 characters, which aided Trump’s appeal 

as an authentic candidate, and advanced the idea that Trump was an outsider who did not 

 

105
Perry, L. & Joyce, P. (2017, May 2). In 3 charts heres how President Trumps tweets differ from 

candidate Trumps tweets. The Washington Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-

cage/wp/2017/05/02/in-3-charts-heres-how-president-trumps-tweets-differ-from-candidate-trumps-

tweets/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.0bb0ff1f1427 

106 McCormick, R. (2016, November 13). Donald Trump says Facebook and Twitter ‘helped him win’. 

TheVerge. https://www.theverge.com/2016/11/13/13619148/trump-facebook-twitter-helped-win  
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subscribe to the political norms of a presidential candidate. And Twitter became the 

social media site for political conversation with more than one billion campaign-related 

tweets sent from the primaries, August 2015, to Election Day.107 In contrast, Clinton 

mostly used Twitter as a vehicle to respond to the news of the day, like expressing 

sympathy for victims of tragedies. Clinton constructed tweets carefully to adhere to 

language traditionally used by political candidates running for US president.  

This chapter details the research results of a close reading of the candidates’ 

tweets using critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens, as discussed in the 

Methodology Chapter (Chapter 4). The analysis focuses on the construction of 

knowledge and identity through political discourses of power and gender. The tweets of 

the candidates, excluding their campaign staff tweets and candidate retweets, were 

examined for expressions of power discourses, political identity, gender symbolism, and 

political tactics. The following are brief explanations of the categories. 

Power Discourses 

Power discourse is political speech that touts myths about individualism, market 

rationality, and the culturalization of politics, to mask how discourses wield power and 

support regulatory practices in democracies that harm marginalized groups (Brown, 

2006). Idealism, personalization and the use of binary dichotomies such as hero vs. 

villain and good vs. bad values all communicate individualism (Brown, 2006). Also, 

power discourses include the ethos of the American Dream because it is based on similar 

individualism logic in that anyone can succeed if they work hard and follow the rules. 

 

107 Levy, G. (2016, Nonember 8). Twitter Wins Big in 2016 Campaign. U.S.News & World Report. 

https://www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/2016-11-08/more-than-1-billion-tweets-were-sent-about-

the-election 
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Brown (2006) suggests that idealism is a childish view of the world conveyed in rags-to-

riches stories where young men flee impoverishment through hardwork and 

determination.  

Market rationality political speech supports personal success through the 

accumulation of wealth, which is the use of discourse about entrepreneurship and 

consumerism to support political policies (Brown, 2006). For example, trickle-down 

economics is a popular Republican economic theory, which claims that tax cuts for the 

wealthy will cause an increase in spending that will trickle down to the middle and lower 

classes. However, in practice, tax cuts for the wealthy result in more money saved then 

spent, so there is little money to trickle down to middle and low-income families, causing 

them to be worse off. Another power discourse used in political speech and policies is the 

culturalization of politics that conflates culture and politics, in references to religion, war, 

politics, and the culture of the Middle East (Brown, 2006), such as equating Muslims 

with terrorism.  

Political Identity 

Political identity traits help voters imagine the politician as a person. The political 

identity traits examined in this chapter are character, intelligence, leadership, 

competence, homophily, and charm (Jennings, Greenwood, and McKinney, 2018). 

Character is the mental or moral qualities of the candidate, while intelligence is the 

ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills. Leadership is the act of directing a 

group of people, whereas competence is the ability to act successfully. Homophily is the 

tendency for people to have positive feelings about other people with similar points of 

view, while charm is the ability to delight or arousing admiration. 
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Gender Symbolism 

Gender symbolism is a controversial subject because it is an artificial mechanism 

to measure the social constructions of masculinity and femininity (Hawkesworth, 2006). 

The gender traits used in previous 2016 presidential candidate Twitter research were 

emotions or attributes present in both males and females such as caring, warm, 

compassionate, empathetic, understanding, congenial, humble, strong, forceful, fighting, 

effective, rational, confident, and champion (Lee and Lim, 2016). For example, caring, 

warm, congenial, empathetic, compassionate, humble, and understanding were labeled 

feminine, while strong, forceful fighting, determined, effective, rational, confident, and 

champion were considered masculine. For this dissertation, the gender traits examined 

are tools in a political strategy toolbox, meaning they are analyzed to explore how 

candidates expressed the traits to connect with voters. Table 1 below defines the gender 

traits.  
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Table 1.                          Gender Traits 

Caring Displaying concern for others 

Warm Expressing enthusiasm or affection 

Compassionate Showing sympathy for others 

Empathetic The ability to understand another’s feelings 

Understanding Displaying tolerance and forgiveness 

Congenial Appearing pleasant because of shared interests 

Humble Demonstrating modesty 

Strong Having a robust physicality 

Forceful Assertive 

Fighting Aggressive 

Determined Firmly decisive 

Effective Producing the desired result 

Rational Follow reason or logic 

Confident Self-assured 

Champion A person who defeats the competition or fights on 

behalf of others  

Political Tactics 

Political tactics are behaviors used by politicians to influence voters. The political 

tactics examined in this chapter are those espoused by Saul Alinsky in Alinsky’s Rules for 

Radicals. Alinsky developed the rules for political activists who were fighting large 

corporations reminiscent of the David and Goliath Biblical story where the little guy 

battled the behemoth. The tactics Alinsky suggests are confrontational and provocative 

because activism often relies on guile to attract media attention and public awareness. 

Table 2 below details the thirteen Rules for Radicals. 
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Table 2.           Rules for Radicals by Saul Alinsky 

1 Power is not only what you have but also what the enemy thinks 

you have. 
2 Never go outside the expertise of your people. 

3 Whenever possible go outside the expertise of the enemy. 

4 Make the enemy live up to its own book of rules. 

5 Ridicule is man's most potent weapon. 

6 A good tactic is one your people enjoy. 

7 A tactic that drags on too long becomes a drag. 

8 Keep the pressure on with different tactics and actions, and utilize 

all events of the period. for your purpose. 
9 The threat is usually more terrifying than the thing itself. 

10 
The major premise for tactics is the development of operations that 

will maintain a constant pressure constant pressure upon the opposition. 11 If you push a negative hard and deep enough it will break through 

into its counter side. 
12 The price of a successful attack is a constructive alternative. 

13 Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it. 

 

Analysis of Trump’s Tweets from the RNC to Election Day 

The research results of the examined tweets are extensive because each tweet 

scored multiple categories, and Trump himself, using his Android phone, tweeted 323 out 

of the 1465 tweets posted to the handle @realDonaldTrump during the run-up to the 

election. The overall tone of Trump’s tweets gave voice to a voter base of 1) white 

working-class voters who thought their jobs were lost to women people of color, 

immigrants and trade agreements 2) white suburban voters who feared that their children 

would not do better than them, ending the idea of the American Dream, and 3) 

Evangelical voters who want Roe v. Wade overturned. Giving voice to white anger is not 
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a new strategy for Trump. From March 28, 2011,108 to  September 16, 2016,109 Trump 

suggested that President Obama was born in Kenya and that he was Muslim. Therefore, 

Obama was not a legitimate US president. Trump’s use of this birtherism theory on the 

former Fox News shows The O’Reilly Factor and On the Record w/ Greta Van Susteren, 

tapped into a voter-base of white-Christian conservatives who were aggrieved that an 

African-American, possibly a Muslim, was the US president.  

Also, during the 2016 presidential general election, Trump drew on a deep distrust 

of the Clintons. During President Clinton’s terms in office, he and First Lady Hillary 

Clinton faced several scandals such as Whitewater and the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal. 

Whitewater was an Arkansas real estate scandal, which alleged that then Arkansas 

Governor William Clinton pressured David Hale to authorize a loan to Jim and Susan 

McDougal, who owned both the savings and loan and the real estate development 

company. Although the Clintons were not convicted, the McDougals and Clinton’s 

successor as governor Jim Guy Tucker were. However, the investigation into Whitewater 

led to the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal in which President Clinton lied under oath about 

having a sexual relationship with an intern.  The Republican-led US House of 

Representatives impeached President Clinton, but the Democratic-led US Senate did not 

convict. As a result of these scandals, the Clintons developed reputations as crooks and 

 

108 Mast, N. (2016, September 16). Flashback: How Fox News Promoted Trump's Birtherism. Media 

Matters. https://www.mediamatters.org/research/2016/09/16/flashback-how-fox-news-promoted-trumps-

birtherism/213152 

109 Fox News Insider. (2016, September 16).  Trump: 'Obama Was Born in the United States, Period'. Fox 

News Insider. https://insider.foxnews.com/2016/09/16/video-trump-obama-was-born-united-states-period 
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liars, which Trump exploited during the 2016 presidential campaign by frequently tying 

candidate Clinton to President Clinton as if both were running for office.  

Trump used provocative language on Twitter, which was abnormal for a 

presidential candidate, to gin up his base and earn free media. The following paragraphs 

focus on Trump’s successful use of grievance as a political strategy by examining how 

Trump used Twitter to magnify the injustices of his voter base; and how Trump tweeted 

microaggressions to ridicule the people who Trump thought were responsible for the 

grievances. All tweets expressed multiple categories of power discourse, political 

identity, gender symbolism, and political tactics in varying combinations. This chapter 

analyzes two individual Trump tweets as overarching examples that demonstrate the 

breadth and depth of Trump’s use of grievance as a political strategy. The first tweet 

examined has a great deal of context for the reader’s understanding. The content of the 

second tweet analyzed is more specific to the individual tweet. The following paragraphs 

dissect Trump’s tweets for expressions of the four broad categories of investigation: 

power discourses, political identity, gender symbolism, and political tactics.  

Trump Tweet Example One 

Aug 23, 2016 09:46:58 AM Hillary Clinton strongly stated that there was  

"absolutely no connection" between her private work and that of The State 

Department. LIE!  

 

Power Discourses 

The tweet above reflects Trump’s use of conspiracy theories to rouse his base. 

The debunked conspiracy theory in the tweet above refers to alleged quid pro quos 

between the State Department and the Clinton Foundation, while Clinton was Secretary 

of State. The conspiracy theory alleges that officials from foreign nations were asked to 
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contribute to the Clinton Foundation in exchange for a meeting with Clinton. Even 

though there was no evidence of the allegations, the story confirms suspicions within 

Trump’s base that Clinton is a crook and a liar. Also, Trump used dynamic and 

provocative language that reflects the categories under investigation.  

Trump used power discourses in his tweets in several ways. However, of all the 

types of power discourses, individualism was most prominent because Trump employed 

the binary logic of villains vs. heroes and good vs. bad values, the ethos of the American 

Dream, personalization, and idealism frequently. The above tweet reflects Trump’s 

expression of individualism using binary logic to explain the hero and the villain of the 

2016 presidential general election. Trump railed against Hillary Clinton, making her the 

villain of his voter base and responsible for the current economic and cultural decline that 

besets his voter base. When Trump made an individual or an organization, the villain, he 

made himself the hero in the eyes of his followers because his discourse had the power to 

amplify their grievances. Trump used a David vs. Goliath approach against Hillary 

Clinton in the above tweet setting Clinton up as a liar and villain, so Trump is the hero 

unmasking the villain. 

Political Identity 

Overall, Trump’s tweets demonstrated five of the six political identity traits 

examined in this dissertation: charm, homophily, leadership, competence, and character. 

Intelligence was the only political identity trait absent in the analyzed tweets. In the tweet 

above, Trump expressed charm and homophily. In general, Trump was a charming 

tweeter because, for the most part, his tweets were entertaining and meant to arouse the 

admiration of his followers, because Trump voiced their grievances on a national stage. 
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Also, Trump’s tweets reflected a strong sense of homophily, which is holding similar 

interests and ideologies with others. Overwhelmingly, his tweets did not reflect a desire 

to expand the voter base. The tweet above demonstrated homophily because it displays 

the collective desire of Trump and his voter base, to discredit and defeat Clinton. 

Gender Symbolism 

The tweet above reflects the following gender traits: warm, empathetic, congenial, 

forceful, determined, confident, and champion. Warmth is expressed through enthusiasm. 

Trump was an enthusiastic tweeter using exclamation points and caps. In the tweet above, 

Trump uses both an exclamation point and caps in his sentence “LIE!” to gin up 

enthusiasm with his base who have long harbored resentments toward Clinton. Also, 

empathy is indicated in the tweet by the ability to understand another’s feelings. Trump 

demonstrates the shared feelings of anger and grievance about Clinton, as a yet to be 

convicted liar and criminal. In addition, congeniality is displayed in the tweet by the 

appearance of shared interests. The tweet reflects the shared thoughts between Trump and 

his voter base that Clinton should be accountable for her missteps, even debunked 

conspiracy theories.  

Moreover, Trump’s tweets were frequently forceful because his wording was 

assertive and declarative, and his logic binary, resorting to the language of villain vs. 

hero, winner vs. loser, and good vs. bad. The tweet above revealed language that was 

assertive, declarative, and dynamic because Trump accused Clinton of lying about quid 

pro quos between the State Department and the Clinton Foundation while she was 

secretary of State. Even though the accusation was conspiratorial with no fact-based 

evidence, Trump voiced the anger and frustration of his voter base that the Clinton’s, 
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individually and as a pair, were elite liars and cheaters. Additionally, Trump’s tweets 

frequently showed determination because he was unwavering in his convictions. The 

tweet above demonstrates Trump’s determination to right the wrongs and redress the 

grievances of his voter base that crooked elites controlled the country. Trump promised 

his voter base that he would imprison candidate Clinton if he were elected president. 

Furthermore, Trump’s tweets display confidence because his language reflects 

self-assurance that he is always right, even though frequently there is evidence to the 

contrary. In the tweet above, Trump is sure that Clinton did ask officials from foreign 

nations to contribute to the Clinton Foundation in exchange for a meeting with Clinton as 

Secretary of State. Finally, Trump’s tweets show him to be a champion because he fought 

for the causes of his base. In the tweet above, Trump was the champion who would 

unmask the elite Clinton as a liar and a criminal, airing the long-harbored grievance of his 

base and permitting them to direct their anger at Hillary Clinton. 

Political Tactics 

Trump’s tweets lay bare many political tactics outlined in Alinsky’s Rules for 

Radicals that combined with power discourses, political identity traits, and gender traits 

allowed Trump to capture the discursive landscape of the 2016 presidential election. The 

following paragraphs reiterate the rules and explain Trump’s use of those rules in tweets, 

for context, and the tweet above for specificity.    

#1 Power is not only what you have but also what the enemy thinks you have.  

 

According to Alinsky’s first rule, power comes from money and people. In keeping with 

that principle, for the most part, Trump tweeted to his base of aggrieved white voters 

because he needed them to win the election. Also, Trump reminded voters that the 
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political system is rigged against them because the Democratic Party nominated Clinton 

as their standard-bearer instead of Bernie Sanders, which Trump tied to corrupt practices. 

Therefore, the political system in general, and the Democratic Party specifically are 

corrupt. At Trump rallies, the crowd would chant “lock her up” when Trump talked about 

Clinton. The grievances against Hillary and Bill Clinton were deep and longstanding. 

They had been festering since 1998 when President Clinton was impeached but acquitted. 

In tweet example one, Trump gave voice to the grievances of his voter base that Clinton 

was a crook and a liar, guilty of wrongdoing, and need to be defeated. 

#2 Never go outside the expertise of your people. Alinsky explained that a tactic 

must fit within the realm of experience of the base, or it will create confusion. Trump’s 

tweets were simple. He voiced the grievances of his voter base, such as 

deindustrialization, illegal immigration, healthcare, the Obama Administration, Hillary 

Clinton, and non-alt-right news organizations. He used dichotomous logic, which limits 

options to yes or no. Also, Trump approached complex problems idealistically, making 

them appear easy for him to solve. Tweet example one is simple. Trump accused Clinton 

of lying, which was a long-held belief of his voter base. 

#3 Whenever possible go outside the expertise of the enemy. Alinsky advised 

creating uncertainty by veering away from preconfigured plans and practices. Trump’s 

tweets were provocative and deviated from standard patterns. Trump used language 

meant to cause confusion, panic, and fear, such as: “ObamaCare is a total disaster,” 

“Hillary was a big mistake,” and “U.S. is looking so dumb,” which was not normal in a 

US presidential race. Tweet example one deviated from standard linguistic patterns and 

behaviors of a US presidential nominee and was politically abnormal. Trump accused 
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Clinton of being a liar, based on a conspiracy theory, using Twitter so that the message 

was not filtered by the non-alt-right media who were also enemies of Trump’s base. 

#4 Make the enemy live up to its own book of rules. According to Alinsky, a 

critical political tactic is to expose the hypocrisies of the opponent to garner public 

support. Trump’s tweets frequently questioned the rules, regulations, and morals of 

politicians, media organizations, and the US political system to give voice to citizens who 

were angry about being left behind by business practices and foreign entanglements that 

made the rich richer and the poor poorer. Trump reinforced the idea that he was not an 

elite or part of the establishment, so he could identify political corruption as a candidate 

and reign it in as president. 

In tweet example one, Trump demonstrates political tactic four by presenting a 

conspiracy as truth and putting Clinton in the position of defending herself of false 

charges. Also, the charge appears to reveal Clinton as a hypocritic who verbally 

championed the rights of the poor and middle classes, while secretly wielding power and 

enriching herself with the help of foreign elites.   

#5 Ridicule is man's most potent weapon. Alinsky suggests that it is tough to 

respond to mockery because opponents feel exasperated, resulting in a weak reaction on 

their part. Trump’s tweets ridiculed people and organizations such as Clinton, the Obama 

administration, non-alt-right media organizations, Republican politicians and political 

commentators, and others who did not support him. In tweet example one, Trump 

demonstrates political tactic five by ridiculing Clinton as a politician who lies and cheats.  

#6 A good tactic is one your people enjoy. According to Alinsky, the speaker 

must enjoy the political tactics they use so that they can entertain their followers. 
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Trump’s tweets were nods and winks to his base that they would win if they voted for 

him. For example, “We are now leading in many polls,” “I will be interviewed on 

@oreillyfactor tonight at 8:00 P.M. Enjoy!” and “We are going to WIN!” In tweet 

example one, Trump demonstrates political tactic six in that Trump and his base reveled 

in the idea that Clinton was a criminal who should be convicted. 

#8 Keep the pressure on with different tactics and actions, and utilize all events 

of the period for your purpose. Trump’s tweets appear to be a stream of consciousness, 

changing from subject to subject, which made them entertaining, odd, fascinating, and 

newsworthy, assisting Trump in capturing the discursive landscape of the 2016 

presidential election. Tweet example one represents one of many tweets where Trump 

kept the pressure on Clinton with allegations of inappropriate political behavior mostly 

based on conspiracy theories. 

#9 The threat is usually more terrifying than the thing itself. Trump’s tweets 

frequently expressed threats such as “With Hillary, (ObamaCare) costs will triple!” and 

“Dems are making up phony polls in order to suppress the Trump,” to incite fear and 

anger in his voter base. Also, the threats were to bolster Trump in case of a loss, in which 

he could claim that Clinton was an illegitimate president, like the parlor game Trump 

played on Fox News during the Obama Administration. In tweet example one, Trump 

threatened to take away Clinton’s legitimacy as a candidate by accusing her of lying 

about using her position as Secretary of State to bribe foreign officials, which is a federal 

offense, demonstrating political tactic nine. 

#10 The major premise for tactics is the development of operations that will 

maintain a constant pressure upon the opposition. According to Alinsky, constant force 
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maintains the fight. Trump’s tweets regularly attacked his opponents, and sometimes 

allies, which put others on the defensive such as “Crooked Hillary should not be allowed 

to run for president,” “She is unfit to be president,” and “Very dishonest media.” Trump's 

constants attacks gave him control of the discursive landscape of the 2016 presidential 

election because he was always in the press and on the minds of the citizenry. Most of 

Trump’s tweets were about him spoiling for a fight. In tweet example one, Trump 

accused Clinton of lying, so Clinton needs to defend herself rather than advance her 

policies or contrast them to Trump’s, demonstrating political tactic ten because 

#13 Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and polarize it. Alinsky advised that 

the speaker should name a person as an opponent because people can be held 

accountable, but organizations cannot. Although Trump linguistically brawled with a 

variety of politicians, he was most ardent about Clinton because she was running against 

him. In general, Trump’s tweets often singled out Clinton, using language that cast 

Clinton as a villain: “Crooked Hillary wants to take in as many Syrians as possible,” 

“Why didn’t Hillary Clinton announce that she was inappropriately given the debate 

questions,” “Look at the way Crooked Hillary is handling the e-mail case and the total 

mess she is in. She is unfit to be president. Bad judgement!” In tweet example one, 

Trump went after Clinton with specific but untrue allegations of maleficence, 

demonstrating political tactic thirteen.  

Trump Tweet Example Two 

Aug 23, 2016 08:53:11 AM It is being reported by virtually everyone, and is a 

fact, that the media pile on against me is the worst in American political  

history!  
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Power Discourses 

In the tweet above, Trump expresses the individualism power discourses, 

personalization, and binary logic. Personalization is present because the tweet references 

“me” or Trump himself, which places Trump at the center of the action. Also, 

personalizing the tweet with “me” positions Trump as the hero battling media elites, 

because Trump communicated that elite non-alt-right media organizations such as The 

New York Times and CNN were out to get him, which is the perfect set up for binary 

logic. Binary logic is demonstrated in the tweet since Trump makes non-alt-right media 

bad and villains, so alt-right media is good, and Trump is the hero calling out the villain 

elite media who disparage Trump.  

Political Identity 

As in tweet example one, tweet example two expresses charm and homophily. 

Charm is to arouse Trump’s base using shared grievance toward non-alt-right media 

organizations that have mischaracterized Trump. Also, tweet example two demonstrates 

homophily because it displays Trump as the martyr who is bullied by non-alt-right media 

that try to push their liberal agenda on Trump’s base. 

Gender Symbolism 

Like tweet example one, tweet example two demonstrates warm, empathetic, 

congenial, forceful, determined, confident, and champion. Once again, Trump expresses 

warmth through enthusiasm, using an exclamation point and an exaggeration claim to 

show his base that the elite non-alt-right media is criticizing him more than any other 

political candidate. Also, the tweet above is empathetic and congenial because it 

expresses shared thoughts and feelings of anger and grievance toward non-alt-right 
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media. At campaign rallies, Trump called out non-alt-right media organizations as the 

enemy of the people. In addition, the tweet reflects forceful language in which Trump 

asserts wrongdoing on the part of elite non-alt-right media that disparage Trump 

excessively.  

Moreover, the tweet is determined because it is one of many tweets that reiterate 

how unjust the non-alt-right media are to Trump and that Trump is not afraid to call out 

their dishonest depictions. Also, the tweet is confident since Trump assures his base that 

the non-alt-right media are bias as evidenced by their negative coverage of him. Also, the 

tweet is fighting because it expresses hyperbolic (“the worst in American political 

history”) language toward non-alt-right media to rally the troops, meaning the voter base, 

against non-alt-right media. Finally, Trump is the champion who battles the non-alt-right 

media whose news stories demonstrated prejudice toward the Republican Party 

presidential nominee and, by extension, the citizens who supported him. 

Political Tactics 

The following paragraphs address Alinsky’s rules specifically and do not provide 

as much context as the first tweet.  

 #1 Power is not only what you have but also what the enemy thinks you have.  

In tweet example two, Trump personalizes the tweet, making himself the martyr of non-

alt-right media who cover him unjustly. Trump is the standard-bearer of the Republican 

Party. Therefore, an attack on him is an attack on the base. Trump skillfully used 

perceived injustices toward him to garner support with the voter base, and as a battle cry 

to get the troops, his voter base, in formation behind him.    
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#2 Never go outside the expertise of your people. A tactic must fit in with the 

skills and practices of followers, or it will create confusion. Trump’s tweets were easy to 

understand because he voiced the grievances and common understandings of his voter 

base. In tweet example two, in 140 characters, Trump told his followers that “virtually 

everyone” (alt-right media) was reporting that the media (non-alt-right) obsessively 

reported stories in opposition to Trump. Characterizations that non-alt-right media 

opposed Trump is in keeping with the understandings of Trump’s voter base, making the 

message easy to understand. 

#3 Whenever possible go outside the expertise of the enemy. Although many 

presidential candidates have not liked their press coverage, in general, candidates 

subscribed to the unwritten rule that the candidate needed the press as much as the press 

needed the candidate. Therefore, both should maintain a cordial relationship. However, 

Trump disrupted that relationship. In tweet example two, Trump used the exaggerated 

language of a child, on Twitter, to connect directly to the base to complain about unfair 

media coverage, which generated more free media coverage.  

#4 Make the enemy live up to its own book of rules. During the 2016 presidential 

general election, Trump set himself against anyone who opposed him by pushing 

hypocrisy theories citing “some people say, or everyone is reporting,” with little or no 

evidence. In tweet example two, Trump demonstrates political tactic four by presenting a 

conspiracy theory that the media is out to get him. However, Trump fails to mention all 

the strategies he used to get free media attention, or the many scandals surrounding his 

campaign that drew media attention. 
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#5 Ridicule is man's most potent weapon. Trump frequently ridiculed people and 

organizations with sophomoric adjectives such as “little, weak, or dopey.” In tweet 

example two, Trump mocks non-alt-right media for being fanatical in their coverage of 

him and hostile to him in their news stories.  

#6 A good tactic is one your people enjoy. In tweet example two, Trump rails 

against non-alt-right media, which permits his base to rail against them as well. At 

campaign rallies, Trump threatened the journalists in the press box, which gave the crowd 

permission to threaten them as well, adopting Trump’s theatrics.  

#8 Keep the pressure on with different tactics and actions, and utilize all events 

of the period for your purpose. Trump used both behavior and language to keep the 

pressure on his opponents. At rallies, Trump pointed to and threatened non-alt-right 

media organizations, and on Twitter, Trump bullied them. In tweet example two, Trump 

kept the pressure on the media by claiming that “virtually everyone is reporting” that 

non-alt right media coverage of him was “the worst in American political history!” 

Although the language was exaggerated and conspiratorial, journalistic coverage of 

Trump, detailed in Chapters 6 and 7 of this dissertation, demonstrates that Trump mostly 

took the upper hand and set the agenda for his media coverage.   

#9 The threat is usually more terrifying than the thing itself. Trump frequently 

threatened people and organizations in his tweets. Although objectivity is the hallmark of 

journalistic practice, in the tweet above, Trump claims bias, which threatens the 

livelihood of non-alt-right journalists and media organizations. 

#10 The major premise for tactics is the development of operations that will 

maintain a constant pressure upon the opposition. Trump’s tweets regularly attacked 
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non-alt-right media such as the NYT, Washington Post, CNN, and MSMBC. In tweet 

example two, Trump uses exaggerated and conspiratorial language to disparage non-alt-

right media in general. 

Tweet examples one and two demonstrate that Trump deviated from norms by 

targeting and ridiculing anyone who opposed him or seemed to fight him, notably Clinton 

and non-alt-right media, by publicly shaming them on Twitter. The Trump Twitter 

outrage focused media attention on Trump, making the image of Trump much more 

powerful than the candidate. Trump used a full range of radical political tactics during the 

run-up to the 2016 presidential election, which was a political abnormality for a 

presidential candidate. In previous elections, candidates relied on Political Action 

Committees (PACs) and, most recently, super PACs, who could raise unlimited sums of 

money, to air the dirty laundry of the candidate’s opponent. Trump is the first presidential 

candidate in modern history to viciously and repeatedly attack his rivals on Twitter and at 

campaign rallies. The use of radical political tactics and individualism power discourses 

allowed Trump to give voice to an aggrieved white voter base who was angry with 

political and business elites who conspired to rob citizens of the American Dream and 

legislated progressive cultural values. Trump ridiculed anyone who did not support him, 

making them villains and himself the hero who would restore the economic prosperity 

and cultural norms of the 1950s.  

Because Trump expressed a wide range of power discourses, political tactics, and 

political and gender traits as political strategies on Twitter, he appeared to his base, to be 

an authentic candidate who would restore the US to a time of industrialization and 

national pride. Trump dominated Twitter because he used the application as intended; in 
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short, un-filtered bursts (Jones, 2018; Ott, 2018). Trump’s tweets were uncivil (Jones, 

2018; Ott, 2018), which boosted his authenticity (Jones, 2018) because he did not sound 

rehearsed, scripted, or politically correct. Trump used a full range of power discourses 

and radical political tactics like artillery, to claim the discursive landscape of the 2016 

presidential election and win the linguistic battle against Clinton and non-alt-right media. 

This dissertation built a political rhetorical power mechanism using power 

discourses, political and gender traits, and radical political tactics to understand Trump’s 

use of Twitter during the 2016 presidential general election. For example, Trump’s tweets 

include the power discourse individualism by referencing the self frequently using “I” 

and “we,” and employing binary logic to pit one group against another because blaming a 

group of people for a problem is much easier than acknowledging the complexities of a 

problem. Trump’s top two political identity traits were homophily, meaning connecting 

to your voter base, and charm, indicating the ability to delight or arousing admiration. 

The gender traits frequently performed by Trump were warm, empathetic, congenial, 

forceful, fighting, determined, confident, and champion. Finally, the radical political 

tactics Trump used were: remember that power comes from your voter base, keep your 

message simple, ridicule your opponent and accuse them of hypocrisy, perform 

enjoyment while delivering your messages, switch your tactics often, threaten your 

opponents, pressure your opponents, and personalize your attack by calling out your 

opponent by name 

The components of Trump’s speech made them a potent political strategy. They 

contributed to the success of a US presidential candidate using authoritarian populist 

rhetoric publicly, without Clinton or the media identifying it as such. Trump’s used 
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authoritarian populist rhetoric in his tweets in the following ways. First, some tweets pit 

citizens against each other, such as white versus immigrants, African Americans, and 

Muslims. Second, some tweets identified non-alt-right media organizations as spreading 

disinformation about Trump. Third, some tweets positioned Trump as the lone problem 

solver of government issues, which foreshadowed increasing presidential powers. 

Expanding the powers of the executive branch, attacking the free press, and pitting 

citizens against each other are hallmarks of authoritarian populism.  

Analysis of Clinton Tweets from the DNC to Election Day 

This section examines two of Clinton’s tweets using the components of the 

political rhetorical power mechanism to compare Clinton’s political speech against 

Trump’s. The research results of the examined Clinton tweets are brief because Clinton’s 

use of Twitter was a minor part of her campaign strategy. Clinton used her signature  

“-H,” to tweet 57 out of the 3188 tweets posted to the handle @HillaryClinton during the 

run-up to the election. In stark contrast to Trump, Clinton’s tweets were static and 

passive, rooted in traditional political discourse. The overall tone was social justice via 

unity, civility, maturity, and traditional feminine gender traits like caring, compassion, 

and empathy, which fit with her campaign slogan “I’m with Her.” Clinton’s tweets gave 

voice to multiple groups using good wishes to people of various religions and ethnic 

groups celebrating holidays, to expressing sympathy towards victims of weather tragedies 

and human tragedies like mass shootings. Also, Clinton’s tweets revealed a world view 

rather than a focus on nationalism because Clinton tweeted about events in other 

countries. In general, Clinton’s primary power discourse was personalization using “we” 

and “let’s” frequently, which fit with her message of unity. Her Twitter speech focused 
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on moving forward to equality rather than trying to recapture the past. Clinton expressed 

a wide variety of political identity and gender traits in her tweets. However, Clinton did 

not use radical political tactics in her tweets as robustly as Trump did. Examples of 

Clinton’s tweets follow. 

Clinton Example Tweet One 

8/8/2016  3:50:59 PM   Today's bombing of a hospital in Pakistan is  

despicable. We have to stand up against terror and come together to prevent 

these attacks. –H 

 

Tweet example one is a condolence tweet. Clinton demonstrates the individualism 

power discourse personalization, using “we” to express US concern for the citizens of 

Pakistan who were involved in a terrorist attack. Also, Clinton performs political identity 

traits different from Trump, especially character and intelligence. In the tweet above, 

Clinton expresses character, intelligence, homophily, and charm. The tweet reveals 

character through the moral quality of concern for others like the people of Pakistan. 

Also, Clinton shows intelligence because, as a former Secretary of State, Clinton knew 

the importance of international allies, including non-NATO countries like Pakistan. Also, 

candidate Clinton reveals homophily because, as president of the US, Clinton would-be 

leader of the free world and support NATO and non-NATO countries. In addition, the 

tweet was charming because it is to arouse admiration for Clinton's awareness of world 

affairs.  

Clinton showed many gender traits that Trump did not, including caring and 

compassionate. However, Clinton did express traits similar to Trump, such as empathetic, 

congenial, fighting, determined, confident, and champion. For example, Clinton’s tweet 

is caring because it conveys concern for the citizens of Pakistan. The tweet is 
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compassionate because it expresses sympathy. Also, the tweet is empathetic and 

congenial since it communicates shared thoughts and feelings about concern for social 

justice.  

In addition, the language of the tweet is forceful because it is assertive about the 

need for nations to join in the fight against terrorism. After all, Clinton condemns the 

attack and joins the fight. The tweet is determined since the language is firmly decisive 

about the need to fight terrorism. Clinton is confident as the language is self-assured, in 

that Clinton knows how to handle the situation. Finally, Clinton is a champion because 

she fights for the causes of others.  

The tweet expresses a few radical political tactics such as #1 because power 

comes from people, including allies and adversaries from other countries, and Clinton is 

reaching out to the citizens of Pakistan. Also, political tactic #2 is present since the tweet 

is easy to understand as Clinton is expressing condolences to the citizens of Pakistan for a 

terrorist attack. In addition, political tactic #8 is shown because Clinton is utilizing 

current events to demonstrate that international affairs are essential to presidential 

candidates and US citizens.   

Clinton Example Tweet Two 

10/2/2016 22:40 L'Shana Tovah to everyone celebrating Rosh Hashanah!  

May the coming year be filled with sweetness and joy. –H 

 

Tweet two is celebratory and marks a holiday. There are no power discourses 

present in the tweet. However, Clinton demonstrates the political identity traits 

homophily and charm. Homophily is expressed through Clinton reaching out to the 

Jewish community, who are traditional Democrats, to wish them a good new year. Also, 
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Clinton expressed charm because the tweet was to arouse admiration for Clinton's 

awareness of current events and proper greetings.  

Moreover, the tweet showed many gender traits such as warm and congenial. 

Warm is demonstrated by enthusiasm for the holiday and affection for the people. Clinton 

is congenial because of Jews and Democrats share political interests. Also, the tweet 

expresses a few political tactics such as #1, because power comes from people, and 

Clinton’s platform focused on inclusivity. Political tactic #2 is present since the tweet is 

easy to understand. Finally, Clinton uses political tactic #8 by acknowledging a current 

event that is important to specific constituents.   

Clinton tweets revealed messages of inclusion that demonstrated compliance with 

the political norms of a general election in which the presidential candidate tries to 

capture the imagination of a nation to come together toward the candidate’s vision of the 

future. Clinton’s tweets demonstrated a commitment to unity and social justice in the US 

and abroad. However, Clinton’s tweets responded to the events of the day, which made 

them appear static and passive compared to Trump's erratic and frenzied tweeting style. 

Also, Clinton’s tweets expressed concern for national as well as international issues, 

while Trump’s campaign focused on America First Policies that were nationalistic. 

In her tweets, Clinton employed the individualism power discourse 

personalization through the use of “we” and “let’s” to express the idea of moving forward 

together. Clinton was a seasoned politician and demonstrated many political identity 

traits such as character, intelligence, leadership, homophily, and charm. A full range of 

gender traits were present in Clinton’s tweets from traditional feminine such as caring, 

warm, and compassionate to conventionally masculine like forceful, determined, 
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confident, and champion. However, the use of radical political tactics was missing in 

Clinton’s tweets. For example, Clinton’s tweets regularly expressed political tactic one 

demonstrating that power comes from people; two keeping the message simple; and eight 

in that she used the events of the day to emphasize her knowledge and experience as a 

leader. However, Clinton only used political tactic five, ridicule, and thirteen, single out 

the opponent, once, leaving Trump’s many “Crooked Hillary” volleys unanswered.      

Trump and Clinton's tweets reflected their visions for the future of the US as a 

nation. A close reading of Trump’s and Clinton’s tweets during the run-up to the Election 

Day revealed stark differences in the candidate’s approach to Twitter, their messaging 

strategy, and their use of power discourses and radical political tactics. For example, 

Twitter was an integral part of candidate Trump’s campaign strategy, with Trump 

tweeting 323 times, while Clinton only tweeted 57 times. Clinton’s tweets were 

predominately static reflected the news of the day, whereas Trump’s tweets were 

dynamic, frenzied, and erratic, which grabbed media attention. Trump’s tweets gave 

voice to aggrieved white voters whose wages stagnated, and who had lost their place in 

society through cultural liberalization. Also, Trump’s tweets expressed linguistic battles 

with anyone who opposed him, including members of his party. In contrast, Clinton’s 

tweets reflected a call for unity, civility, and social justice.    

Trump and Clinton both expressed a wide variety of political identity and gender 

traits that helped the voter base imagine what they were like as people and what they 

would be like as president. However, Clinton and Trump demonstrated power discourses 

differently. For example, Clinton and Trump conveyed the individualism power discourse 

personalization using personal pronouns, while Trump used binary logic repeated to 
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ridicule anyone who did not support him. Trump tweeted MAGA repeatedly to arouse 

nostalgia for the ethos of the American Dream and a return to the past. In contrast, 

Clinton’s tweets revealed a desire to move forward toward social justice for all. Trump’s 

tweets focused on nationalism, while Clinton’s tweets communicated a worldview.  

Clinton and Trump both used radical political tactics. However, Clinton employed 

political tactics that were normal for a candidate running for president such as power 

comes from people, keep the message simple, and use all events of the period to pressure 

the opponent. In contrast, Trump used a full range of radical political tactics like artillery, 

to claim the discursive landscape of the 2016 presidential election. Trump deviated from 

norms and targeted and ridiculed anyone who opposed him by publicly shame them on 

Twitter, which focused media attention on Trump, making the image of Trump much 

more powerful than the candidate. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS OF CANDIDATE REPRESENTATION BY NATIONAL 

NEWSPAPERS 

The mediated ways in which candidates represent themselves to the public has 

changed over time from newspapers to radio, television, internet, and social media. The 

2016 election provided a radical shift in norms of political speech on social media sites 

like Twitter, as discussed in Chapter Five. For example, Clinton’s tweets were passive 

and static, offering regards on holidays and condolences when tragedy struck, which is 

normal political fare. In contrast, Trump's tweets were brutish and provocative, and that 

was abnormal for a politician running for the US presidency. Also, Trump used 

authoritarian populist rhetoric, which is antithetical to democracy. However, some 

citizens welcomed that speech as politically incorrect and authentic, while others were 

shocked and stunned and looked to news organizations for analysis and understanding. 

The 2016 presidential election laid bare the current struggles of news organizations to 

maintain journalistic norms like immediacy and objectivity in the nanosecond era of the 

Internet and digital technology. In addition, the newspaper recontextualization of the 

tweets reveals media organizations were struggling to serve as watchdogs of government 

corruption and overreach.  

A great deal of scholarly research exists that discusses the fluid nature of 

journalism, which changes as economic, political, and cultural norms change, as 

discussed in Chapter 2. For example, Post-Watergate literature details the influence of 

media conglomeration on journalistic norms. Current literature examines the power of the 

Internet and digital technology on journalistic norms. Some of the major areas of study 
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are as follows: how the Internet and media conglomeration influences democracy 

(Overholser and Hall Jamieson, 2005), the merger of news and entertainment (Pelican, 

2005; Bishop, 2004; Patterson, 2003), investment (McChesney and Pickard, 2011) and 

journalistic culture (Ryfe, 2012; Usher, 2014). Consequently, this chapter reflects many 

of these concerns.  

For example, news organizations with the freedom to speak out against the people 

who represent the government are fundamental to democracies because the decisions and 

behaviors of politicians directly affect the citizenry. This right to speak, preventing the 

government from abridging the freedom of the press, was so important to the founders of 

the US that it is the First Amendment of the US Constitution. This amendment was also 

contentious and almost prevented the ratification of the Constitution and the formation of 

the United States. The relationship between the press and politicians, particularly 

presidents, has varied widely over the years with some like Ronald Regan, who was 

called The Teflon President,110 because criticisms never stuck. In contrast, Richard Nixon 

resigned because The Washington Post revealed his attempt to interfere with the 1972 

Presidential Election.  

National newspaper coverage of the Clinton and Trump’s political speech on 

Twitter offers a reinterpretation of that speech by political journalists under the freedoms 

and constraints of media organizations. Analysis of news discourse reveals journalists 

and organizational codes, values, and conventions, as well as how news organizations 

 

110 Shaw, D. (1992, October 27). Did the Press Apply the Teflon to Reagan’s Presidency? : Coverage: 

Critics say media failed to report fully and accurately what the government was doing. However, the public 

‘longed for a tall-in-the-saddle America.’. Los Angles Times. https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-

1992-10-27-mn-796-story.html 
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persuade readers to understand the world (Hartley, 1982). Studying political news 

discourses reveals how a journalist’s language helps readers make sense of the current 

political climate and exposes how that language connects society, culture, and the 

workings of power. Language reveals the linkages between identities, relationships, and 

representations (Fairclough, 1995).  

Examining national news coverage of the candidates' Twitter posts will help in 

the understanding of the candidates’ political identities, their relationships to the press, 

and how reporters chose to represent the candidates. Also, this chapter will analyze media 

gender bias and how media organizations gave power to and took power from 

presidential candidates. Finally, the chapter explores journalistic norms and deviations. 

For example, political journalists typically cover policy differences between presidential 

candidates, their personal and political histories, errors in judgment, foibles, and scandals 

in the context of the election. However, during the 2016 election, some news 

organizations covered the Twitter posts of Trump, that were angry, bullying, racist, and 

misogynistic, as if they were the soundbites of a traditional presidential candidate. 

This chapter focuses on national newspaper coverage of Trump and Clinton’s 

Twitter posts to grasp how news organizations were explaining the candidate’s Twitter 

posts. News articles from The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Wall Street 

Journal, and Politico were analyzed. The coverage includes from the Republican 

National Convention (July 21, 2016), the day Trump became the Republican Party’s 

nominee, to the week after Election Day (November 16, 2016) and from the Democratic 

National Convention (July 25, 2016), the day Clinton became the Democratic Party’s 

nominee, to the week after Election Day (November 16, 2016).  
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A close reading of national newspaper coverage of the candidates’ tweets using 

critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens is detailed in this chapter to reveal how 

power, politics, and socio-cultural norms co-construct each other in texts like news 

articles. To capture news articles uniformly, the candidates Twitter handles 

@realDonaldTrump and @HillaryClinton were used as search terms for the Temple 

University NexisUni database along with the dates from the conventions to the week after 

Election Day. There are some caveats: Temple University’s news databases mostly have 

access to content from print-based publications, not the web versions. The New York 

Times, The Wall Street Journal, and The Washington Post print and distribute print 

versions of newspapers. Therefore the majority of their coverage is in print. Politico does 

not publish a paper, so the database search results were meager. Thus, news articles were 

retrieved from their website.  

The quantitative results are as follows: the number of Trump articles found in The 

New York Times was sixty-three while there were fifteen Clinton articles; The 

Washington Post had one-hundred-seventy-seven articles for Trump and ninety-three for 

Clinton. The Wall Street Journal had zero articles for the candidates' Twitter handles, but 

four articles about Twitter, the company, and the election. Politico had twenty-five for 

Trump and twelve for Clinton in print, but one-hundred-eight-eight for Trump and 

ninety-one for Clinton on their website. Many of the articles from The New York Times, 

The Washington Post, and Politico were duplicated and triplicated to add additional 

information and authors. Also, several of the Clinton articles referred to her websites 

@hillaryclinton.com instead of her Twitter handle. Consequently, many articles were not 

appropriate or duplicates and discarded.   
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In general, coverage of candidate’s Trump and Clinton’s Twitter posts revealed 

some familiar patterns. For example, the squeaky wheel gets the grease, meaning that 

Trump’s Twitter posts received double the coverage of Clinton’s, which aided in 

normalizing and legitimizing his abnormal political speech. Also, the coverage reflecting 

a resurgence of hegemonic media practices like maintaining the status quo, meaning 

covering Trump’s tweets as if they were usual political speech, which constructs 

normalcy and a false front of stability. In other instances, some news organizations 

released articles soon after a Trump tweet or flurry of tweets with no little or no analysis, 

allowing the tail (Trump) to wag the dog (the free press). Additionally, some news 

organizations silenced Clinton and made her insignificant by covering tweets posted to 

her account rather than tweets originating from her account even though there were 3188, 

while Trump’s account posted 1465. Also, Twitter posts and political speech that 

threatened Clinton’s life received coverage as the ordinary course of business rather than 

with shock, surprise, and horror, signaling to women that politics is not safe for them and 

better left to men. These findings reveal a resurgence of hegemonic media and cultural 

practices like news organizations maintaining the status quo by normalizing and 

legitimizing the abnormal political speech and behavior of the male candidate. In 

contrast, the same media organizations normalizing and legitimizing the silencing, 

diminishing, and threatening of the female candidate.      

Analysis of NYT Coverage of Trump’s Tweets from RNC to Week after 

Election Day 

During the election, news organizations set the agenda for public discourse at 

home and abroad through their coverage of the US presidential election and served as the 
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conduit for understanding the current state of U.S. politics. However, the research results 

reveal a significant breach between The New York Times and the public in that political 

journalists reported Trump’s tweets verbatim, without analysis, leaving it to the reader to 

do their political evaluation. The findings are consistent in the articles examined because 

there was no mention that Trump’s Twitter behavior or language was abnormal for a 

presidential candidate, and no explicit mention of Trump’s use of ridicule, which is a 

radical political tactic (Alinsky, 1971), as discussed in Chapter 5. In general, the articles 

were a chronological listing of Trump’s tweets, leaving analysis up to the reader. The 

articles end with the tagline “Find out what you need to know about the 2016 presidential 

race today, and get politics news updates via Facebook, Twitter, and the First Draft 

newsletter.” However, readers needed the critical analysis of political journalists to 

understand the 2016 presidential election because news organizations set the agenda for 

public discourse with their coverage. Consequently, covering Trump’s tweets without 

critical analysis, normalized and legitimized Trump as a presidential candidate and his 

political speech. 

For example, in an article dated October 13, 2016, “9 Times Donald Trump 

Complained About Taxes,” Confessore provided evidence that Trump is a man with 

grievances about the tax system, using tweets before the RNC. The author gives voice to 

Trump describing himself as a victim of the US tax system as well as a hero of it, 

demonstrating the use of binary language, which is indicative of the power discourse 

individualism, as discussed in Chapter 5. Some of the tweets are Trump complaining 

about the injustices of the tax system, and other tweets are of him bragging about taking 

advantage of it. The article presents Trump as a whiner and complainer on Twitter, who 
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tweets contradictory statements. There is an introductory paragraph about Trump 

avoiding paying a billion dollars in taxes, referencing another NYT article. In sum, 

Confessore generated an article using a previous NYT’s article and Trump’s Twitter feed 

rather than critically analyzing the behavior and speech of a US presidential candidate 

who loathed and cheated the Internal Revenue Serice.  

In a similar vein, an article written by Haberman and Fandos “Campaign 

Struggles to Move Past Tax Revelation” on October 3, 2016, details Trump's erratic 

behavior but does not label it as such. First, the authors discuss another NYT article 

revealing that Trump showed a $916 million loss in 1995. Second, they talk about a 

Trump campaign rally where Trump mocked Clinton and alleged that she cheated on her 

husband. Third, they discussed Trump ridiculing Alicia Machado during a 5 a.m. 

Twitterstorm. The article is a chronology of a week of Trump's abnormal language and 

behavior that goes unacknowledged by the journalists writing the news article. Also, 

Haberman and Fandos quote former Gov. Christie and former Mayor Rudy Giuliano, 

who tout Trump as a business genius, with absolutely no rebuttal, even though the crux of 

the article is about how much money Trump lost in his business dealings. The authors 

quote two of Trump's tweets from Oct. 2, 2016, without any comment on the bizarre 

nature of his statements. They identify Trump not releasing his tax returns as abnormal 

for a presidential candidate, but not his behavior and language, which helped normalize 

and legitimize it.  

In another article co-authored by Haberman “Donald Trump's Potential Guest at 

Debate: Gennifer Flowers” by Haberman and Twohey on September 25, 2016, the 

authors discuss tweets by Mark Cuban and Donald Trump from September 23 and 24. 
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Cuban tweeted that he would be in the front row supporting Clinton, and Trump tweeted 

that he would invite Gennifer Flowers, who had an affair with former President Clinton. 

The authors matter-of-factly discuss Gennifer Flowers's history with the Clintons, 

Trump’s affair with his second wife while still married to the first wife, and how 

Gennifer Flowers could be a risk for Trump since he is not doing well with women 

voters. Cuban was described as “attention-grabbing” while there was no adjective applied 

to presidential candidate Trump, leaving the reader with the understanding that Cuban’s 

tweet was to gain publicity. Still, Trump’s behavior and language were not beyond the 

pale. The authors' only analysis was that candidates select debate guests as psychological 

warfare, but inviting the woman who had an affair with the candidate's spouse was 

“uncharted territory” as if Trump’s threat was novel.  

After Trump won the 2016 Presidential Election, there was an analysis article by 

Manjoo “Breaking Up With Twitter” on November 13, 2016, about the addictive nature 

of Twitter as a social media platform, and how the candidates used it during the election. 

First, Manjoo described Twitter as “thrilling, visceral, and habit-forming.” Manjoo quotes 

others describing it as “a dopamine drip,” “why the first hit of crack is free” and “Twitter 

feels homier than hanging out with people who aren't following the election.” Second, 

Manjoo explains Twitter’s popularity during the election because most campaign news 

stories started as a tweet or retweet. Third, Manjoo describes Trump's Twitter strategy as 

“a bottomless thirst for promoting one's [self]...no matter how frivolous,” while Clinton’s 

Twitter strategy was well-crafted tweets by staff. Also, Manjoo explained that the Clinton 

campaign did not understand that the danger of posting a bad/unrestrained tweet is part of 

the addictive nature of Twitter.   
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These findings are essential to the field of media and communication because they 

lay bare the abdication of The New York Times in their role as watchdog and arbiter of 

government power, corruption, and overreach. The authors assumed an implicit 

understanding between journalist and reader that Trump was unfit for office, while 

simultaneously normalizing and legitimizing Trump. Haberman and Fandos identified the 

fact that not releasing tax returns was abnormal for a presidential candidate but did not 

call out Trump or his surrogates for abnormal and frequently false political speech. 

Haberman and Twohey described Mark Cuban as “attention-grabbing.” What about 

Trump? A thoughtful analysis of Clinton’s and Trump’s Twitter strategies did not happen 

until after the election. The New York Times normalized and legitimized Trump and his 

surrogates by failing to provide an in-depth analysis of how and why their rhetoric was 

abnormal, false, and misleading, which left it up to readers to take on the role of political 

analyst.    

Analysis of NYT Coverage of Clinton’s Tweets from DNC to Week after 

Election Day 

Review of Clinton’s tweets by The New York Times revealed coverage of two 

tweets originating from Clinton’s Twitter account. The other coverage involved a bot; a 

photo tweeted by Clinton, and others tweeting at Clinton. For example, on August 24, 

2016, in “The Congresswoman Who Wasn't,” North writes about how a bot using the 

Twitter handle @RepElizaTuring posted a tweet to her account that included Hillary 

Clinton's Twitter handle. North went on to explain that it was all a play on the work on 

Alan Turing. In another North article “The Power of Hillary's Throwback Photos” on 

September 27, 2016, North wrote that “Clinton hasn't always been the most effective 
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campaigner. But her campaign's use of the candidate's photographs…has been smart and 

bold.” North points to a tweet on September 27, 2016, that included a confident picture of 

Clinton. North does not elaborate on why or how Clinton is not an effective campaigner 

but relies on an implicit understanding between journalist and reader, that other people 

have said it, so it must be true. 

Two articles from September 9, 2016, cover a Reince Prebis tweet about Clinton 

not smiling. Flegenheimer’s article “Not Smiling Enough? Hillary Clinton Says She Will 

Stay Serious on Vital Issues” covers a tweet by Reince Priebus that included Hillary 

Clinton's Twitter account stating that Clinton “was angry + defensive…no smile.” The 

tweet referred to Clinton's performance at the NBC Presidential Forum on September 8 

about being the future Commander-in-Chief of the military. The author provided reaction 

from Clinton and campaign staff. Also, in Collins article, “ Sexism: Let's Deconstruct 

Donald; Op-Ed Columnist,” the author uses the same tweet by Reince Priebus to illustrate 

the numerous ways Trump is sexist. The list includes how Trump ridiculed Clinton at 

rallies, with language such as “Clinton yells too much” “She looks sick” “Clinton is 

weak” “ Clinton doesn't look presidential.” However, Collins does not write that Trump’s 

language is abnormal for a presidential candidate. Instead, the author relies on the 

implicit understanding between journalists and readers that Trump was unfit for office.   

On October 29, 2016, in “Retort on Opponent's Race Draws Fire and an 

Apology,” Hauser wrote about ethnic remarks toward Senate Candidate Tammy 

Duckworth and an accusation of lying about her family's military history made by her 

opponent at a debate. The author added a tweet by Clinton thanking Duckworth for her 

service and adding the Twitter handle of Duckworth's opponent. Hauser did not mention 
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that Clinton’s political speech on Twitter was normal and that her opponent’s political 

rhetoric was not. The implication is that Clinton, the female candidate, would use speech 

that was traditional for a presidential candidate and that Trump, the male presidential 

candidate would not, and that was okay. This implicit understanding between journalist 

and reader about the gender expectations of presidential candidates reflects the 

hegemonic media practice of maintaining the status quo, and the hegemonic cultural 

practice of “boys will be boys” or to be male and aggressive is not unexpected. 

Analysis of WaPo Coverage of Trump’s Tweets from RNC to Week after 

Election Day 

The Washington Post provided a thoughtful analysis of Trump’s tweets and ideas 

about his Twitter strategy before he was elected president and by October 2016 called his 

language and behavior abnormal for a presidential candidate. For example, on August 15, 

2016, in “If the Founding Fathers replied to Trump in a tweet storm…;What if they were 

around to set the candidate straight on the role of the press in a democracy?” Sullivan’s 

writing concerns Trump’s tweets about the role of the press in a democracy, the power of 

the press, and the definition of a free press. The author explained that Trump wants 

"journalists to stop doing their jobs, which is to examine the backgrounds of the 

candidates and hold them to truth." The author wrote that Trump thinks the role of the 

press is "shilling for Donald Trump - or any other candidate." The author explained that 

as the Trump campaign struggles with one media disaster after another, Trump increases 

his criticisms of the media and that Twitter is Trump’s favorite form of communication. 

Sullivan wrote that Trump’s attacks on the press come from a place of desperation, are 

meant to distract, and are red meat for his voter base. Although candidates expressing 
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their displeasure with the media is not new, the fact that Trump did so on Twitter, fueled 

conspiracy theories that non-alt right media lied about Trump because they wanted him to 

lose the election.   

In another critical article, on September 30, 2016, in “This latest Trump 

tweetstorm is far more than petty,” Ross wrote about Trump's Twitterstorm over Clinton 

bringing up Trump's misogynistic treatment of Alicia Machado at the presidential debate 

on September 26, 2016. The author explained that Trump and entitled white men like 

Trump think that they are permitted to do and say whatever they want with no 

repercussions, while women and people of color are suspect and expected to behave. For 

example, Trump gave his employees work assignments based on looks and sent female 

news columnists pictures of their faces with the words “face of a dog” written on it if 

they wrote an article critical of Trump. Also, Trump claimed that Megyn Kelly was 

having her period because she asked him a tough question at a presidential debate. In this 

article, Ross provided a historical context of Trump’s misogynistic treatment of women. 

Ross labeled misogyny a cultural norm for white men of privilege, which pokes at one of 

the many wounds and legacies of the formation of the US: that women were the property 

of men.       

On July 22, 2016, in “How Trump's tweets get made - and the guy who defends 

them; Trump has an unconventional way of using social media for a presidential 

candidate. His social media director is equally unconventional for a campaign,” Ohlheiser 

wrote about Trump’s Twitter strategy. The author said that Trump is an Internet presence 

in general and a "political phenomenon but also a digital one." The author explained that 

Dan Scavino is Trump's social media manager and that Trump introduced Scavino to the 
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crowd at the RNC. Also, the author wrote that by the end of the RNC, Trump had 

500,000 Facebook and 10 million Twitter followers, which Scavino said allows the 

Trump campaign to bypass traditional media like CNN.  Also, the author wrote about 

Trump campaign retweets of memes developed by right-wing meme-makers and anti-

Hillary Twitter accounts. However, the author fell short of stating that that political 

behavior is abnormal for a presidential candidate because it normalizes and legitimizes 

hateful rhetoric and the bullying and threatening of political opponents. 

On October 25, 2016, in “Trump: Obama has to be 'investigated' over Hillary 

Clinton's email server; Once again, Trump operates outside the bounds of political 

norms” Bump wrote about a Trump tweet ,suggesting that President Obama should be 

investigated for allowing Clinton to use a private email server. Bump indicated that 

Trump’s tweet was not normal for a presidential candidate or their campaign. The author 

concluded that President Obama had gotten much more popular during the 2016 

presidential election and that Trump was the most “least positively viewed candidate in 

modern political history,” so he probably would not win the election. Assuming that 

Trump was a terrible candidate and likely would lose the election was a significant 

breach between news organizations and the public. Many voters were so convinced of 

Clinton’s inevitability that in the act of protest, some did not vote, or voted for Jill Stein, 

or voted for Trump to show Clinton that she was not their choice.  

Analysis of WaPo Coverage of Clinton’s Tweets from DNC to Week after 

Election Day 

The Washington Post articles examined provided thoughtful analysis, covered one 

tweet by a Clinton staff member lashing out at Trump, and other than that, the articles 
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detailed others tweeting at Clinton. For example, on October 9, 2016, in “Clinton aide to 

Donald Trump: 'go **** yourself; There were a lot of really angry people on Twitter on 

Sunday night. Here's one of them” Phillips wrote about a tweet sent by Clinton's foreign 

policy spokesperson Jesse Lehrich lashing out at Trump’s claim that Captain Kahn would 

be alive if Trump were president. The author explained that there were a lot of angry 

tweets during the presidential debate, partly because Trump taunted his Twitter followers 

before the debate saying that his "team of deplorables" will tweet for him during the 

debate. Phillips wrote that during the debate, Trump accused Clinton of intimidating 

some of her husband’s accusers, lying about her emails and that Trump would imprison 

Clinton if elected. The author explained that Trump's Twitter followers joined in by 

calling Clinton a liar, a crook, and abusive to women. 

In one of the many articles detailing others tweeting at Clinton, rather than tweets 

originating from Clinton and her staff, Sargent wrote about a Jeff Flake tweet defending 

Clinton. On July 20, 2016, in “The GOP's rousing chant on a night about the economy: 

"Lock her up!”; How to delegitimize a Clinton presidency months before it even starts,” 

Sargent wrote about the GOP strategy to delegitimize Clinton's presidency. The author 

explained that Chris Christie's convention speech was meant to indict Clinton and turn 

the crowd against her. Sargent wrote that although Clinton was not indicted for the 

crimes alleged by Christie, during his speech, they served as red meat for an already 

excited crowd. The author suggested that GOP leaders were using the convention to 

advance themselves in preparation for the 2020 election because they assumed Trump 

would lose in 2016. And the GOP would spend four years delegitimizing Clinton so that 

a Republican could defeat her in 2020. However, Jeff Flake tweeted that calls for 
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imprisonment were over the top and that the GOP needs to make its case for why Clinton 

would not make a good president. Sargent’s provided useful and necessary analysis of 

Trump’s and the GOP’s strategy. Rather than present policies that were better than 

Clinton’s, Trump and the GOP chose to threaten Clinton and ridicule Clinton, which are 

longtime cultural hegemonic practices to prevent women from obtaining positions of 

power.   

Another example of an article about threatening tweets at Clinton, was on August 

5, 2016, in “Calif. County GOP official tweets image of executioner 'Ready for Hillary.' 

That makes 3 such references.; The county chairman at first called it "satire" but later 

said he was "horrified." Soffen writes about a threatening tweet targeted at Clinton, by 

Nathan Miller, a California county GOP official, implying "that Clinton should be 

executed." The author explained that initially, Miller said it was satire and then removed 

the tweet, condemn it, and resigned. The author pointed out that Miller's tweets were not 

an isolated incident. For example, "in July, a Republican lawmaker from West 

Virginia...tweeted that Clinton "should be tried for treason, murder, and crimes against 

the US Constitution...then hung on the Mall in Washington, DC." Another threat, on 

radio, in July came from a Trump delegate who said, "Hillary Clinton should be put in 

the firing line and shot for treason" for her handling of Benghazi. Soffen wrote that the 

Trump campaign did not agree with the firing line comment. Failure to condemn 

threatening tweets posted to Clinton’s Twitter account, normalized, and legitimized them. 

Also, failure to condemn threats against a female presidential candidate demonstrates the 

hegemonic cultural practice of scaring women to keep them out of positions of power.   
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Journalistic outrage was the focus of one of the articles covering Clinton’s Twitter 

account on September 11, 2016, in “The Clinton campaign's bad damage control just 

made the health story even worse; The bigger issue is the secretive manner in which 

Clinton's campaign handled the overheating incident.” Borchers wrote about tweets from 

frustrated journalists to Clinton's Twitter account asking for information about Clinton's 

disappearance from a September 11 event. The author explained that lack of information 

during an unusual event leads to speculation of secrecy and alt-right media conspiracy 

theories about Clinton's health and fitness for office. Once again, the article covers 

journalists tweeting at Clinton rather than journalists writing about Clinton’s tweets. 

Also, although a presidential candidate’s health is an important issue, it is curious that 

there were no similar articles about journalists tweeting their frustration at Trump for his 

lack of policy information. 

Analysis of Politico Coverage of Trump’s Tweets from RNC to Week after 

Election Day 

Some of the Politico articles normalized and legitimized Trump’s tweets by 

covering them soon after they were posted with little or no analysis, while others 

provided analysis. For example, on October 1, 2016, in “Can the Club for Growth 

Survive Donald Trump?” Zuylen-Wood wrote about a Twitter exchange between Trump 

and the Club for Growth President David McIntosh. Trump started with a tweet claiming 

that he refused McIntosh's ask of a $1 million donation. The Club for Growth claimed 

that Trump "asked for races he could support. Thought he could buy us off. Worst Kind 

of Politician.” The author wrote about the history of the Club for Growth, its mission, and 

its members. Also, the author explains that the Club for Growth tried to defeat Trump 
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during the primaries with attack ads. Finally, the author explained that after Trump 

picked Mike Pence as his running mate, the Club for Growth supported Trump. Although 

the historical detail was informative, the author does not remark about the behavior or 

language of Trump and McIntosh. For instance, why were two white men of privilege 

and the same political party, one a presidential candidate and the other a fundraiser and 

kingmaker, verbally bullying each other on social media?     

In another article on August 4, 2016, in “Trump rebuffs Obama in late-night 

Twitter flurry,” Lima writes about a Trump Twitter flurry at 10 p.m. where Trump 

accused President Obama of hiding information about a deal with Iran. Trump posted 

three tweets that included language such as "President Obama refuses to answer question 

about Iran terror funding" "Obama's disastrous judgment gave us ISIS" "President Obama 

should ask the DNC about how they rigged the election against Bernie." The author 

explained that President Obama did refute Trump's claims and that the arrangement 

between the US and Iran happened in January and was out in the open, not secret. 

However, the author wrote that Trump claimed he saw a video of money ($400 million) 

delivered to Iran. Although Lima did provide historical context for the US Iran deal, the 

author did not address the many lies written in the article such as Obama created ISIS and 

that Trump saw a video of $400 million delivered to Iran. Repeating lies without rebuttal 

normalizes and legitimizes them. 

In other articles, the author released or rereleased the articles to include the latest 

tweet or flurry of tweets. For example, on October 16, 2016, at 6 p.m.in “North Carolina 

county GOP office attacked; Trump blames 'animals” Morin wrote that Trump tweeted 

"Animals representing Hillary Clinton and Dems in North Carolina just firebombed our 
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office in Orange County because we are winning @NCGOP." This tweet was in response 

to an overnight firebombing at a North Carolina Republican Party office. Twenty minutes 

later, Trump tweeted, "ALL SAFE IN ORANGE COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA. With 

you all the way, will never forget. Now we have to win. Proud of you all!  @NCGOP." 

The NCGOP responded with the tweet "Thank you Mr. @realDonaldTrump. We will not 

be silenced nor suppressed by this evil act. We will pray for those who seek to harm us." 

The article was updated and rereleased at 7:14 pm to include the additional tweets but no 

analysis about Trump calling Clinton supporters animals or Trump blaming Clinton and 

the Democrats for the firebombing. Also, there was no mention that the NCGOP did not 

respond to Trump on Twitter until after the “ALL SAFE…” tweet. Trump’s lies and 

bullying behavior were reported as a matter of course, rather than highly unusual for a 

presidential candidate. 

In a similar vein, on August 29, 2016, in “Trump to minority voters: 'I will stop 

the slaughter’” Gass wrote about a series of Trump's morning tweets referencing African-

American crime and violence that were trying to soften a previous tone-deaf tweet about 

"the fatal shooting of Chicago Bulls player Dwayne Wade's cousin." The author cites 

tweets that included language such as "How much more crime, how many more 

shootings, will it take for African-Americans and Latinos to vote Trump" "African-

Americans will vote for Trump because they know I will stop the slaughter" "they 

[African-Americans] want Trump."  Trump's last tweet was at 9:35 a.m. on August 29, 

2016, and the article was updated and released at 9:42 a.m. on August 29, 2016, leaving 

no time to question the disparaging tweets about African Americans by a presidential 

candidate. Trump was a master at the tail wagging to the dog. He used social media to 
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bait news organizations into covering his tweets using a FOMO strategy or fear of 

missing out, losing eyeballs, and ad revenue. 

Analysis of Politico Coverage of Clinton’s Tweets from DNC to Week after 

Election Day 

Politico covered nine of the more than three-thousand tweets that were sent from 

Clinton’s Twitter account during the election season from July 25, 2016, to November 

16, 2016, and in some instances provided analysis. For example, on September 9, 2016, 

in “Hillary Clinton walks back 'basket of deplorables' remark,” Lima wrote about a 

Clinton tweet in response to a Trump tweet about Clinton’s remakes at an LGBT 

campaign event. The author explained that at the event, Clinton used the phrase "basket 

of deplorables" to describe half of Trump's voter base who were involved with the alt 

right. Lima wrote that in response to the comment, Trump tweeted, "Wow, Hillary 

Clinton was SO INSULTING to my supporters, millions of amazing, hard working 

people. I think it will cost her at the Polls!" The author then included Clinton's response 

tweet, "Except for African Americans, Muslims, Latinos, immigrants, women, veterans—

and any so-called "losers" or "dummies." The author also explained and cited the 

numerous time's politicians have broad-brushed a segment of citizens with remarks that 

have not been forgotten like Obama's "cling to guns or religion," which Clinton used 

against Obama in 2008. Lima’s article provided background information and reasoning 

for Trump’s and Clinton’s tweets as well as historical context about presidential 

candidates making comments, they wished they had not, which is typical coverage of a 

political journalist. 
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In another article by Lima, “Charlotte mayor asks Trump, Clinton to delay trips to 

city” on September 23, 2016, the author wrote about a tweet from Clinton in response to 

a shooting in Charlotte. The Clinton tweet was, "Charlotte should release police video of 

the Keith Lamont Scott shooting without delay. We must ensure justice & work to bridge 

divides. -H" Lima explained that the mayor said the videos were blurry or the view was 

obscured, so they are "inconclusive."  Lima also included Trump’s comments that 

Clinton was "grandstanding" when her first reaction was to go to Charlotte, then a couple 

of hours later reversing that decision. Lima’s articles provided the reader with context 

and a verbal back and forth between two candidates, expressing thoughts about their 

voter base as well as the opponent’s voter base, which is the usual fare of political 

journalists. 

In other articles, Clinton’s tweets were mention as soundbites with little or no 

context. For example, on September 1, 2016, in a New Jersey Political Newsletter 

“Trenton Brief + Itinerary: Christie takes NJEA to court; UEZ extension vetoed,” by 

several authors, Clinton earned TWEET OF THE DAY: “@GovChristie, vetoing a 

minimum wage increase is a blow to working families. No one who works full-time 

should have to live in poverty. -H.” Similarly, on July 19, 2016, in a California Political 

Newsletter by a variety of authors, Clinton received the Most-Tweeted moment of 

@HillaryClinton's acceptance speech: "A man you can bait with a Tweet is not a man we 

can trust with nuclear weapons." Again, on August 4, 2016, in a Florida Political 

Newsletter by multiple authors, Clinton is mentioned in TWITTER TALK, where she 

expresses concern for Mike Pence and staff who were involved in an airplane incident. 

The tweet was, “Glad to hear @mike_pence, his staff, Secret Service, and the crew are all 
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safe. -H.” The research in Chapter 5 demonstrated that Clinton was a static tweeter, while 

Trump was a dynamic tweeter. However, both were running to be US President and 

leader of the free world, and yet coverage of Clinton’s tweets was sparse or relegated to a 

quick mention in a political newsletter. 

WSJ Ccoverage of Trump and Clinton’s Tweets from RNC/DNC to Week 

After Election 

 A search of the candidates’ Twitter handles in The Wall Street Journal, 

using Temple University NexisUni Database resulted in zero hits, so a search for the 

word “Twitter” during the same period was done. The search revealed that The Wall 

Street Journal did talk about Twitter as a company. For example, on July 22, 2016, there 

was an article about the Trump campaign purchasing the Twitter hashtag 

#GetYourTrumpGear, and paying Twitter to make the hashtag trend, the last day of the 

RNC. The Trump campaign paid more than six-figures for that service. On September 22, 

2016, Andrews reported that Twitter would stream the presidential debate, and on 

September 28, 2016, Andrews and Koh stated that Trump dominated Twitter 

conversations after the presidential debate. Curiously, The Wall Street Journal did not 

cover the individual tweets of the candidates when The New York Times, The Washington 

Post, and Politico did.   

Conclusion 

Analyzing national newspaper coverage of the candidate's tweets during the 2016 

general election provided findings that support a resurgence of media and cultural 

hegemony by normalizing and legitimizing the abnormal political speech and behavior of 

a wealthy white male candidate, giving Trump power. Also, the coverage normalizing 
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and legitimizing the silencing, diminishing and threatening of candidate Clinton, which is 

a signal to women that they do not belong in positions of power, and an example of 

media organizations taking power away from Clinton. This media gender bias, meaning 

affording the male candidate power, while taking it away from the female candidate is an 

example of technologies of sex (Foucault, 1978), meaning attempts to control bodies and 

socio-cultural thoughts about the proper place for some bodies but not others. For example, 

the newspaper coverage of Trump’s tweets was double that of Clinton, indicating to the 

public that Trump was more important than Clinton. Also, for the most part, The New 

York Times and The Washington Post covered others tweeting at Clinton, meaning tweets 

that included Clinton’s hashtag, rather than tweets originating from her Twitter account, 

which silenced and diminished the Clinton campaign. Third, national newspaper 

coverage of Twitter threats on Clinton’s life was covered in a matter of fact manner, 

rather than with shock and horror, indicating that running for president is not safe for 

female candidates.    

Furthermore, there were two significant breaches between news organizations and 

the public. First, The New York Times assumed that there was an implicit nod and wink 

between the reader and political journalist that Trump’s tweets were outrageous, so there 

was no need to make explicit arguments about why Trump was a political abnormality. 

Usher’s (2014) work details The New York Times struggle with the demands of the digital 

age, which leaves little time between producing and consuming the news, resulting in 

mistakes and underdeveloped articles for the sake of immediacy that is called the 

“hamsterization of journalism” (Usher, 2014, p. 8). The Times battle was immediacy was 

painfully obvious in their coverage of Trump’s tweets verbatim, with little or no context. 
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Second, The Washington Post thought that Trump would probably lose the 

election because he was an aberration. Perhaps WaPo needs to re-examine its journalistic 

practices regarding immediacy as well. Patterson argues that we need journalists because 

“Public life is increasingly complex, and we need an ongoing source of timely and 

relevant information on the issues of the day” (2013, p. 6). The author suggests 

“knowledge-based journalism,” meaning that the journalistic habit of immediacy needs to 

be tempered with reflection to give journalists time to think about the evidence they 

receive and choose to use, as well as how their story fits into a wider historical context 

(Patterson, 2013, pp. 94-95). For example, when Clinton ran against Obama in 2008, she 

was considered inevitable and the presumptive presidential nominee of the Democratic 

Party. However, candidate Obama won most primary elections and became the 

Democratic nominee and US President in 2008 and 2012. Again, in 2016 Clinton was 

considered inevitable by media organizations until she lost the Trump. There were many 

reasons why Clinton lost the 2016 election, but her inevitability was a factor leading to 

protest votes by Democrats who decided to sit out the election, and those who voted for 

Jill Stein because she had a stronger environmental policy, and persons who voted for 

Trump because Bernie Sanders did not receive the Democratic nomination.  

The 2016 US presidential election should have been a wakeup call to the citizenry 

and the free press that candidate Trump was running an authoritarian populist campaign, 

meaning increasing the power of the executive branch, pitting citizens against each other 

to pave the way for rebellion, and discrediting media organizations. The free press in the 

United States needs to realign themselves with their Constitutional duty to report on 

government corruption and overreach. Ryfe (2012) suggests that for journalists to survive 
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and thrive in the digital age, they must reimagine their core identities, such as what 

journalism is and who are journalists. The 2016 presidential election demonstrated that 

politicians like candidate Trump could reimagine political communication, so journalists, 

particularly political journalists, need to quickly rise to the challenge and ascertain who 

they are and what their function is, in Trump’s discursive landscape.    
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  CHAPTER 7 

CANDIDATE REPRESENTATION ON SUNDAY MORNING POLITICAL 

TALK SHOWS 

The 2016 presidential general election was challenging for news organizations 

and journalists because neither candidate felt comfortable giving press conferences nor 

fielding questions from journalists. Also, candidate Trump tested the boundaries of 

presidential candidate language and behavior that baffled political journalists who were 

put on the defensive by Trump and his campaign staff. Clinton did not hold a press 

conference for nine months then finally relented in September 2016.111 Trump held one 

news conference during the general election, on July 27, 2016, in which he asked Russia 

to find emails from Clinton’s private server while she was Secretary of State.112 

Trump used Twitter and campaign rallies to talk directly to his base and rebuke 

non-alt-right media while praising the Fox News Network. Trump even threatened non-

alt-right media organizations at campaign rallies, claiming that the press was the enemy 

of the people, which encourage audiences to threaten political journalists as well. The 

behavior was so alarming that Sandra Mims Rowe, the chairwoman of the Committee to 

Protect Journalists (C.P.J.), said “Donald Trump, through his words and actions as a 

candidate for president of the United States, has consistently betrayed First Amendment 

values, [and]passed a resolution declaring Trump an unprecedented threat to the rights of 

 

111 Byers, D. (2016, September 8). Hillary Clinton finally holds a press conference. CNN Business. 

https://money.cnn.com/2016/09/08/media/clinton-presser/ 

112 C-SPAN. (2016, July 27). Donald Trump News Conference. C-SPAN. https://www.c-

span.org/video/?413263-1/donald-trump-urges-russia-find-hillary-clinton-emails-criticizes-record-tpp 
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journalists and to C.P.J.’s ability to advocate for press freedom around the world.”113 The 

Committee to Protect Journalists normally works with journalists in developing countries 

where governments lack stability. 

Consequently, media organizations and journalists were working on difficult and 

frequently unfamiliar terrain, particularly with Trump, who changed the relationship and 

power dynamic between the presidential candidate and press, particularly through his use 

of Twitter. Trump claimed that he used Twitter to bypass the media.114  This chapter 

focuses on Sunday morning political talk show coverage of Trump’s and Clinton’s 

Twitter posts to understand how experts like political journalists and campaign surrogates 

made sense of the candidates’ tweets, and how the audience was meant to understand the 

tweets, the candidates, and the candidates’ political strategies. The Sunday morning talk 

shows examined were Face the Nation, Meet the Press, State of the Union, and Fox News 

Sunday from the Republican National Convention and Democratic Nation Convention to 

the week after Election Day. 

Sunday morning political talk shows are national news programs that demonstrate 

the power of journalists who both report and analyze political events and explain their 

significance and implications to the public (Boorstin, 1971). Also, Sunday morning 

political talk shows are mediums of political performance for the television audience and 

the media organization, resulting in an increase or decrease in viewership, depending on 

the performance of the candidate or their campaign staff. Broadcast television favors 

 

113 Corasaniti, N. (2016, October 15).  Partisan Crowds at Trump Rallies Menace and Frighten News 

Media. The New York Times. https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/15/us/politics/trump-media-attacks.html 

114 Alaimo, K. (2016, November 15). Where Donald Trump got his real power. CNN. 

https://www.cnn.com/2016/11/15/opinions/social-media-facebook-twitter-trump-alaimo/index.html 
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politicians who demonstrate “personality, the cultivation of emotion, and the whipping up 

of incidents and conflicts” (Pels, 2003, p. 47) because that behavior increases viewership. 

Consequently, Trump and his surrogates were the primary focus of Sunday morning 

political talk shows during the 2016 general election.  

Interactive news-making, which occurs on Sunday morning political talk shows, 

signifies that politicians and their surrogates are involved in the production of political 

news by providing information as well as performing that information on broadcast 

television (Corner, 2003). This chapter examines the power dynamic between politicians 

and the press through candidate representation on Sunday morning political shows using 

the language of the candidate’s tweets as a vehicle to understand political and journalistic 

norms and deviations during the 2016 general election. Studying Sunday morning 

political talk show coverage of the candidate tweets is important because it reveals how 

multiple discourses and representations are in play and take different shapes in partisan 

contexts. Also, studying discourse exposes how language is used to construct knowledge, 

how that knowledge reflects society at large, and how that constructed knowledge can be 

used to make broader generalizations about political, cultural, and journalistic norms and 

deviations. For example, the language used by Trump and his surrogates during the 

general election revealed the rhetoric of authoritarian populism that divides nations into 

liberal and conservative cultural-political camps and expands the power of the executive 

while diminishing the legislative and the judicial. Authoritarian populism threatens the 

ideals of western democracies like co-equal branches of government, citizen equality, and 

separation of church and state.  
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This chapter details the research results of a close viewing of Sunday morning 

political talk shows and a close reading of the transcripts for coverage of the candidates’ 

tweets, using critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens to reveal how power, 

politics, and socio-cultural norms co-construct each other in language, as discussed in the 

Methodology Chapter (Chapter 4). The Sunday morning political talk shows analyzed 

coverage the 2016 presidential general election cycle from July 24, 2016, to November 

13, 2016, the show after the election. Face the Nation, Meet the Press and State of the 

Union transcripts were downloaded from their websites. Transcripts for Fox News 

Sunday were downloaded from the Temple University Library database NewsBank 

Access World News Research Collection because they were not available on the show’s 

website. Video for Face the Nation was watched on the show’s website, while the video 

for Meet the Press, State of the Union, and Fox News Sunday were watched on Internet 

Television Archive because they were not available on the shows’ websites.  

The Sunday morning political talk shows examined offered different amounts of 

coverage of the candidates’ tweets. However, there was no discussion of Clinton’s 

tweets, resulting in a tremendous amount of free media coverage of Trump and his 

campaign staff. On Face the Nation, Trump’s tweets were discussed briefly on six shows, 

while State of the Nation with Jack Tapper examined Trump’s tweets in-depth during 

some of the nine episodes. On Meet the Press Trump’s tweets were talked about on 

eleven shows, while Fox News Sunday with Chris Wallace considered Trump’s tweets on 

nine episodes. The shows discussed the tweets as presidential candidate rhetoric like the 

language used at a campaign rally or press conferences.  
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The hosts of the Sunday morning talk shows were alike in that they were white 

male media elites, two of which are from media dynasty families. John Dickerson, the 

host of Face the Nation, is the son of Nancy Dickerson, former US radio and television 

journalist, while Chris Wallace is the son of Mike Wallace, former correspondent of the 

CBS Sunday night television news show 60 Minutes. The format of the Sunday morning 

political talk shows examined was similar. The hosts began the shows with images and 

video of the candidates and a verbal introduction of the issues to be discussed, which 

always involved a Trump tweet. After the introduction, the host conducted one or two 

interviews with campaign staff, politicians, or political commentators. Panel discussions 

followed the interviews, and the panel consisted of political journalists as well as current 

and former Republican and Democratic government officials. Some of the panelists were 

women and people of color. The panels were about ten minutes of an hour-long show, so, 

for the most part, the audience received the news through the lens of elite white males, 

which is problematic because it is not reflective of the US population. 

The Sunday morning political talk shows examined were formal and serious in 

tone. For example, the hosts wore suits and ties, and the male interviewees and panelists 

did as well. Also, the female interviewees and panelists wore formal dress. The hosts 

were prepared and polite, but they did redirect or pressed interviewees who were 

deflecting and pivoting. In general Trump’s surrogates talked loudly and quickly often 

deflecting and pivoting. Interviewees knew that their time was limited and some 

attempted to run out the clock with prepared speeches that did not answer the hosts’ 

questions.  
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Although there were many similarities between the hosts and the format of the 

shows, there were differences in reliance on polling data, prognostication of the outcome 

of the election, and desire and willingness to cut through deflection and pivoting to get an 

answer. For example, after the interview portion of the show, Dickerson shifted to 

presidential candidate polling with Anthony Salvanto, CBS News' director of Elections 

and Surveys, and sometimes other guests. Todd, Wallace, and Tapper talked about a 

variety of polling data during their shows but did not have a designated polling segment 

as part of the show. Dickerson, Todd, and Wallace used polling data to predict that 

Clinton would win, while Tapper and some of his guests used polling data, but some 

suspected that Trump could win. The next section discusses how the hosts, guests, and 

panelists talked about Twitter and tweets.          

Analysis of Sunday Morning Talk Show Coverage of Candidate’s Tweets 

Coverage of Trump’s tweets was extensive but the analysis focuses on specific 

areas of interest like Trump’s Twitter strategy, the definitions of Americans, and the 

coverage of individual tweets by different programs. Overall, Trump’s language and 

behavior on Twitter were outside the bounds of political norms, and the tweets encourage 

cultural divides, which is a danger to democracy. The analysis reveals how experts 

explained Trump’s tweets, which indicates how audiences should understand them. The 

shows discussed Trump’s tweets as presidential discourse, which is fair game for political 

journalists and pundits, meaning the job of political journalists is the coverage, 

questioning, and analysis of political discourse.  
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Twitter Strategy 

Trump’s campaign staff could not or did not want to explain Trump’s Twitter 

strategy, so in general, they deflected and blamed the media and then pivoted to Clinton. 

Trump’s campaign staff mocked and tried to intimidate the hosts for questioning Trump’s 

tweets and implied that they did not understand Trump’s way of speaking. For example, 

on August 28, 2016, Trump Campaign Manager Kellyanne Conway told Dickerson that 

“the media live on Twitter, but Americans are at rallies,” when asked why Trump took 

advantage of a tragedy to score a political win. Conway mocked Dickerson for asking a 

serious question and suggested that political journalists scrolled through Trump’s Twitter 

posts for a soundbite. Conway’s rhetorical subtrafuge ignored norms like the political 

speech of presidential candidates on social media, at rallies, and press conferences is fair 

game for political journalists because they are the watchdogs of government.  

On October 2, 2016, Tapper asked Trump surrogate and former New York Mayor 

Rudy Giuliani to explain Trump’s “wild accusations, making stuff up” about Hillary 

Clinton cheating on her husband. Giuliani replied that Trump was “sarcastic, “meaning 

the media misunderstood Trump’s intent. Also, on October 2, 2016, New Jersey 

Governor Chris Christie told Wallace “The stuff you guys focus on amazes me,” when 

asked why Trump was tweeting about a former Miss Universe at five o’clock in the 

morning. Christie went on “…I really can’t believe I’m spending time on a Sunday 

morning program talking about it,” indicating that the media was focusing on trivial 

matters instead of important ones.  

Although campaign staff who go on Sunday morning political talk shows know 

they are supposed to explain, deflect and pivot to present their candidate in a positive 
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light, Trump’s surrogates could not explain Trump’s behavior because it was not normal 

for a presidential candidate. Trump was media catnip because he was an oddity, he 

created conflict by pitting himself against others, and his campaign was scandal-ridden 

such as the release of a 2005 audiotape in which Trump bragged about sexual assault.  

Trump received a tremendous amount of free media coverage. However, the more 

the media talked about Trump, the more he dropped in the polls. Similarly, when Clinton 

was in the news, her poll numbers dropped because the Clinton campaign had their share 

of scandals, such as the WikiLeaks dump of emails composed by Clinton and her 

campaign staff. Therefore, the Clinton campaign tried to keep the media focused on 

Trump, and the Trump campaign tried to get the media to focus on Clinton, and voters 

had to choose between the two.     

Trump’s language on Twitter, that was discussed extensively in Chapter 5, 

reflects authoritarian populist rhetoric. Trump’s campaign staff and surrogates deflecting 

and pivoting away from that rhetoric signals their coverup of authoritarian populist 

rhetoric. The campaign staff’s coverup of Trump’s language legitimatized it as normal, 

contextualized it as unimportant or misunderstood, and pit the media against Trump 

voters. Scapegoating the media and setting them in opposition to voter citizens is a sign 

of authoritarian populism because the voters are told that the media cannot be trusted, 

even though the media is the fourth estate or the watchdog of government corruption. 

Also, authoritarian populism takes advantage of cultural divisions, such as levels of 

education, setting high school educated citizens against the media elite.  
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Who are Americans? 

One of the themes that emerged from the shows, discussing Trump’s tweets, were 

the linguistic gymnastics Republican surrogates performed to define “Americans.” For 

example, as cited above, on August 28, 2016, Kellyanne Conway told Dickerson that “the 

media live on Twitter, but Americans are at rallies,” implying that the media live in a 

virtual world, but Americans live in the real world. On that same day Mike Pence, 

Republican Vice-Presidential candidate explained to Tapper that Trump talked “in his 

usual plain-spoken American way,” suggesting that Americans speak primally and 

unfiltered. Similarly, on September 18, 2016, Chris Christie informed Tapper that “the 

American people are tired of that kind of political correctness,” referring to the backlash 

Trump received for calling former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates “dopey.” Christie 

continued, Trump “speaks his mind,” and that’s what the American people want. Christie 

indicated that Americans want a president who bullies others verbally, using a grammar 

school language level.115 The rhetoric used by Trump’s campaign staff pitted college-

educated against high school educated to divide the nation culturally because, in general, 

college-educated are more liberal and accepting of diversity.116     

Another example happened on October 2, 2016, when Trump surrogate and 

Montana Representative Ryan Zinke told Neera Tanden, Indian American, President of 

the Center for American Progress and Clinton supporter, that she was “in the Clinton 

 

115 Burleigh, N. (2018, January 8). Trump Speaks At Fourth-Grade Level, Lowest Of Last 15 U.S. 

Presidents, New Analysis Finds. Newsweek. https://www.newsweek.com/trump-fire-and-fury-smart-

genius-obama-774169 

116 Norris, P. (2016, March 11). It’s not just Trump. Authoritarian populism is rising across the West. 

Here’s why. The Washington Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-

cage/wp/2016/03/11/its-not-just-trump-authoritarian-populism-is-rising-across-the-west-heres-

why/?utm_term=.0cd05aee5dab 
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team” and that he was “on America’s team.” Zinke said, “I spent my life fighting over 

there so it wouldn't come here.” Zinke’s statement was untrue; he spent four years of his 

life in Iraq 2004-2008. However, the sentiment was aimed at citizens who were fearful of 

Muslims. Again, the rhetoric was to divide the nation culturally using religious beliefs 

like Christian versus Muslim as well as political beliefs like American Republicans 

versus Democrats.   

The majority of Trump’s authoritarian populist campaign rhetoric hollowed out 

“Americans” as US citizens who were high school educated, who were ridiculed and 

taken advantage of by elites, and fearful of the other, meaning people who were not white 

and Christian. However, Trump received a good deal of support from wealthy and 

educated whites.117 While media and campaign coverage of Trump’s tweets focused on 

the language and behavior of base instincts, Trump was nodding and winking to the 

wealthy that they would enjoy tax cuts and decreased regulation with him in the White 

House. Normally, during a general election, presidential candidates use rhetoric that 

attempts to unite the country, because they will be the president of all citizens. However, 

Trump and his campaign staff used rhetoric, during the general election, to divide the 

country into factions, our team versus your team, paving the way for authoritarian 

populism. 

Coverage of Individual Tweets 

There were several Trump tweets discussed by Sunday morning talk shows during 

the general election. However, the month of October was replete with scandals that took 

 

117 Henley, J. (2016, November 9). White and wealthy voters gave victory to Donald Trump, exit polls 

show. The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/nov/09/white-voters-victory-donald-

trump-exit-polls 
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over the news cycle such as The New York Times article, detailing Trump’s 1995 personal 

income tax return showing a $916 million loss. Next, there was the release of a 2005 

Access Hollywood audiotape in which Trump bragged about sexual assault. Then FBI 

Director James Comey announcing that he would reopen Clinton’s private server 

investigation. 

Consequently, this chapter analyzes three tweets, one from August and two from 

September, as models for candidate representation on Sunday morning political talks 

shows through the lens of the candidates’ tweets. The three tweets selected are the 

Dwayne Wade tweet on August 27, 2016, the September 24, 2016, Gennifer Flowers 

tweet, and the September 30, 2016, Alicia Machado tweet. The language between the 

host and the candidates’ campaign staff was examined for the host’s questioning and 

push back, as well as the campaign staff spin. Also, if the panel portion of the show 

discussed the tweet, their voices were added for a more nuanced discussion of the tweet. 

The analysis demonstrates how the experts discussed the tweets, and in turn, how the 

audience was meant to understand the tweets.  

Dwayne Wade Tweet 

Aug 27, 2016, 6:24 AM Dwayne Wade’s cousin was just shot and killed walking 

her baby in Chicago. Just what I have been saying. African-Americans will  

VOTE TRUMP!  

 

The above tweet was discussed on all four Sunday morning talk shows with 

varying levels of push back on the Trump campaign staff. For example, on August 28, 

2016, Kellyanne Conway appeared on Face the Nation during the interview portion of 

the show to explain the above tweet. Conway clarified that Trump tweeted condolences 

right after that tweet and that both tweets need to be taken together, recontextualizing the 
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event for the audience. However, the first tweet was posted by Trump, and the second 

tweet was posted by campaign staff over an hour after the first. 

Dickerson pushed back, remarking that Trump demonstrated a pattern of using 

tragedies “as a validation of what he’s been saying.” Then Dickerson asked, “Is that 

healthy for a presidential candidate to do that?” Conway redirect attention away from 

Trump and onto the media by mocking Dickerson/media for talking about Trump’s 

tweets, then she pivoted to Trump policies, and Dickerson went on to his next question. 

Conway is a master spin doctor, and she talks quickly. Her interview time is limited, and 

she is always prepared to run out the clock with memorized paragraphs that 

recontextualize Trump’s tweets, deflect attention away from Trump onto the media, or 

pivot to Trump’s policies, or Clinton.   

Conway was interviewed the same day on Fox News Sunday with Chris Wallace 

and asked about the above Trump tweet. Wallace asked, “Do you think its right to have 

that kind of political response to a personal tragedy?” Conway immediately deflected to 

the second tweet of condolence and the horror of the shooting, then said, “Chris, I’m new 

to this post,” creating distance between Conway and Trump, which is an interesting twist 

from her previous talking points about the media’s unnecessary focus on Trump’s tweets. 

Next, Conway quickly launched into Clinton and healthcare, and Wallace interrupted and 

proceeded to his next question. During the general election, Trump tweeted about how 

much he loved Fox and Friends, so perhaps Conway could not chastise a Fox News show 

host for asking about a Trump tweet like she did with Dickerson.       

 On Meet the Press, the same day, Reince Priebus, Chairman of the Republic 

Party, was interviewed by Chuck Todd and asked if the above Trump tweet was 
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“appropriate.” Priebus deflected by explained that Trump was “frustrated” with African 

Americans who vote for Democratic candidates, while the Democrat Party fights policies 

that would help African American’s like school choice. Priebus recontextualized the 

tweet clarifying Trump's thoughts behind the tweet, thereby normalizing his language. 

Todd continued with his next question. There was no push back on Priebus’ answer.  

On the same day, Mike Pence was the interviewee on State of the Union with Jack 

Tapper. Tapper questioned Pence about the above tweet asking, “was that a presidential 

reaction to a tragedy?” Pence pivoted to a second tweet expressing condolence “right 

after” the first tweet. Tapper redirected with “this is a pattern, when there is a tragedy, he 

sends a tweet talking about how this will help his campaign.” Pence deflected by saying 

that the media is too focused on Trump’s Twitter feed and that they should focus on 

Clinton. Pence used the same talking points as Conway did on Face the Nation: talk 

about the second tweet of condolence and blame the media for questioning the language 

that the Republican Party’s Presidential Nominee used on Twitter.  

Tapper presented the above tweet to his panel of pundits for their consideration 

and received interesting responses. Tapper asked if the tweet was “callous?” Corey 

Lewandowsky, surrogate for Trump pivoted to statistics, claiming that the number of 

soldiers killed in Afghanistan between 2001-2015 is less than the number of people killed 

in Chicago between 2012-2016 and that both political parties have been ignoring African 

Americans. Lewandowsky likened Chicago crime to war, which fit with other tweets 

posted by Trump, claiming that African Americans would vote him because Trump 

would put an end to African Americans slaughtering each other.  
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In contrast, Antonio Villaraigosa, Latino, and Mayor of Los Angeles explained 

that Trump speaks to white audiences about African Americans, focusing on crime, 

poverty, and welfare. Villaraigosa implied that when Trump talks about African 

Americans, he uses stereotypical soundbites that play well with white audiences. 

Fomenting hatred between whites and people of color and using binary logic like us 

versus them, was a hallmark of the Trump campaign because it made solving problems 

seem easy. Trump’s slogan Make America Great Again assumed a return of the culture 

and economy of the 1950s when white blue-collar men had well-paying union jobs, 

women took care of the house and children, and people of color functioned as domestic 

servants. 

Abby Phillip, Afro-Trinidadian, and a political reporter for the Washington Post 

provided another viewpoint. Phillip explained that Trump's rhetoric does not resonate 

with African Americans because they have a more positive view of the future than 

whites. Also, Phillip made clear that Make America Great Again or going back to the 

culture and economics of the 1950s, does not make sense to African Americans since it 

meant the loss of opportunities, privileges, and freedoms. Phillip explained that Trump’s 

attempts to delegitimize President Obama, the first African American president, on Fox 

News was not forgotten by African Americans, suggesting that is was unlikely African 

Americans would vote for Trump. Stoking racial tension on Fox News was Trump’s 

primer for the presidential election.   

Tapper did the yeoman’s work on the above Trump tweet, pressing Pence to 

explain Trump’s language and behavior, and asking his panel to weigh in on the tweet. 

Pence had an arsenal of talking points prepared to deflect away from the above Trump 
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tweet, and Tapper had a limited amount of time to ask Pence several questions. Tapper’s 

choice to get the panelists reactions to the tweet provided the audience with several 

viewpoints. Lewandowsky deflected away from the tweet but defended and normalizing 

it, while Villaraigosa implied that the tweet was white stereotypes of African Americans, 

and Phillip remarked that it doesn’t make sense to African Americans.  

Accordingly, audiences of State of the Union with Jack Tapper watched and 

listened to recontextualizations of the tweet from Pence, Lewandowsky, Villaraigosa, and 

Phillips. Whereas viewers of Face the Nation, Meet the Press and Fox News Sunday with 

Chris Wallace heard one or more of the Republican talking points. For example, the 

second tweet expressed condolence so let’s talk about that one, or the media pays too 

much attention to Trump’s Twitter feed, or Democrats are taking advantage of African 

Americans voters, or the media should focus on Clinton. For Trump’s campaign staff to 

be unable to explain the language he used on social media was troubling because he was 

running to be President of the United States and leader of the free world. Mixed 

messaging is confusing to the public. However, some in Trump’s base thought that his 

unscripted and politically incorrect nature made him the authentic candidate.  

Gennifer Flowers Tweet            

Sep 24, 2016 10:08 AM If dopey Mark Cuban of failed Benefactor fame wants 

to sit in the front row, perhaps I will put Gennifer Flowers right alongside of  

him! 

 

Explanations are needed to unravel the above Trump tweet. Gennifer Flowers is 

an entertainer and had an affair with President Clinton when he was Governor of 

Arkansas. Mark Cuban is a successful businessperson and outspoken critic of Trump, 

who, on September 23, 2016, tweeted “Just got a front row seat to watch 
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@HillaryClinton overwhelm @realDonaldTrump at the "Humbling at Hofstra" on 

Monday. It Is On!” The tweet above demonstrates Trump’s no holds barred, meaning no 

restrictions, on his behavior or language, including defaming Cuban and threatening 

Clinton. Also, Flowers tweeted that she accepted Trump’s invitation.  

The Sunday morning political talk shows varied in their coverage of the tweet. 

For example, Dickerson interviewed Bob Schieffer, former host of Face the Nation, on 

September 25, 2016, to provide general commentary. Dickerson asked about Gennifer 

Flowers attending the debate but not the tweet specifically. Schieffer blamed the incident 

on a Clinton campaign aide who invited Mark Cuban to the first presidential debate to 

make Trump anxious. Schiefer remarked that he felt relieved that the Trump campaign 

confirm that Flowers would not be attending the debate, and that Schiefer thought the 

incident was unbecoming for both candidates.  

On the same day, General Mike Flynn was a guest on Meet the Press and asked 

about the above Trump tweet. Todd posed the question, “Do you think it’s appropriate to 

invite Gennifer Flowers to the debate?” Flynn deflected saying that he expected a record 

number of viewers to watch the debate, then pivoted to Trump gaining in the polls. Todd 

asked again. Flynn responded with “well wait to see what happens tomorrow night.” 

Todd asked again. This time Flynn replied by asking Todd if it was “appropriate to invite 

Mark Cuban,” and then started rambling about “big issues” citizens are concerned about 

like the political direction of the country. Todd thanked Flynn and moved onto his next 

guest. 

During the panel discussion portion of the show, Todd asked Mike Murphy, 

Republican political consultant, about the Gennifer Flowers controversy. Murphy 

https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump
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commented that Trump’s campaign strategists could only reign him in for so long and 

then “Trump breaks out of the cage,” implying that Trump is animal who can only be 

tame for short periods. Todd moved on to other questions for other guests, which was a 

wasted opportunity because the other panelists could have provided valuable insight. The 

other panelists were Gwen Ifill, host of the PBS NewsHour, Doris Kearns Goodwin, 

presidential historian, and Hugh Hewitt, conservative political commentator.  

The same day Gov. Mike Pence was a guest on Fox News Sunday with Chris 

Wallace and asked why Trump posted the tweet and would Flowers attend. Pence 

deflected by telling Wallace that Trump was “mocking” Clinton who was trying to create 

a distraction, then pivoted to Trump policies. Wallace interrupted Pence, explaining that 

time was limited, and asked if Flowers would attend the debate. Pence confirmed that she 

would not be at the debate and pivoted to the “mocking” talking points. Wallace pushed 

back citing an article from The Wall Street Journal that voters’ top two concern about 

Trump was his temperament and the language his used when talking about women. Pence 

told Wallace that he should focus on the Clinton campaign inviting Cuban. Wallace 

pushed back again, asking Pence, “Do you really see those two as equivalent?” Pence 

blamed the Clinton campaign for inviting Cuban, implying that Trump’s tweet was a quid 

pro quo, then deflected to “Donald Trump has a unique way of communicating to the 

American people,” then pivoted back to Clinton. Wallace moved on to his next question.  

After the Pence interview, Wallace interviewed Joel Benenson, Clinton Campaign 

Chief Strategist and asked him why “you guys” tweeted about Mark Cuban attending the 

debate. Benenson deflected to Cuban’s business experience and interest in the direction 

of the economy.  The Wallace/Beneneson exchange is curious. There is no record of 
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Clinton retweeting the Mark Cuban tweet or commenting about it on her Twitter feed. 

However, because Cuban tweeted at Clinton and Trump, his tweet would have appeared 

on both of their Twitter pages. Perhaps Wallace meant why did you invite Cuban.          

The same theme appeared on State of the Union with Jack Tapper, when Tapper 

asked Conway about the above Trump tweet, and to confirm that Gennifer Flowers would 

attend the presidential debate. Conway explained that Trump was baiting “the Clinton 

campaign” and that because Cuban attacked Trump in a tweet, it was okay for Trump to 

“invite guests that may get into the head of Hillary Clinton.” The exchange was 

interesting and problematic for several reasons.  

First, Conway suggested that Trump attacked the Clinton campaign rather than 

Clinton, but it was Clinton’s husband who had the affair with Flowers. Second, Trump’s 

been married three times and cheated on all three wives, so his infidelities could have 

been fodder for the presidential debate. Third, Bill Clinton was not the candidate, Hillary 

Clinton was. Finally, Conway, Trump’s female campaign manager, implied that if a man 

(Cuban) attacks another man (Trump), it’s alright for that man (Trump) to defend himself 

by attacking a woman (Clinton) using her husband’s infidelities, suggesting that 

misogyny was a good defensive political strategy.      

When Tapper questioned Trump’s behavior as “odd,” Conway told Tapper it was 

“odd” for him to be talking about Governor Clinton’s affair, implying that it was the 

media’s fault for publicizing the affair with Gennifer Flowers. Tapper pushed back 

remarking that Trump started the discussion with his Flowers tweet. Conway replied that 

Trump thought Clinton orchestrated the Cuban tweet to win the debate, so Trump 

retaliated with the Flowers tweet, implying a quid or quo. Next, Conway told Tapper that 
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he should concentrate on Clinton attacking Trump rather than Trump “counterpunching.” 

Tapper pushed back on that assertion citing Trump’s unprovoked attacks on the parents 

of Ted Cruz. Ted. Conway pivoted to how happy Trump was to get endorsed by Ted 

Cruz.   

This exchange between Tapper and Conway demonstrated her mastery at political 

spin. The first strategy was to blame Clinton for antagonizing Trump, which is a bully’s 

defense. Second, justify misogyny as a strategic political defense. Third, blame the 

media. Fourth, talk about Clinton. Fifth, pivot to Ted Cruz and run out the clock so 

Tapper must move on to the next question.  

During the next interview, Tapper asked Robby Mook, Clinton’s campaign 

manager, about the Flowers tweet and all that it could unearth at the presidential debate. 

Mook deflected to Trump’s “erratic temperament,” preferring to talk about Trump rather 

than the possibility of Trump bringing up President Clinton’s affairs. Tapper’s 

conversations with Conway and Mook about the Flowers tweet revealed how abnormal 

Trump was as a presidential candidate, the power of Conway as a spin doctor, and how 

President Clinton’s sex scandals were used to bludgeon Hillary Clinton.  

Sunday morning political talk show coverage of the Gennifer Flowers tweet was 

interesting and problematic for several reasons. First Schieffer blamed a Clinton 

campaign aide for the kerfuffle and completely ignored the language in Trump’s tweet, 

which normalized and contextualized it by a seasoned political journalist. Also, by not 

calling out Trump’s bullying language on tweeter as abnormal, Schieffer infantilized 

Trump, because bullying language is the language of a child. On Meet the Press, Flynn 

ignored the premise of Todd’s question about the “appropriateness” of Trump’s pseudo-
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invitation to Gennifer Flowers in the tweet by deflecting and pivoting. Whereas Conway 

and Pence shared the same talking points such as claim the tweet was to “mock” or “bait” 

Clinton or her campaign staff, or assert that Trump’s tweet was a quid pro quo, meaning 

that Clinton indirectly attack Trump using Cuban, so Trump could indirectly attack 

Clinton by means of Flowers. Also, Pence and Conway instructed the hosts that they 

were not doing their jobs properly because they should focus on Clinton, not Trump.   

Pence and Conway defended a new and unseemly form of sexist political 

behavior, which was to use the husband’s affairs to harm the female candidate. The 

Flowers tweet was meant to stoke the anger of Christian conservative voters who 

watched the Republican House of Representative impeach President Clinton for lying 

about sex acts with an intern, while the Democratic Senate failed to convict. Trump’s 

behavior and language gave voice to an outraged electorate, and it was used to divide a 

nation culturally and undergird authoritarian populism.           

Alicia Machado Tweet 

Sep 30, 2016 4:30 AM Did Crooked Hillary help disgusting (check out sex 

tape and past) Alicia M become a US citizen so she could use her in the 

debate? 

 

Alicia Machado was crowned Miss Universe, in 1996, and at that time, Donald 

Trump owned the Miss Universe pageant. During the presidential debate on September 

26, 2016, Clinton brought up Machado’s allegations that Trump called her “Miss Piggy” 

for gaining weight, and “Miss Housekeeping” because of her Latin origins. On 

September 30, 2016, in the wee hours of the morning, Trump posted three tweets 
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defaming Machado and Clinton.118 However, the Sunday morning political talk shows 

were mostly interested in The New York Times article revealing that Trump claimed a 

$916 million loss on his 1995 personal income tax return that may have resulted in 

Trump not paying personal income tax for eighteen years. Nonetheless, the Machado 

tweet is important because of its raw sexism, misogyny, and lies; and since a presidential 

candidate used such abnormal language and behavior and was so erratic.   

Not all the Sunday morning political talk shows discussed the above Trump tweet. 

For example, Dickerson and Tapper did not talk about the tweet, and there was a little 

coverage on Meet the Press during the introduction. The show opened with Trump’s 

middle of the night Twitterstorm and Trump’s “obsession” with Machado, using video of 

various people responding to the Twitterstorm. For example, Clinton said, “His latest 

Twitter meltdown is unhinged, even for him.” Newt Gingrich remarked that “you can't 

tweet at 3:00 in the morning, period. There's no excuse ever, not if you're going to be 

president of the United States.” However, when Todd interviewed Rudy Giuliani, they 

talked about Trump’s debate performance at the first presidential debate on September 

26, 2016. Also, Robby Mook was a guest, but Todd started the interview asked about a 

Trump attack ad citing Clinton’s use of the word “deplorables” to describe half of 

Trump’s base. Mook deflected by briefly mentioning Trump “insulting Machado” during 

 

118 Sep 30, 2016 04:30:11 AM Did Crooked Hillary help disgusting (check out sex tape and past) Alicia M 

become a U.S. citizen so she could use her in the debate? [Twitter for Android]  

Sep 30, 2016 04:19:25 AM Using Alicia M in the debate as a paragon of virtue just shows that Crooked 

Hillary suffers from BAD JUDGEMENT! Hillary was set up by a con. [Twitter for Android]  

Sep 30, 2016 04:14:03 AM Wow, Crooked Hillary was duped and used by my worst Miss U. Hillary 

floated her as an "angel" without checking her past, which is terrible! [Twitter for Android]  
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the middle of the night Twitterstorm and then pivoted to Clinton’s debate prep for the 

October 9, 2016, presidential debate. 

On the same day, Chris Christie was a guest on Fox News Sunday, and Chris 

Wallace asked about the above Trump tweet. Wallace set the stage but putting the tweet 

on a large monitor and playing a video clip of Clinton’s response. Wallace explained that 

Trump’s biggest problems, according to polling data, were “his temperament” and 

garnering support from women voters. Wallace asked, “So why on earth is he still talking 

about a beauty queen's weight?” Christie deflected jokingly at the media’s “focus,” 

implying that Wallace should be talking about issues of more importance. Wallace 

pushed back, stating that Trump posted the tweet, not the Fox network, suggesting that 

Trump’s language was a topic of his show and Trump’s campaign staff and surrogates 

should be prepared to respond. Christie deflected again with an offhand comment about 

many political candidates tweeting frequently, then pivoted to Clinton, and finished his 

response by mocking Wallace for asking the question. Wallace responded sheepishly, 

“Well, I'm a little surprised that Donald Trump sent out the tweet,” and then Wallace 

switched topics. 

The Sunday morning political talks show coverage was unfortunate because the 

tweet demonstrated a presidential candidate who behaved erratically and used language 

unbefitting the office of the US presidency, but the 2016 election was so scandal-ridden 

that networks had to choose which scandals to cover and how much time for each one. 

Wallace was the only host who chose to ask Trump’s campaign staff about the tweet. 

Christie could not explain or defend the tweet, so he deflected and mocked Wallace for 

even broaching the subject. Also, Christie avoided mentioning Trump with the subject 
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matter and downplayed the use of Twitter as a vehicle for political rhetoric by implying 

that it’s impossible to follow all politicians’ Twitter feeds because there are too many. 

Another bone of contention in the Wallace/Christie exchange was the total lack of regard 

for Clinton or Machado. Clinton was investigated by the FBI for her use of a private 

server and not convicted of a crime and Machado did not do a sex tape. She was an 

actress in telenovelas and movies, not pornography. Although the above Trump tweet is 

sexist and untrue, some in the media and public got so used to Trump’s unpredictable 

behavior and language that it was normalized and contextualized by chalking it up to 

political incompetence on the part of a presidential candidate rather than a danger to 

democracy.    

Conclusion 

The Sunday morning political talk shows examined focused on Trump because 

the public prefers a whiff of scandal to policy and process. Scandal stories are popular 

because they have a beginning, middle, end, and imagery, so they are easier to remember 

than informational stories (Bird, 2003). Scandal narratives invite the reader to participate 

in the story by discussing it with friends, family, and relations, as the various stages of 

the scandal unfold from speculation to personalization and finally distancing (Bird, 

2003). During the discussion, the reader works out their moral stance on the issue and 

seeks similar points of view (Bird, 2003). The 2016 presidential campaign was replete 

with scandal narratives such as allegations of Clinton using corrupt campaign practices 

and Trump’s sexual assault of women. Also, Trump frequently posted provocative 

tweets, which kept him in the media limelight because they were abnormal and 

scandalous for a presidential candidate.  
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The Sunday morning political talk shows that discussed the provocative tweets 

used similar programming patterns, such as the host setting the stage during the opening 

by providing background details of the tweet. Next, the host interviewed campaign staff 

and then held a panel discussion comprised of journalists and political operatives. 

Consequently, the audience received expert opinions on how they were to understand the 

provocative tweets by political and journalistic experts. 

Examining the Sunday morning political talk show coverage of the tweets 

revealed similarities and differences. For example, both candidates’ campaign staff 

frequently deflected and pivoted away from the journalist’s question because they did not 

have a palatable explanation, so avoidance was the best defense, which is the usual fare 

of political spin. Also, the 2016 presidential campaign was scandal-ridden for both 

candidates, so campaign staff would pivot to the other candidate because if Clinton was 

in the news, her poll numbers went down, and similarly with Trump. However, the 

differences showed up in the language and behavior of Trump’s campaign staff.  

Trump and his campaign staff chose a guerilla-style of political communication 

that used rhetorical subterfuge to disarm the media and public. For example, Trump was a 

presidential candidate who used Twitter to speak directly to his base because he thought 

non-alt-right media covered him unfairly. However, his tweets were provocative, so he 

received much media coverage and railed against the media simultaneously, embracing 

the adage any press is good press.  

Trump’s campaign staff used similar techniques to disarm the hosts of Sunday 

morning political talk shows. For example, when discussing the Dwayne Wade tweet, the 

host’s asked about Trump’s tendency to turn a societal tragedy into a political win for 
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him. Trump’s surrogates normalized and contextualized the tweet as Trump expressing 

outrage at how Democrats have taken advantage of the African American vote and told 

the hosts to focus on the next tweet that expressed condolence. Also, Trump’s surrogates 

infantilized Trump and enabled his rhetoric, by mocking the media for asking questions 

about Trump’s tweets, implying that his political rhetoric on social media didn’t matter, 

as if he were a child rather than a presidential contender. 

Similar guerrilla tactics were used by Trump’s campaign staff to justify the 

Flowers tweet. The Clinton campaign staff were blamed for antagonizing Trump, which 

normalized, contextualized and infantilized Trump, using the bully’s defense. Also, the 

tweet was normalized and contextualized as a quid pro quo, meaning an indirect attack by 

Clinton deserved an indirect attack by Trump, which ignored Trump’s sexist use of 

President Clinton’s affairs to wound Hillary Clinton. Also, the media were instructed to 

redirect their focus to Clinton in a Wizard of Oz-Esque “pay no attention to the man 

behind the curtain,” placing Trump in the background and the foreground at the same 

time, which asked the media and the public to pay attention selectively, only to the 

language Trump and campaign staff deemed appropriate. The Machado tweet received a 

similar tactic in which Trump’s surrogate chastised the host for bringing it up and 

ridiculed the host for wasting time talking about something so insignificant.  

During a general election, candidates usually try to broaden their base by using 

rhetoric that is inclusive, meaning universal to all. However, the Trump campaign used 

rhetoric meant to be selective, to hollow out a voter base that was white, Christian, 

conservative, and heteronormative to divide the nation and set the stage for authoritarian 

populism to replace democracy. The rhetoric used by Trump’s campaign staff was meant 
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to pit non-alt-right media against Trump’s voter base by mocking the media for 

questioning the motivations behind Trump’s tweets and redirecting them to investigate 

Clinton. Trump used societal tragedies to set whites against people of color, while his 

campaign staff used the rhetoric to pit people of color against the Democratic Party.  

Clinton, Flowers, and Machado were used to divide women voters and defend 

patriarchy. Flowers was employed to remind Christian conservatives that President 

Clinton should have been convicted and removed from office, but a corrupt Democratic 

political establishment protected him. Also, Trump’s surrogates suggested that Clinton 

enabled her husband’s infidelities and that she attacked the women who accused him, 

making Clinton no champion of women. Machado was used as a cautionary tale to 

remind women that if they accused Trump of inappropriate behavior, he would attack 

them, using any means he deemed fit.  Trump’s use and attack of women were to harken 

back to circa 1950 when men were in positions of power and women took care of the 

home and children. The primary focus of Trump and his campaign staff’s rhetoric was to 

hollow out a voter base that was white Christian heteronormative and conservative, as the 

“Americans,” who felt they had lost their power and place in society to women and 

people of color, which is a precursor to authoritarian populist rule.   
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation examined how candidate representation and subsequent media 

coverage comported with and pushed against political and journalistic norms in the 2016 

presidential election. Specifically, the research performed a critical discourse analysis 

through a feminist lens to examine how Clinton and Trump communicated their identity 

and performed power and gender on Twitter, as well as their adherence to political 

norms. Also, this dissertation analyzed national newspaper and Sunday morning political 

talk show recontextualization of the candidates' language and behavior on Twitter for 

journalistic norms. This dissertation used a feminist lens to understand the construction of 

knowledge and identity through discourse and the current state of the legacies of 

patriarchy.   

This chapter will first, in broad terms, review the dissertation results, 

contributions to literature and theory, and lessons learned. Second, the chapter will 

evaluate specific examples of tweets and subsequent media recontextualization that 

reflect gender, power and authority, and political and journalistic norms. Also, it 

discusses the contributions of this dissertation's world view as a critical feminist analysis. 

Third, in broad strokes, this chapter will discuss implications regarding the current 

coverage of candidates and the present state of politics and democracy. And finally, this 

chapter will offer recommendations for future journalist coverage of political candidates 

as well as public deliberation and communication. 
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Section One -Findings and Contributions, and Key Concepts 

Findings and Contributions 

The findings in the three results chapters are rich with information to help in the 

understanding of the language and behavior of the 2016 presidential general election. 

Trump spoke and behaved abnormally for a presidential candidate. Yet, his base loved it, 

revealing a portion of the citizenry so divided economically, politically, and culturally, 

that Trump's authoritarian populist rhetoric resonated deeply with them. Trump 

performed as the larger than life alpha male, who, in a patriarchal fashion, gave voice to 

the white forgotten, angry, aggrieved citizen. Trump assumed a position of power, 

constructing his identity as well as the identities of others, using news organizations to 

disseminate that information with an unprecedented amount of free media coverage.   

National newspapers and Sunday morning political talk shows also behaved 

abnormally, struggling to call out Trump as a demagogue who was running for office for 

personal enrichment and self-aggrandizement. Trump disrupted journalistic norms like 

immediacy, objectivity, and their duty as the Four Estate, meaning the watchdog of 

government corruption and overreach. Also, Trump disrupted political communications 

norms by reimagining the functioning of a presidential political campaign and how the 

candidate interacts with their voter base as well as the media. In response, media 

organizations revealed their lack of imagination to see they were relinquishing their 

power to create knowledge and set the agenda for public discussion.  

The findings are divided into three sub-sections to highlight the discoveries made 

in the three results chapters. The first sub-section outlines the key findings in Chapter 5 

that focuses on how Clinton and Trump expressed power and gender on Twitter, how the 
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candidates represented their political identity, and how the candidates followed political 

norms. The second sub-section covers the critical discoveries in Chapter 6 that examined 

national newspaper recontextualization of the candidates' tweets, and how that coverage 

reflected journalistic norms. The third subsection, Chapter 7, focuses on Sunday morning 

political talk show coverage of the candidates' tweets and observance of journalistic 

norms.   

Chapter 5 - Results of Candidate Representation on Twitter  

Clinton and Trump represented themselves very differently on Twitter with 

Clinton following political norms, while Trump was disrupting them. Clinton and 

Trump's tweets revealed the use of power discourses, radical political tactics, gender 

symbolism, and political identity trait. The following categories were chosen for the 

following reasons. Power discourses are employed by liberal democratic institutions to 

mask the subordination of specific groups like Jews, people of color, women, and 

Muslims (Brown, 2006). During the 2016 presidential general election, Trump was 

tweeting misogynist and racist thoughts and feelings that signaled the use of power 

discourses.  

Alinsky (1971) developed radical political tactics for activists battling large 

corporations. However, Trump used ridicule on Twitter, which is a radical political tactic. 

Gender symbolism (Lee and Lim, 2016) traits such as emotions categorized as masculine 

and feminine were examined to see if the candidates performed traditional socio-cultural 

gender roles. During the research phase, I realized that the categories used for gender 

have nothing to do with gender because they are emotions present in both men and 

women. So the gender traits were used as indicators of political strategy. And political 
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identity (Green, 2016) traits were analyzed to see if candidate Trump expressed any 

political identity traits since Trump had never held a political office. 

The four categories, power discourses, radical political tactics, gender symbolism, 

and political identity, were examined, and the results were telling. First, Clinton followed 

political norms performing the individualism power discourse personalization using 

"we," which was consistent with her message of inclusivity. Clinton used a few radical 

political tactics, such as "power comes from people," "keep the message simple," and 

"use current events to keep the pressure on your opponent," which are typical for political 

candidates. Clinton performed many emotional traits, which meets the expectation for a 

presidential candidate. And Clinton presented many political identity traits, particularly 

character, intelligence, homophily, charm, which fit with her political identity as the 

policy wonk who would advocate for the middle class. 

In contrast, Trump disrupted the political communication norms of a presidential 

candidate in a general election. For example, Trump employed the Individualism Power 

Discourse personalization, using "me" or Trump, referring to himself in the third person, 

drawing attention to himself as an individual, rather than the collective. And Trump used 

binary logic to present himself as the hero exposing villains like Clinton, Republicans 

who opposed him, non-alt-right media, and government agencies, which is the language 

of an authoritarian rather than a democratic candidate. Trump used binary logic to pit 

citizens against citizens like whites against immigrants, African Americans, and Muslims 

that is also the language of authoritarianism. Trump used many radical political tactics 

outside the norms of a presidential speech, such as promoting conspiracy theories, 

ridiculing anyone who opposed him, and threatening to imprison Clinton. Trump 
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expressed many emotional traits, which supported his message that he understood and 

agreed with the sentiments of his voter base and would fight for them. Politically Trump 

performed a connection to his base, and he aroused his voter base. 

A content analysis provided another way to examine how differently the 

candidates used Twitter. For example, of Clinton's 57 tweets, 17 tweets expressing 

condolence, 25 tweets were thanking, and well-wishing and one tweet attacked Trump. In 

contrast, from Trump's 323 tweets, 166 were microaggression tweets, there were 67 

Crooked, Crooked H, and Crooked Hillary tweets, and 51 tweets attacked non-alt right 

media. The results of both analyses revealed that Clinton's tweets were passive and static. 

The tweets followed political norms making sure not to offend. And Clinton used some 

radical political tactics, which are usual for a political candidate. 

In contrast, Trump's tweets were dynamic and provocative. Trump deviated from 

political norms and used almost all of the radical political tactics to amplify the 

grievances of white voters, carving out a specific voter base of white elite, white blue-

collar, and Evangelicals. Trump used authoritarian populist rhetoric to pit citizens against 

citizens to take the country back and attacked the media and government agencies.  

The findings contribute to the field of Twitter research. For example, some 

previous research studied the gendered nature of Trump's and Clinton's tweets (Lee and 

Lim, 2016), the tone of Trump's and Clinton's tweets (Ott, 2018, Jones, 2018), and 

authenticity of Trump's and Clinton's tweets (Enli, 2017; Jones, 2018). However, to my 

knowledge, this dissertation is the single, or one of the only studies to extract the 

candidates' tweets from their campaign staff's tweets and identify Trump's tweets as 

dynamic and provocative, and Clinton tweets as passive and static. 
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The findings contribute to the field of political communication. Trump's political 

strategy was to disrupt the norms of political communication, using speech that was 

abnormal for a presidential candidate, cultivating a narrow and selected voter base, and 

employing technology to produce knowledge and exert power. For example, previous 

research suggests that political communication is complex and multifaceted because it 

may be challenging to ascertain whether the originator of the conversation was the 

candidate, the campaign, or fake news, or what media channel conveyed the information, 

and the effectiveness of the communication (Wells, 2015). However, this dissertation 

demonstrates that Trump used Twitter to connect direct directly to his voter base to 

bypass elite media subjectivity and control the production of knowledge about himself. 

Another contribution is that Trump used the Republican party for his gain. Trump 

used Twitter dynamically and provocatively to voice the grievances of his voter base 

rather than disseminate Republican Party propaganda and policies, creating a new way to 

produce knowledge. Although both Clinton and Trump used Twitter to connect directly 

with their base, Trump's angry, bullying, and antagonistic tweets were unprecedented for 

a presidential candidate.119 In 2016, Trump and the Republican Party were smarting from 

their defeat in 2012. The Republican Party viewed President Obama's victory in 2012 as 

the result of the superior use of technology, particularly the use of social media to 

energize his voter base (Kreiss, 2016). Trump's arrogant use of Twitter in the 2016 

presidential general election was a game-changer for Trump and the Republican Party 

 

119 Perry, L. & Joyce, P. (2017, May 2). In 3 charts heres how President Trumps tweets 

differ from candidate Trumps tweets. The Washington Post. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/05/02/in-3-charts-heres-

how-president-trumps-tweets-differ-from-candidate-trumps-

tweets/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.0bb0ff1f1427 
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because, in January 2017, the Republicans controlled both the executive and legislative 

branches of government, paving the way for conservative political appointments and 

legislation.  

Ordinarily, presidential candidates try to bring the country together during the 

general election because the president becomes the leader of the entire country, not just 

their voter base. However, Trump directed his speech to a narrow voter base of white-

elite, white blue-collar, and Evangelicals, advancing participatory democracy for that 

demographic through the affordance of interactivity. In comparison, in previous 

elections, candidates kept tight control of the message and the dissemination of that 

message. Stromer found that "the rhetoric of participation and the presence of interactive 

gadgets, blogs, or Facebook profiles create merely a spectacle of interactivity…a 

simulacrum, a show" (2014, p. 5). In contrast, Trump voiced the grievances of his narrow 

voter base, letting them know that he was listening to them and advancing their issues, 

rather than promoting Republican talking points to a wide swath of the country. Trump's 

approach was new and different and fundamentally altered how candidates are expected 

to use the affordances of political communication and social media to connect to their 

voter base.   

Chapter 6 - Results of Candidate Representation by National Newspapers 

 

Examining the national newspaper recontextualization of the candidate's Twitter 

accounts revealed the disruption of journalistic norms like agenda-setting, objectivity, 

immediacy, and the privileged status of the free press, meaning Constitutional protection 

from government interference to be able to able to report on government corruption and 

overreach. An example of the disruption of the journalistic norm of objectivity, meaning 
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non-partisan in this instance, was the unusual amount of free media Trump received. 

Trump's tweets received double the amount of coverage of Clinton, indicating to the 

public that Trump was more important than Clinton. This lack of parity and access to 

power stems from the patriarchal origins of the US Constitution in which women were 

the property of men (Pateman, 1988) and socio-cultural norms that power is masculine, 

which gets reinforced in the mediated coverage of elections (Vavrus, 2002).  

For the most part, the New York Times and The Washington Post covered others 

tweeting at Clinton, meaning including Clinton's hashtag in their tweets, rather than 

tweets originating from Clinton's Twitter account, which silenced and diminished Clinton 

and her campaign. National newspaper coverage of Twitter threats on Clinton's life was 

covered in a matter of fact manner, rather than with shock and horror. And the analysis 

revealed two significant breaches between news organizations and the public. First, the 

New York Times assumed that there were an implicit nod and wink between the reader 

and political journalist that Trump's tweets were outrageous, so there was no need to 

make explicit arguments about why Trump was a political abnormality. Second, although 

The Washington Post identified Trump's speech as not normal in October 2016, WaPo 

political journalists thought that Trump would probably lose the election because he was 

an aberration reflecting the political and journalistic norms and assumptions at WaPo.  

The significance of the results is that journalist norms were disrupted by not 

identifying Trump's rhetoric and behavior as abnormal for a presidential candidate. The 

analysis exposed a resurgence of media hegemony, meaning a desire to maintain the 

status quo by constructing a false sense of normalcy and stability. Also, the coverage 

revealed a revival of cultural hegemony, indicating gender domination through gender 
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bias. Gender and cultural norms are experienced as tradition or practice rather than a 

structure (Williams, 1977), meaning that the positioning of genders reflects the socio-

cultural norms of a given period. The normalization and legitimation of silencing, 

diminishing, and threatening Clinton signal to women that they do not belong in positions 

of power.  

The findings in Chapter 6 contribute substantively to the fields of journalism and 

political communication because both fields produce knowledge, and Trump's campaign 

practice calculated how to disrupt that knowledge production by controlling the media 

cycle and setting the media agenda.  Also, journalistic norms are quite ripe for disruption, 

and Trump's campaign took advantage of journalistic weaknesses. For example, the 

journalistic standard of immediacy took preference over accuracy because Trump drove 

the news cycle, thereby giving Trump the power to set the media's agenda and create the 

knowledge that national newspapers reported to the public.  Patterson (2013) suggests 

that "knowledge-based journalism" results when the journalistic habit of immediacy is 

tempered with reflection to give journalists time to think about the evidence they receive, 

and choose to use, as well as how their story fits into a broader historical context 

(Patterson, 2013, pp. 94-95). The results of Chapter 6 revealed that "knowledge-based 

journalism" was difficult during the 2016 presidential general election because of 

Trump's rapid-fire tweets that lead to journalists revising articles to include the latest 

Trump tweet, which gave no time for reflection of Trump's tweets.   

The New York Times was having a difficult time balancing immediacy and 

objectivity during the 2016 presidential general election and even beforehand. For 

example, Usher's (2014) found that although objectivity is a tried and true value at The 
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Times, digital journalism prizes "immediacy, interactivity, and participation" (Usher, 

2014, p. 8). The Times journalists struggle to meet the demands of the digital age, which 

leaves little time between producing and consuming the news resulting in mistakes and 

underdeveloped articles for the sake of immediacy called the "hamsterization of 

journalism" (Usher, 2014). The findings in Chapter 6 support Usher's comments on 

immediacy and objectivity in that The Times reported Trump's tweets verbatim with little 

or no context or analysis, making Trump the knowledge producer and political journalists 

merely scribes.  

Internal practices and external influences impact current journalistic practices like 

objectivity. For example, during the 2016 presidential general election, Trump was given 

the deference customarily given a presidential candidate even though his campaign was 

structured to disrupt political and journalistic norms. Initially, the free press envisioned 

by the Framers was a person with a printing press (Pelican, 2005). Over the centuries, the 

free press has morphed into news organizations becoming part of media organizations 

that provide both news and entertainment, leaving the public to differentiate between 

news and opinion  (Pelican, 2005; Bishop, 2004; Patterson, 2013), and media 

organizations beholden to shareholders. Trump took advantage of media organizations' 

vulnerabilities by driving the media cycle, which, in the short term, was beneficial for 

media organizations, but, in the long run, hurt media organizations' credibility with their 

readers and viewers.  

The media decides what qualifies as news, and media organizations' can reinforce 

the political, economic, socio-cultural status quo by bolstering the idea that the current 

conditions should be maintained because they are the norm (Tuchman, 1978; Gans, 2004; 
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Halbertstam, 1979; Hartley, 1982). During the 2016 presidential general election, media 

organization exerted media hegemony, meaning creating normalcy and a false sense of 

security by not calling out Trump's rhetoric as abnormal and using polling data to ensure 

the public that Clinton would win. Media organizations normalized and legitimized 

Trump's rhetoric by reporting it verbatim with little or no context and failing to identify it 

as abnormal for a presidential candidate. Trump created himself as a presidential 

candidate using the media as his foot soldier.  

Chapter 7- Results of Candidate Representation on Sunday Morning Political Talk 

 

Shows 

 

Examining Sunday morning political talk show recontextualization of the 

candidates' Twitter accounts revealed the disruption of journalistic norms like agenda 

setting, meaning the norm of controlling the political narrative in the public sphere. 

Sunday morning political talk shows spent a great deal of time talking about Trump's 

tweets rather than Clinton's because the public prefers a whiff of scandal to discussions of 

policy and process. Scandal stories are popular because they have a beginning, middle, 

end, and imagery, so they are easier to remember than informational stories (Bird, 2003). 

All of the Sunday morning political talk shows examined that discussed Trump's 

provocative tweets used similar broadcast television programming patterns, such as the 

elite white male hosts, setting the stage during the opening, by providing background 

details of the tweet. The 2016 presidential campaign was scandal-ridden for Trump and 

Clinton, so both campaign staff would pivot to the other candidate, because if Clinton 

was in the news, her poll numbers went down, and similarly with Trump. Also, Trump's 

and Clinton's campaign staff frequently deflected and pivoted away from journalists' 
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questions when they did not have a good explanation, which is the usual fare of political 

spin.   

However, Trump's campaign staff expressed stark differences in their responses to 

the hosts. For example, Trump's campaign staff were master spin doctors who employed 

numerous tactics that deviated from campaign staff norms, such as normalizing and 

contextualizing Trump's bullying tweets by explaining that Trump was expressing the 

outrage of his voter base. Trump's surrogates infantilized Trump and enabled his rhetoric, 

by mocking the media for asking questions about Trump's tweets, implying that his 

political rhetoric on social media didn't matter, as if he were a child rather than a 

presidential contender. The significance of the results was the disruption of political 

communication norms by explaining indefensible political speech and silencing 

journalists. Trump's campaign staff chose a guerilla-style of political communication, 

using rhetorical subterfuge to disarm the media and public. Also, Trump's campaign staff 

framed Trump's speech in the foreground and the background simultaneously, asking the 

media and the public to pay attention selectively, only to the language Trump's campaign 

staff deemed appropriate. As a result, journalists allowing themselves to be mocked, 

dismissed, and silenced, which disrupted the journalistic norm of agenda-setting. 

The Sunday morning political talk shows demonstrated how political campaigns 

have the power to disrupt the ability of journalism to produce knowledge. Sunday 

morning political talk shows are mediums of political performance for the television 

audience and the media organization, resulting in an increase or decrease in viewership, 

depending on the performance of the candidate or their campaign staff because media 

organizations are beholden to shareholders. Broadcast television favors politicians who 
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demonstrate "personality, the cultivation of emotion, and the whipping up of incidents 

and conflicts" (Pels, 2003, p. 47) because that behavior increases viewership. 

Consequently, Trump's campaign staff used Sunday morning political talk shows to 

disrupt political communication and journalistic norms by defending a candidate whose 

language and behavior would have been considered indefensible in previous presidential 

elections. Trump's campaign staff showed discipline in that the surrogates used the same 

talking points to make sure their message was consistent. Also, Trump's campaign staff 

came on hot, meaning they talked non-stop to run out the clock using their prepared 

talking points, to create knowledge about Trump rather than allowing the journalist to 

produce information about their candidate.   

Interactive news-making, which occurs on Sunday morning political talk shows, 

signifies that politicians and their surrogates are involved in the production of political 

news by providing information as well as performing that information on broadcast 

television (Corner, 2003). However, Trump's campaign staff with their style of guerilla 

communication mocked, ridiculed, and silenced journalists flipping the script. Previously, 

Sunday morning political talk shows demonstrating the power of journalists to both 

report and analyze political events and explain their significance and implications to the 

public (Boorstin, 1971). However, Trump’s campaign staff bullied political analysts and 

journalists into passive listeners of Trump's campaign staff talking points that allowed 

Trump’s campaign staff to drive the media cycle and set the media agenda.  

Chapter 7 adds to methodological practice in addition to contributing to literature 

about political communication and journalistic norms. A survey of many 2016 election 

studies in the field of communication revealed research involving an in-depth look at the 
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2016 election nomination process to investigate why Trump and Clinton became the 

nominees (Kenski and Kenski, 2018); an examination of how geography was used as a 

political strategy for campaign visits (Devine, 2018); an exploration of gender 

performance and image, during the general debates to forecast voter choice (Jennings, 

Greenwood, and McKinney, 2018); an analysis of the WikiLeaks dump of the Podesta 

Emails for breaches of journalistic ethics (Eko and Hethering, 2018); a study of the 

apology rhetoric Trump used during the second general debate (Valenzano's, 2018); 

Clinton's and Trump's conventional and unconventional campaign strategies and how 

they influenced media bias (Edwards and Warburton, 2018); an inspection of the front 

pages of newspapers during the 2016 election to determine the prominence of 

presidential, US House and Senate, governor, or down-ballot races (Conners (2018); an 

exploration of the 2016 Libertarian presidential ticket of Johnson-Weld (Kopko and 

Devine (2018); an examination of Trump's campaign announcement for fantasy-themes 

(Besant and Perry (2018); and a study of Clinton's concession speech for partisan rhetoric 

(Sheckels, 2018). To my knowledge, my research is the only one, or one of the only ones, 

to do an empirical analysis of Sunday morning political talk shows.  

This chapter contributes to political communication and journalism methodology 

by describing how the Sunday morning political talk shows were studied, from obtaining 

data to the measurement for replication purposes. For example, archives of Sunday 

morning political talk shows such as Face the Nation, Meet the Press, State of the Union, 

and Fox News Sunday are available on Internet Television Archive. The following search 

criteria were used to find the shows. The first search criteria were the network of the 

show, and the second was the name of the Sunday morning political talk show. The third 
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search category was the date, which was from the Democratic National Convention and 

Republican National Convention to the week after Election Day. And the fourth search 

criteria were the Twitter handles of the candidates. Once the shows were located, they 

were studied using critical discourse analysis through a feminist lens, meaning the 

linguistic construction of knowledge and identity, power and gender, by close viewing 

and listening and taking notes. Also, transcripts of the shows were found on the network 

websites or Temple University Library Database. My notes were compared to the 

transcripts to make sure the conversations were represented accurately. Because this 

research is qualitative, the themes emerged from the data, such as Twitter strategies, who 

are Americans, and discussions of some controversial tweets that are detailed below in 

Section 2 – Specific Examples. The measurement was performed methodically, and 

detailed notes were taken to ensure replicability.      

Key Concepts 

The final portion of Section 1 offers four key concepts, meaning what has been 

learned by this dissertation. The four fundamental concepts are as follows. First, Trump 

disrupted political communication norms, and national newspapers and Sunday morning 

political talk shows allowed Trump to disrupt their journalistic standards. Second, Trump 

and his campaign staff, as well as news organizations, weaponized gender expressing 

current cultural and gender norms. Third, white voters became a political subject, 

meaning Trump linguistically portrayed white voters as a marginalized group rather than 

the norm, stoking fears that whites needed special protections because they were losing 

their share of power. And fourth, Trump used authoritarian populist rhetoric, which is not 

the norm for a US presidential candidate. 
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First, Trump and his campaign staff used a political strategy that disrupted 

political communication and journalistic norms in several ways. Although Clinton and 

Trump used Twitter to connect directly to their base, Trump used Twitter to amplify the 

grievances of his voter base, which included promoting conspiracy theories, and bullying, 

mocking, ridiculing and threatening his opponents. Trump's language and behavior on 

Twitter were unheard of for a presidential candidate, because typically during a general 

election, a presidential candidate tries to bring the country together. Still, Trump used 

Twitter to divide the nation. In a traditional presidential political campaign, candidates 

don't sully themselves by directly attacking their opponents with slander. Instead, a 

SuperPAC (Political Action Committee) will take on that role. However, during the 2016 

presidential general election, Trump attacked opponents directly, like a thug and the 

media printed and broadcast the language verbatim, normalizing and legitimizing it, as 

the political communication a presidential candidate.  

Trump's campaign staff controlled the dissemination of information, the 

construction of knowledge, and the wielding of power, which silenced and diminished the 

hosts. Trump's campaign staff that appeared on Sunday morning political talk shows 

examined in the dissertation were disciplined and able to deliver their talking points 

unabated. The campaign staff used a guerilla communication style of political 

communication that bullied and mocked journalists for questioning Trump's rhetoric, and 

they ran out the clock with prepared speeches. Also, Trump's campaign staff framed 

Trump's speech in the foreground and the background simultaneously, asking the media 

and the public to pay attention selectively, only to the language Trump's campaign staff 

deemed appropriate. Trump's campaign staff disrupted political communication norms on 
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Sunday morning political talk shows by legitimizing, normalizing, and contextualizing 

Trump's abnormal political rhetoric, which enabled and infantilized Trump’s rhetoric.  

National newspapers struggled with journalistic norms such as immediacy, 

objectivity, and their role as the fourth estate, during the presidential general election. 

News organizations allowed Trump's rapid-fire fire tweets to control media cycles, 

making immediacy the number one priority, leaving little or no time for journalistic 

reflection. National newspapers gave Trump the deference usually afford a presidential 

candidate to show objectivity, although Clinton was not. National newspapers gave 

Trump the power to construct knowledge about himself using their publications, thereby 

disrupting the journalistic role as seekers and amplifiers of the truth. 

Second, Trump and his campaign staff, as well as news organizations, 

weaponized gender. National newspapers dismissed and silenced Clinton by limiting 

coverage of her while giving Trump an unprecedented amount of free media coverage. 

Also, Trump and some Republicans threatened Clinton, and national newspapers covered 

the threats without context, normalizing the threats, and signaling to women that politics 

is dangerous for women and better left to men. Also, Trump and his campaign staff used 

President Clinton's promiscuity to wound candidate Clinton, as if President Clinton were 

running for office rather than candidate Clinton, which also diminished her. In addition, 

instead of journalists asserting the abnormality of talking about a candidate’s spouse’s 

infidelities, journalists left it up to Trump’s campaign staff to decide the strategy’s 

normality, which they did by defending it, and mocking journalists for asking about it. 

Analysis of this news discourse revealed journalistic and organizational codes, values, 

and conventions (Hartley, 1982). For example, Sunday morning political talk shows 
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exposed that they were ripe for disruption because they played by an elite set of rules, as 

gentlemen. At the same time, Trump’s campaign staff behaved like schoolyard bullies, 

upending gender, and class norms. The journalists seemed like “deer in the headlights,” 

bewildered and unable to change their practices and routines to adjust to Trump’s 

campaign staff discursive weaponization of gender and class. 

Third, white voters became a political subject (Creech, 2018) because Trump 

amplified the voices of aggrieved white voters with topics like immigration, media bias, 

and distrust of government. Trump deviated from presidential political communication 

norms by hollowing out a voter base rather than trying to bring the country together 

during a general election. Trump harkened back to the economic and cultural norms of 

the 1950s with his campaign slogan Make America Great Again, signaling that the US 

could return to a time when white men of privilege, controlled women and people of 

color, and abortion was illegal. Trump and his campaign staff identified Trump's voter 

base of the white elite, white blue-collar, and Evangelicals as "Americans." 

Fourth, Trump performed authoritarian populist rhetoric by scapegoating 

immigrants, citizens of color, and Muslims to divide the country and incite rebellion. For 

example, Trump conflated Muslims with terrorism, African Americans with crime and 

poverty, and Mexicans with drug addiction, sexual assault and taking the jobs of white 

blue-collar workers, to scare whites into voting for him. Authoritarian populist rhetoric 

divides nations into liberal and conservative cultural-political camps and expands the 

power of the executive while diminishing the legislative and the judicial. The rhetoric of 

authoritarian populism threatens the ideals of Western democracies like co-equal 

branches of government, citizen equality, and separation of church and state.  
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Section 2 – Specific Examples and Additional Contributions 

Section 2 offers specific examples from the results chapters to address gender 

concepts, power and authority issues, journalistic routines, and the contributions of this 

dissertation's world view as a feminist critic. The first subsection of section 2 offers 

specific examples of tweets and national newspaper coverage revealing gender bias, 

power and authority issues, and journalistic routines that deviated from norms. The 

second subsection presents the contribution of this dissertation's world view through its 

choice of methodology.  

Gender bias in national newspaper coverage, on social media, and on Sunday 

morning political talk shows are the gender concepts discussed. Analyzing national 

newspaper coverage of the candidates' tweets during the 2016 general election provided 

findings that support a resurgence of media and cultural hegemony by normalizing and 

legitimizing the abnormal political speech and behavior of Trump, the wealthy white 

male candidate. Also, newspaper coverage normalized and legitimized the silencing, 

diminishing, and threatening of candidate Clinton, which is a signal to women that they 

do not belong in positions of power. For example, the newspaper coverage of Trump's 

tweets was double that of Clinton, indicating to the public that Trump was more 

important than Clinton. Second, for the most part, The New York Times and The 

Washington Post covered others tweeting at Clinton, meaning including Clinton's hashtag 

in their tweets, rather than tweets originating from Clinton's Twitter account, which 

silenced and diminished the Clinton campaign. This media behavior signals to the public 

that people tweeting at Clinton are more important than Clinton. Third, national 

newspaper coverage of Twitter threats on Clinton's life was covered in a matter of fact 
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manner, rather than with shock and horror, normalizing and legitimizing threatening a 

presidential candidate. 

Trump's tweets and his campaign staff's recontextualization of the tweets on 

Sunday morning political talk shows reflected the performance of toxic masculinity such 

as the normalization and legitimation of misogyny. For example,             

Sep 24, 2016 10:08 AM If dopey Mark Cuban of failed Benefactor fame 

wants to sit in the front row, perhaps I will put Gennifer Flowers right  

alongside of him! 

 

Sep 30, 2016 4:30 AM Did Crooked Hillary help disgusting (check out sex 

tape and past) Alicia M become a US citizen so she could use her in the 

debate? 

 

Flowers and Machado were used as pawns to divide voters and defend misogyny 

and patriarchy. Gennifer Flowers had an affair with former President Clinton, and Alicia 

Machado was crowned Miss Universe, in 1996, and at a time when Donald Trump owned 

the Miss Universe pageant. Flowers was employed to remind Christian conservatives that 

President Clinton should have been convicted and removed from office for lying under 

oath about having had a sexual relationship he had with an intern. Still, a corrupt 

Democratic political establishment protected him. Machado was used as a cautionary tale 

to remind women that if they accused Trump of inappropriate behavior, he would attack 

them, using any means he deemed fit. Trump's usage and attack of women were to harken 

back to circa 1950 when men were in positions of power, and women took care of the 

home and children. Also, on Sunday morning political talk shows, Trump's surrogates 

suggested that Clinton enabled her husband's infidelities and that she attacked the women 

who accused him, making Clinton a defender of misogyny rather than a champion of 

women.  
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The tweet below demonstrated Trump’s use of authoritarian populist rhetoric to 

incite his base and allow them to openly express their anger at his opponent, redirecting 

their anger from overall government corruption to scapegoating his opponent Clinton, 

which is a hallmark of authoritarian rhetoric. 

Aug 23, 2016 09:46:58 AM Hillary Clinton strongly stated that there was 

"absolutely no connection" between her private work and that of The State 

Department. LIE!  

 

The tweet above is examined for power discourses, radical political tactics, and 

political and gender traits to explain the parts of Trump’s authoritarian populist rhetoric 

strategy. Trump used the power discourse individualism in the tweet in several ways, 

such as employing binary logic to explain the hero and the villain in the 2016 presidential 

general election. Trump railed against Hillary Clinton, making her the villain of his voter 

base. Trump used a David vs. Goliath approach against Hillary Clinton in the above tweet 

setting Clinton up as a liar and villain, so Trump is the hero unmasking the villain. The 

tweet above revealed two political identity traits, charm, and homophily. An arousal is a 

form of charm, and the tweet above means to arouse Trump’s voter base. Also, the tweet 

expresses homophily because it amplifies the concerns of Trump’s voter base that Clinton 

should be held to account for her misdeeds.  

The above tweet demonstrates several gender traits, such as enthusiasm, empathy, 

congeniality, forceful, determined, confident, and champion. The exclamation point and 

caps in the sentence "LIE!" express enthusiasm to gin up his base who have long 

harbored resentments toward the Clinton's as liars and cheaters, particularly around the 

impeachment of President Clinton without a conviction. Empathy is shared feelings of 

anger and grievance about Clinton as a yet to be convicted liar and criminal. Also, 
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reflecting the shared thoughts between Trump and his voter base that Clinton was a liar 

and criminal who should be held accountable indicates congeniality.  

The tweet is forceful because Trump accused Clinton of lying about quid pro quos 

between the State Department and the Clinton Foundation while she was Secretary of 

State. Also, the tweet demonstrates Trump's determination to right the wrongs and 

redress the grievances of his voter base that elites controlled the country and were not 

accountable to anyone. The tweet expresses confidence that Clinton lied about asking 

officials from foreign nations to contribute to the Clinton Foundation in exchange for a 

meeting with Clinton when she was Secretary of State. Also, the tweet demonstrates 

Trump as the champion who unmasked the elite Clinton as a liar and a criminal, airing 

the long-harbored grievance of his base that the President and Hillary Clinton should go 

to jail.  

Trump's tweets lay bare many radical political tactics such as “power come from 

people,” and in the tweet above, Trump gave voice to the grievance of his voter base that 

Clinton was a crook and a liar and guilty of wrongdoing. Also, the tweet above is simple 

because Trump accuses Clinton of lying, which is a long-held belief of his voter base. 

The tweet deviated from standard linguistic patterns and behaviors of a US presidential 

nominee. It was politically abnormal because Trump accused Clinton of being a liar 

based on a conspiracy theory, using the social media site Twitter. The message was 

unfiltered and out of the reach of the non-alt right elite media who were also enemies of 

Trump and Trump's base. 

Trump presents a conspiracy as truth, putting Clinton in the position of defending 

herself of false charges. Trump ridicules Clinton as a politician who lies and cheats while 
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claiming the moral high ground. Trump and his base enjoy the idea that Clinton was a 

criminal who could be convicted, satisfying the desire of his voter base to see a Clinton 

put in jail. Trump kept the pressure on Clinton with multiple allegations of bad political 

behavior, mostly based on conspiracy theories. Trump threatened Clinton as a candidate 

and a citizen by accusing her of lying about using her position as Secretary of State to 

bribe foreign officials by trading a meeting with her in exchange for a contribution to the 

Clinton Foundation, which is a federal offense. Trump accused Clinton of lying, so 

Clinton needs to defend herself rather than advance her policies or contrast them to 

Trump's. Trump went after Clinton with specific allegations of maleficence acting as 

judge and jury.  

Examining the parts of the tweet revealed how political and gender traits, power 

discourses, and radical political tactics were combined to use authoritarian populist 

rhetoric in a democracy successfully. Trump was a reality television actor who 

understood that a show would get canceled if people didn't watch. Trump performed a 

variety of emotions as well as shared understandings that gave voice to his base. Trump 

simplified complex issues using binary logic, making himself the hero/good guy and 

anyone who opposed him bad/corrupt, which fit with the ideology of his voter base that 

elites who worked in media and politics could not be trusted. Trump ran as a radical, a 

disrupter, and a man of the people, using radical political tactics, language, and behavior 

that previously was considered abnormal for a presidential candidate.  

The next portion of Section 2 focuses on journalistic routines, norms, and 

deviations. Some media organizations normalized and legitimized Trump's authoritarian 

populist rhetoric by not calling it out as such. For example, The New York Times 
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abdicated their role of watchdog and arbiter of government power, corruption, and 

overreach by assuming an implicit understanding between journalist and reader that 

Trump was unfit for office because generally, the tweets were reported verbatim without 

analysis, which normalizing and legitimizing the tweets. For example, The Times 

reporters Haberman and Fandos identified that Trump not releasing his tax returns was 

abnormal for a presidential candidate but did not call out Trump or his surrogates for 

strange and frequently false political speech. Haberman and Twohey described Mark 

Cuban as "attention-grabbing." What about Trump? A thoughtful analysis of Clinton and 

Trump's Twitter strategies did not happen until after the election. The Times normalized 

and legitimized Trump and his surrogates by failing to provide an in-depth analysis of 

how and why their rhetoric was abnormal, false, and misleading, which is the role of The 

Times as the fourth estate, meaning a public check on the branches of government.  

In another specific example of journalistic routines, media organizations struggled 

with immediacy and agenda-setting. In a WaPo article from August 29, 2016, titled 

"Trump to minority voters: 'I will stop the slaughter'" Gass wrote about a series of 

Trump's morning tweets referencing African-American crime and violence that were 

trying to soften a previous tone-deaf tweet about "the fatal shooting of Chicago Bulls 

player Dwayne Wade's cousin." The author cites tweets that included language such as 

"How much more crime, how many more shootings, will it take for African-Americans 

and Latinos to vote Trump" "African-Americans will vote for Trump because they know 

I will stop the slaughter" "they [African-Americans] want Trump."  Trump's last tweet 

was at 9:35 a.m. on August 29, 2016, and the article was updated and released at 9:42 

a.m. on August 29, 2016, leaving no time to question the disparaging tweets about 
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African Americans by a presidential candidate. Trump was a master of the tail wagging 

to the dog, meaning he used social media to bait news organizations into covering his 

tweets. Trump used a FOMO strategy or fear of missing out, losing eyeballs, and ad 

revenue, to redirect news organizations from questioning the language and behavior of 

the Republican Party's nominee for US president to repeating Trump’s words. Trump’s 

frequent and provocative tweets drove the media cycle and allowed Trump to set the 

media agenda. 

In the final specific example of journalistic routines, media organizations co-

conspired with Trump by allowing him to define and threaten them without repercussion, 

reflecting the hegemonic media practice of maintaining the status quo or creating 

normalcy and a false sense of security. For example, Trump used Twitter and campaign 

rallies to talk directly to his base and rebuke non-alt-right media while praising the Fox 

News Network. Trump even threatened non-alt-right media organizations at campaign 

rallies claiming that the press was the enemy of the people, which encourage audiences to 

threaten political journalists. The behavior was so alarming that Sandra Mims Rowe, the 

chairwoman of the Committee to Protect Journalists (C.P.J.) said: "Donald Trump, 

through his words and actions as a candidate for president of the United States, has 

consistently betrayed First Amendment values, [and] passed a resolution declaring Trump 

an unprecedented threat to the rights of journalists and to C.P.J.'s ability to advocate for 

press freedom around the world." The Committee to Protect Journalists works typically 

with journalists in developing countries where governments lack stability. And yet, media 

organizations could not get enough of Trump because he was provocative. Therefore, 
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showing footage of Trump, or talk about him, generated interest and viewership, and 

normalized Trump as a presidential candidate.    

The final subsection of Section 2 addresses the contributions of this dissertation's 

world view through its choice of methodology. This dissertation performs a critical 

discourse analysis through a feminist lens. The feminist approach to qualitative research 

emerged from the second wave of the women’s movement to question the construction of 

knowledge by men, for men, that ignored and subjugated women, making them the other, 

meaning different, and less than (Hesse-Biber, 2011). “Feminism is a political 

project…to create a more just world for women…[in which] researchers value women’s 

experiences and unearth women’s subjugated knowledges” (Hesse-Biber, 2011).  

In practice, feminism challenges the social construction of gender, and binary 

thinking to make room for alternative knowledge and ways to do research (Hesse-Biber, 

2011). Feminism research employs a variety of techniques. For instance, feminist 

standpoint epistemology suggests that a researcher’s politics, economics, socialization, 

and gender influence their research and findings and that feminist researchers are in the 

unique positions of recognizing both their own subjugated position as well as the 

ideology of dominant groups (Hesse-Biber, 2011). Therefore, feminist research produces 

contextualization and partial truths about the historical oppression of women rather than 

claiming complete knowledge (Hesse-Biber, 2011). For example, this dissertation 

examines the language used during the 2016 presidential general election for the 

discursive construction of knowledge, identity, gender, and power, as expressed in the 

candidates’ tweets and subsequent media recontextualization using specific media outlets. 
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This dissertation’s findings offer “a” truth about the current state of patriarchy in the 

2016 presidential general election, not “the” truth. 

According to Francis (2000), “There are many different types of feminism, yet 

feminists all share a concern for the position of women in society, and a commitment to 

challenge this” (p. 20, as cited in Francis 1998). Liberal feminism is used for this 

dissertation because its goals align with the objectives of liberal feminism, which are to 

examine the continued legacies of patriarchy. This dissertation analyzed the discursive 

construction of candidates’ identity on Twitter and the subsequent media 

recontextualization of those tweets in national newspapers and Sunday morning political 

talk shows for the legacies of patriarchy in political communication, journalistic norms, 

and candidate identity.  

Section 3 – Implications 

Section 3 of the conclusion chapter of this dissertation offers implications 

developed from the research findings that addressing coverage of candidates in this era, 

and the current state of politics and democracy. The 2016 presidential general election 

has permanently altered media coverage of political candidates. For example, an 

implication from the research findings suggests that political candidates will continue 

using Twitter to connect directly to their base and use provocative language to attract 

media attention. Therefore, political journalists need strategies to handle a candidate’s 

Twitter feed as political speech and call out abnormal political speech and behavior. 

Also, political journalists need to think about the norms of immediacy and objectivity and 

how they will work in the future when a presidential candidate drives the media cycle, 

thereby setting the media agenda, again.  
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Another implication from the research findings proposes that media organizations 

need a 2020 presidential election strategy that was different than their 2016 approach. 

Trump accelerated expectations of the presidential candidate as the media performer and 

created an implicit co-conspiracy between the male candidate and the media that more 

coverage of the male candidate was good for both parties. However, that Faustian bargain 

was detrimental to the long-term credibility of media organizations because the male 

candidate used the media to sow citizen distrust in the media.  

The research findings of this dissertation also offer implications for democracy 

and politics. For example, the results suggest that media organizations re-examine their 

duty as the Fourth Estate, meaning the watchdog of government corruption and overreach 

because authoritarian populism is on the rise in the US and around the world. The rise of 

authoritarian populism is a symptom of a citizenry losing faith in the idea of a democratic 

republic because of rampant government corruption. 

Another implication identified Trump, as very successful at crafted his identity 

and the identity of others during the 2016 election. The dissertation advises that to beat 

the incumbent in 2020, the opponent will have to identify themselves to the public and 

the media, meaning the candidate must have a strong sense of self as well as the ability to 

perform that internal strength. Also, the candidate must re-define the incumbent. 

Section 4 – Limitations, and Recommendations for Further Research 

The final section of the conclusion chapter discusses the limitations of this 

dissertation’s scope and methodology, as well as recommendations for further research in 

the areas of journalism, political candidates, and public deliberation and communication.  
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Limitations 

This dissertation has limitations in scope and method because there are a variety 

of ways to study an election and many methods available to conduct the research. This 

dissertation chose to limit the scope of the study to the tweets of the candidates during the 

presidential general election and the media recontextualization of the tweets in four 

national newspapers and four Sunday morning political talk shows. Just altering this 

study slightly by including the tweets of the candidates’ campaign staff would have 

changed the results. This dissertation focused on the candidates’ representations of 

themselves to study the unvarnished expressions of gender and power as well as national 

print and broadcast journalists’ response and reaction to the candidates through media 

coverage. 

The 2016 presidential election was fraught with racial overtones, and studying 

racial bias during the election would have offered meaningful results. However, Critical 

Race Theory is a canon of literature not reviewed in this dissertation. Also, the researcher 

of this dissertation has lived in a white body and could bias racial research by not having 

had the experience of looking up at the power of whiteness from the vantage point of a 

body of color. This dissertation studies the election through a critical feminist lens 

because it is the standpoint of the researcher.   

This dissertation examined journalistic norms and deviations by reviewing 

scholarly literature as well as the researcher being a longtime consumer of print and 

broadcast journalism. If the researcher of this dissertation had been a journalist, the 

results might have been more nuanced because of applied journalistic knowledge and 

experiences. For example, Chapter 2 of this dissertation reviewed books by David 
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Halberstam, a journalist, as well as Professors Gaye Tuchman and Herbert Gans, who are 

sociologists. Tuchman and Gans studied news organization from an academic 

perspective, outside the organization looking in. At the same time, Halberstam examined 

news organizations as a journalist within the organization, looking up at the people who 

wield power. Both perspectives were valid and helpful in understanding journalist norms.  

Recommendations for Further Research 

Several areas of study emerged in the findings, which could benefit from additional 

research. For example, the media’s role in the formation of presidential political identities 

during the 2016 presidential general election was, in some ways, new and different from 

previous presidential elections in modern history and could be a fruitful area for further 

research. Although the media plays a significant role in shaping political identity by type and 

amount of media coverage, it would be interesting to uncover who decided to cover the 

candidates the way they were covered, was their pushback, and by whom. Also, are media 

organizations planning to cover future presidential elections differently? If so, what is the 

new game plan? If not, has the media coverage of the 2016 presidential general election 

created the new normal.  

Another thought-provoking area of future research is the weaponization of gender. 

For example, during the 2016 presidential election, some scholars' used emotions separated 

into stereotypical gender types to identify the candidates’ language as masculine or 

feminine as the single focus of their research. However, the use of gender stereotypes 

reinforces gender stereotyping. A more productive avenue of gender research could be 

the weaponization of gender by political candidates. Gender bias can be conscious or 

unconscious, whereas the weaponization of gender is the use of gender to harm 

deliberately. The 2016 presidential general election revealed the male candidate and 
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campaign staff weaponizing the gender of the female candidate, and that behavior will 

likely continue in future elections. 

An additional area of gender and political discourse could be the study of 

attributes that used to be considered male and female speech. The 2016 presidential 

general election upended previous ideas about male and female speech. For example, the 

male candidate spoke expressively, embodied, and excitedly, which was thought to be 

traits of female speech and devalued. In contrast, the female candidate spoke linearly and 

expressed abstract thought that was considered elite male speech and valued. Perhaps 

ideas of gendered speech need to be re-examined. Maybe political persuasion is the 

determining factor in what speech works best. For instance, political speech that is 

expressive embodied, and excited may be most effective for candidates running as 

populists. In contrast, linear speech and abstract thought may be better if a candidate is 

running as a centrist. Another possibility is that cultural norms have changed, and voters 

view speech patterns as signs of authenticity rather than gendered.  

Finally, this researcher will use the political rhetorical power mechanism 

developed in this dissertation for future research. For example, the Senate Confirmation 

Hearings of Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh will be examined for power 

discourses, political identity traits, emotions, and radical political tactics. The analysis 

will focus on how identity, gender, and power discourses were used to talk about sexual 

assault and bodily sovereignty. 
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